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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this program was to investigate the feasibility of using

elastic recovery for expandable structures. The elastic recovery concept

is a mechanism in which the stored potential energy in a packaged structure

expands the structure to the original full-sized configuration. The study

determined the structural characteristics, thermal insulative characteristics,

meteoroid penetration resistance, and radiation protection for the elastic

recovery composite materials. The investigation determined the type of

elastic recovery composite which could be applied to manned space stations

or shelters, storage tanks, antennas, and secondary structures. The results

of the study indicate that the elastic recovery expandable compares favorably,

on the basis of weight, with other types of expandable structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this program was to provide the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration with information on the feasibility and applicability of the

elastic recovery concept to expandable structures. This program was performed

to determine the load capabilities, the effect of the space environment, and

possible areas of application for elastic recovery composite sections.

The elastic recovery concept is a mechanism by which a packaged flexible struc-

ture may be erected in space. The erection of the structure takes place from

the stored potential energy within the compressed composite wall. Basically,

the composite consists of flexible facings and a compressible core. The

structure is packaged into a small volume by alternately folding and compressing

the composite wall section. Upon release from the package in space, the stored

potential energy is sufficient to erect and cause the structure to be self-

supporting without any external influences. Figure i shows a model cylinder

being released from its package and expanding to the full size. This partic-

ular sequence was taken in a vacuum chamber.

In order to determine the feasibility of employing the elastic recovery

concept in space structures, the program included the following main study
areas:

. Determination of structural loading and environmental conditions

to be expected for different types of structures. The possible

applications of the structure, such as for space stations,

planetary shelters, cryogenic fuel storage tanks, solar collectors,

antennas, and secondary structures, were taken into account for

this study.

2. Investigation of candidate materials for both the facings and the

cores of the elastic recovery composite.

. A parametric study to determine the effect of the loading and

environmental conditions Upon the elastic recovery composite.

This area of investigation made up the bulk of the program effort.

The parametric studies determined the weight of elastic recovery

composite sections for structural requirements, thermal control,

meteoroid protection, and radiation resistance. Each of these

areas of study was conducted in as great a detail as possible to

determine the requirements. However, it was often necessary to

limit the study or make admittedly simplifying assumptions in

order to keep the study from dwelling on details which were unknown

and/or beyond the general scope of the program.

. The major area of study for this program also included an analysis

to determine the best type of elastic recovery concept for a

particular application. Consideration was given to the type of
loading on the structure and the environment in which the structure

was placed for determining the weight of wall required.



(a) Packed Cylinder in Vacuum

Prior to Opening

(b) Opening of Package and

Cylinder Beginning to
Unfold

(c) Time at +2 sec After Open-

ing

(d) Time at i min After Open-

ing: Unfolding is Com-

plete

Figure i. Expansion Sequence

of an Elastic Re-

covery Model

(e) Time at i0 min After Open-

ing. Note Change in Sur-

face Condition
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. The last area of study was the comparison by weight of a typical

elastic recovery composite wall expandable structure with other

types of expandable structures. Due to the small amount of data

available on the different expandable structures, this study was

rather limited in scope.

These five major areas of study determined the possible areas of application for

the elastic recovery concept.



II. STRUCTURALLOADINGANDENVIRONMENTALDESIGNCRITERIA

To determine the types of loads and environments a space structure would encounter

required a rather extensive review of the current and past literature. To accom-

plish this task, the design criteria for expandable space structures were divided

into the following groups:

i. Range of applled'loads

2. Range of permissible leak rates

3. Range of thermal environments

4. Requirements for protection from meteroroid impact

5. Requirements for protection from radiation

6. Structural requirements for solar reflectors

and space antennas

The first five items are the results of information gained from many sources.

The results are either summarized at the end of each of the subsequent sections

or shown as envelopes on curves. The information represents the state-of-the-art

studies and, in some cases, are estimates only. The sixth item presents general

information required for the design of solar reflectors and space antennas and

indicates the criteria required for surface accuracy of each.

Ao Ranse of Applied Loads

The applied loads on a space or planetary structure result from the follow-

ing conditions :

Internal pressure

Docking loads

Impact loads

External pressure

These loading spectrums have been selected from the anticipated end applica-

tions of expandable structures.

i. Internal Pressure

The range of internal pressures anticipated for various types of structures

are shown in Figure 2. The pressure data for the manned space station and

lunar shelters are from References i, 2, and 3. The pressure ranges for

the tank assumed the storage of cryogenic fluids and are taken from

References 4 and 5. The pressure in the storage tank as described in

section II.B (permissable Leakage Rates) could be increased beyond the

critical pressure of the cryogenic fluid if desired. This, or course,

is dependent upon the design and the structural application.

4
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2. Docking Loads

The range of docking loads vs. space vehicle weight is given in Figure 3.

The docking load was based on a deceleration of I to 3 ft/sec 2 (Reference 6).

Further information indicated that the closing velocity would range from

0.i to 3.0 ft/sec. The space vehicle weight is obtained from Reference 7

and represented a vehicle docking into a larger space station. The docking

loads would require sufficient stiffness of the space station to prevent

excessive deformation surrounding the immediate docking area.

3. Impact Energy

The impact energy criteria presented herein determined the effect of

landing on a lunar or planetary surface. This type of loading would not

be applied directly to an expandable structure since a lunar shelter would

probably be packaged during impact. The energy, however, would have to be

absorbed by various means to reduce the landing shock. The range of possible

impact energy for different weight space vehicles is shown in Figure 4. The

impact velocity for different types of vehicles was found to range from

3 ft/sec (Reference 6) to a maximum of 30 ft/sec (Reference 8). The impact

energy was computed from KE = 1/2 M V 2 and weight was assumed to be acting

on earth; hence, g = 32.2 ft/sec 2.

4. External Pressure

The effect of external pressure upon lunar or planetary shelters is shown

in Figure 5. The external pressures shown were estimates based upon

possible conditions a structure may encounter on various planetary surfaces.

The external pressure for the lunar mobile vehicle tires was obtained by

assuming a tire contact area for various sized lunar vehicles (Reference 9).

The vehicle weight ranged from 6000 to 20,000 earth pounds. The studies

indicate that the wheeled lunar vehicles would have large-diameter, low-

pressure type tires. The present study assumed that a conservative 10%

of the projected tire area was in contact with the lunar surface.

The second external load condition (Figure 5) applies to antennas and

shelters required for communications and logistics from planetary explora-

tion on Mars or Venus. The wind pressure on an antenna dish was deter-

mined by assuming a coefficient of drag (CD) of 1.5. The Venian atmospheric
characteristics were obtained from Reference i0. The wind pressure on an

antenna was found from P = _ = CD q, where q = 1/2 p V 2. For this study,
a maximum wind of i00 mph was assumed.

The third external loading condition in Figure 5 applies to underground

lunar shelters. It was found that a lunar shelter would be buried for

protection from meteoroids. Several sources have indicated that the

shelter would be under lunar soll ranging from a few inches to many feet

in depth. The plot of external pressure on the shelter wall was deter-

mined for a 40-ft diameter in both cases. The pressure was based upon

a soil density of 125 Ib/ft 3, but the gravity field on each planet
was assumed.

6
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B. Range of Permissible Leak Rates

The leakage rate requirements were, in general, divided into two areas: the

leakage requirement for manned vehicles, and the leakage requirement for

cryogenic fluid storage vessels.

i. Requirements for Manned Vehicles

The leakage rate for manned vehicles or shelters depends upon many factors,

including internal pressure, material permeability, joints, and hatch

seals. A higher internal pressure would, of course, cause higher leakage

rates. Since the pressure in the space vehicle ranged from 5 to Ii psi

(References 7 and Ii), the leakage rate is approximately proportional to

these pressures. The Mercury capsule, which operates at a pressure of

5.1 psi, had a design leakage rate of 300 cc/min. However, the actual

leakage rate was found to be 650 and i000 cc/min (Reference 3). This

leakage was apparently due primarily to the difficulties in sealing around

the hatches, etc. Reference ii determined the leakage rate of a large

space station. Based on the results of the Mercury leakage, it would

be a minimum of 36,000 ib/yr, and could possibly be 72,000 ib/yr. The

resnpply requirements for these leakage rates would be prohibitive. It

has been estimated that the leakage could be reduced to 3600 ib/yr by

improved design. Figure 6 shows the range of leakage based upon station

volume.

The predicted leakage rates given above are based upon a complete station,

with its leakage through the seals, joints, and in some cases, materials.

The seal and joint leakage is primarily a design problem, with material

choice for gasket a limiting factor. The wall permeability, on the

other hand, is basically a problem for the flexible materials. The use

of a flexible, relatively impervious film can reduce the leakage of air

through the cabin wall.

2. Requirements for Cryogenic Fluid Storage Vessels

The second area of leakage was the loss of fuel in space storage tanks.

The loss is a function of material permeability and, in the case of

cryogenic fluids, solar radiation. The wall permeability is again the
function of the wall material. To minimize the loss due to boiloff from

external heat sources, insulation would be required. The present inves-

tigation has shown that a liquid hydrogen tank in a circular orbit would

have a mean skin temperature of -IO0°F and would lose 0.32% to 0.4%/day

of liquid hydrogen (Reference 12). These losses were for tanks having

a combination of insulation and vacuum, and insulation alone, respectively.

Other methods of reducing losses of cryogenic fluids include the use of

internal pressure, tank orientation in space, and shielding. The concept

of using pressure reduces the losses, because pressure is allowed to

build up when the tank is exposed to a heat input. Reference 12 also

shows this effect of increased tank pressure. The storage time at no loss

can be increased from 0 to 40 days if the pressure is increased from

iO
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14.7 to 80 psi, assuming the same tank is used in each case. The use

of pressure, however, will have to be limited with the use of flexible

materials, due to elongation and tensile strength.

The other methods of reducing fluid losses in a cryogenic tankage include

orientation and/or shielding. Both these methods minimize the heat flux

into the tank, thereby reducing fluid loss. The first method orientates

the tank so that the smallest area is always presented to the heat source.

This will restrict the heat input into the tank, since the input is a

function of the projected area. The second method of minimizing heat

input is by the use of shielding, which casts a shadow upon the tank.

This method also requires tank orientation.

Use of the following leakage ranges, based on state-of-the-art information,
is indicated:

Manned Shelters:

0.002 to 0o0211b/day/cu ft of shelter volume

Storage Tanks for Earth Orbit:

Liquid hydrogen - 0432% to 0.40%/day for large tanks

Liquid oxygen - 0.08%/day for large tanks

C. Range of Thermal Effects

The vehicle in space is subjected to varying heat fluxes. These fluxes

originate from the sun and either radiate directly or reflect from the

planets. For this initial study, only the direct radiation from the sun

was considered. The solar heat flux at the earth is 440 Btu/sq ft-hr

(Reference 7). The heat flux throughout the solar system is shown in

Figure 7 (Reference 13).

In an earth orbit, the temperature may vary from -150°F to +400°F (Reference ii),

depending upon the orbit, orientation, heat capacity, skin thickness, and

_s/_ ratio, which indicates the ability of a skin to absorb high-temperature

radiation and reradiate at a lower temperature. The higher the _s/e ratio,

the higher the structure temperature will be.

The thermal radiation load has different effects on different types of space

structures. For example, the thermal gradients on a solar collector could

cause sufficient deviation in the mirror's surface to degrade its efficiency.

The skin of a space station, lunar shelter, or tank will have to include

insulation to reduce the inside steady state temperature. As the structural

wall temperature is lowered, the requirement for space radiators for struc-

tural cooling is reduced. Lower internal temperature will also reduce the

boiloff of cryogenic fluid.

The primary thermal effect for evaluating an expandable structure will be

solar radiation. The heat flux on the structure will be dependent upon

orbital location, orientation, and vehicle shape. The heat flux will be

determined from Figure 7.

12
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D. Requirements for Protection from Meteoroid Impact

J

It has become increasingly apparent from astronomical observations and the

continuing exploration of terrestrial space that the hazard of meteoroids

impinging the surface of space vehicles is real. However, data obtained from

Explorer VIII (Reference 14) and Explorer XVI (Reference 15) indicate that

the influx of the more massive particles may be less severe than previously

expected.

The possible effects of hypervelocity impacts upon the surface of a space

vehicle include puncture or spalling of the vehicle wall. This can result

in loss of air pressure, direct injury to the inhabitants, or damage to

equipment. Adequate protection for the astronauts and the interior of the

vehicle must therefore be provided. Hypervelocity impact of micrometeoroids

also can cause an erosion of the exterior surface, thus changing its optical

properties.

i. Meteoroid Impact Flux

The first step in assessing the danger of meteoroid impact on the hull

of a space structure is to estimate the frequency of these impacts per

unit area. If the effect of the individual particles can then be

determined, an estimate can be made of the total damage to be expected

over a given time period.

Photographs of meteors (particles visible to the naked eye as they enter

the atmosphere and burn-up), radio-echo and radar techniques, and actual

satellite impact data are the sources from which the particle flux sur-

rounding the earth is estimated. In the photographic and radio-echo

methods, large areas of the sky are constantly surveyed, although detec-

tion is limited to the relatively infrequent particles of mass greater

than 0.001 g for radio-echo methods and 0°25 g for photographic methods.

On the other hand, those satellites containing instruments to register

particle impacts can sample only a comparatively small region of space°

Therefore, these instruments must be sensitive enough to detect the

impacts of very small particles, since only the small meteoroids are

found in abundance (References 14, 16, and 17). Thus, at present, such

rocket and satellite measurements are limited to data on particles

having masses of about 10 -7 g, or less. This limitation is responsible

for the gap in information between the radio-echo and satellite data

(see Figure 8).

The method by which these data are put into meaningful terms is by

showing the variation of the average rate of influx of meteoroid particles

as a function of particle mass. The flux, _, is the number of particles,

per unit area, per unit time, of a mass greater than (m). However, this

concept of flux is an oversimplification of the real environment, since

it is subject to transient variations, such as showers as the earth

passes through the orbit of a comet, and spatial variations (eogo, greater

flux on the morning side of earth). These data must be reduced to man-

ageable proportions so that space vehicle designers can establish design

procedures having some semblance of order and accuracy.

14
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Figure 7 presents the data obtained from various satellites and rockets,

radio-echo results, and assumed and extrapolated distributions from a

number of investigators (References 14 and 16 through 21). These

distributions have the form:

= K__ (1)
a

m

where _ is usually given the units of particles/meter2sec and (m) in grams.

The constants used by various authors range from 10 -17 to 10 -12 for (K)

and from 1.0 to 1.7 for (a). For the purpose of assuring that meteoroid

damage is not underestimated, the more conservative distribution used by

Bjork (Reference 18) will be employed:

10-12

= 10/9 (2)
m

The problem of determining the damage caused by a given meteor does not

lend itself to theoretical analysis, and to date it has not been possible

to experimentally accelerate particles of well-defined mass to meteoric

velocities. Hence, extrapolations of lower velocity data must be used.

The range of meteor velocities is from ii km/sec to 72 km/sec. The

lower limit is equal to the Earth's escape velocity. This is the velocity

that a particle at rest, with respect to Earth, would attain after falling

several Earth radii to the sensible atmosphere. The upper limit is that

of closed solar orbital velocities (parabolic orbit velocity) at Earth.

2. Erosion

Erosion of the surface was also listed as another possible hazard of

meteoroid impacts° However, Jaffe (Reference 22) hasoindicated that

this erosion results in a volume loss of less than i A/year far from the

earth and about 200 A/year close to the earth. This has been verified

by examination of meteorites picked up on the Earth whose ages were

measured by isotope analysis (References 23 and 24). Erosion of these

pieces by smaller meteoroids and other sources while far from earth was

less than 30 A/year. Jaffe concludes that the amount of dust erosion

expected is thus so small that the effect (if any) on engineering

properties will probably be limited to degradation of optical properties

of exposed lenses, mirrors, and windows.

Figure 8 summarizes the information gained on meteoroid impact flux. The results

of the latter portion of the investigation indicate that erosion will not cause

structural damage but might degrade optical surfaces.

E. Requirements for Protection from Radiation

i. lonizing Radiation Environment (Unshielded)

Beyond the protective blanket of the Earth's atmosphere, an environment

of particulate and electromagnetic radiation exists which can damage and

16



kill living cells. Han has never had to adapt himself to survive and

procreate in such an environment. Thus, astronauts embarking upon space

exploration must be protected and radiation damage minimized. In regions

far from the Earth and in the radiation belts around the Earth, this

hazard is formidable; consequently, very heavy shielding is required for

protection (Reference 25).

The hazard of electromagnetic radiation at lower altitudes (less than

500 miles) in reference to the Earth is insignificant, as this is just

below the lower radiation belt. In these regions, only high-energy

protons will pass through the wall of a space vehicle and threaten damage

to the astronauts and the vehicle's contents (Reference 2). Such high-

energy protons are in evidence, however, when sporadic giant solar

flares cause an influx of high-intensity, high-energy radiation. Periods

when the solar activity is at a minimum will allow relatively safe

habitation of the orbiting vehicle for 5 to 30 days. Emergency procedures

and equipment, including warning devices, however, are required for solar

flare protection.

The hazard of electrons is considered to be insignificant for these

altitudes also. Generally, the electrons will be stopped in the outer

skin of the space vehicle. Secondary radiation produced when electrons

are decelerated (bremstrahlung), have a much greater penetrating power

than the electrons causing them. For the lower altitudes, however, the

bremstrahlung intensity is-also considered to be insignificant.

Further, the only ionizing radiation to contend with below the 500 miles

altitude, in the absence of solar flares, is the solar and intergalactic

background flux of protons (References 2, 26, and 27) with the possible

exception of artificial radiation belts. The following information is

taken from Reference 2, and presents a limited description of the energy

distribution of these protons.

PROTON SPECTRUM AT 500 km (310 mi) ABOVE THE

EARTH AT 30 DEGREES GEOMAGNETIC NORTH

(Reference 2)

Energy Range, MeV Proton Flux, cm -2 sec -I

23 --

23 - 52 I0

52 1

(28)
Figure 9 gives the variation of cosmic radiation dose with altitude.

The peak dosage between i0 and 15 miles is due to interaction of the

cosmic primaries with the atmosphere, resulting in a large flux of

secondary radiation. Subsequently, the dose gradually rises with altitude,

due to the decreasing shadow effect of the Earth.

The complete spectrum of types and levels of radiation have not been fully

determined as yet. Hence, it is extremely difficult to accurately predict

radiation levels for a specific mission. The approach to be taken in

this program will be therefore, to determine material capabilities.
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F. Structural Requirements of Solar Collectors and Space Antennas

I. Loads

The primary loads imposed upon a solar collector or antenna in space

result from the sun. The sun as a source of energy is the subject of

constant investigation. Because of the influence of the earth's

atmosphere upon these investigations, many observations are made at high

altitudes, in aircraft, and from high-al£itude balloons. Thus, the

sun is generally considered to approximate a blackbody radiator at a

temperature of 6000°K,having its radiant energy peak at 0.5 _ as shown

in Figure I0. The solar radiant power occurs in the following ranges:

50% in the infrared wavelengths longer than 0.7 _, 25% of the energy at

wavelengths longer than 1.0 _, and 2% of its energy in wavelengths

longer than 3.0 _.

The loads imposed when utilized on planetary surfaces will be similar

to those outlined in Section II.A. Therefore, it is possible that load

combinations with thermal conditions can be imposed.

2. Solar Collectors

The energy density used to evaluate solar mirrors for space applications

is based upon the solar constant at the earth's orbital radius and taken

to be 130 watts/sq ft; or, power radiated from the sun and intercepted

by a receptor may be approximated from the blackbody law as

AsAdT4_
p =

D2

where

= Stephan-Boltzmann constant

A = Area of sun
s

A d ffiArea of receptor

T = Temperature of sun

D ffiDistance from sun

P ffiPower in watts

The obvious value of this approximation lies in its use when the solar

collector is used on a mission in which the figure of merit is different

from that at the earth's solar constant. The power received by the

collector is then directed to an energy convertor.

19
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The efficiency of the collector is a function of the wavelength of the

reflective medium. Due to the short wavelengths involved, the surface

tolerance for the solar collector must be small. If a parabolic solar

mirror could be constructed having some arbltary surface accuracy, the

energy concentration would be contained in a relatively large density

area, and at a low intensity. As the surface accuracy of the reflector

increases, the area of concentration decreases and the intensity increases.

If the function of the solar reflector is to concentrate energy, then the

active area of solar intensity required for conversion must be taken into

consideration. Energy outside this area would be classified as spillover

energy and would be lost, thus reducing efficiency.

The maximum theoretical efficiency of a parabola to provide the maximum

collimation of spectral energy, assuming a perfect parabola, is 55%.

The 55% efflc_ency also assumes a perfect reflecting surface which

cannot be achieved. Some of the energy incident upon the reflecting
surface is lost by diffusion, and some is lost as heat due to the surface

being a sink. The maximum reflectance obtainable, therefore, would be

somewhat less than 90%. The optimum theoretical efficiency is less than

50% at wavelengths in the i _ region. One micron corresponds to a

frequency of 1014 cycles, so the wavelength k is slightly greater than

0.0001 in. To achieve the theoretical efficiency for optimum energy con-
centration, the mirror surface accuracy should be maintained accurate to

1/8 wavelength or 0.0000147 in., obviously an impossible case regardless

of the technique of reflector construction. However, degrading the mirror

surface contour defocuses the mirror for those points of discontinuity

and, in addition to increasing the phase error, enlarges the area of

collimated energy. Since this results in a reduction of intensity, the

mirror collimating efficiency has been reduced.

The solar energy has been defined as a power spectrum and, therefore, the

energy is dispersed over this spectrun, although only 2% of this energy

exists at wavelengths longer than 3 _. Consider the mirror designed for

a wavelength in the far-infrared which may possibly be feasible within

near-future manufacturing technology: If the wavelength is assumed to be

I0 _ , then the wavelength will be approximately 0.001 in. The efficient

mirror surface, therefore, would be accurate to 0.000125 in. and with a

3-sigma Gaussian distribution; i.e., 99.97% of the surface shall be with-

in 0.0008 in. To maintain the contour accuracy such that a 1-sigma dis-

tribution is achieved at I _ , maintaining 68.27% of the surface within

an rms deviation of 0.0000147 in. is required. Assuming that the above

contour accuracies are achieved on a 5-ft diameter parabolic mirror with

90% reflectance efficiency and that the mirror is oriented to the sun

at the earth's orbital radius, the energy incident upon the mirror will

be 2554.5 watts. The collimated energy of the parabola focal point,

maximum intensity concentration, will be 753 watts.

If the mirror contour is degraded further, so that the 1-sigma distribu-

tion is 0.0008 in., the energy intensity at focus will be reduced to

approximately 93 watts. Although the energy density appears small, its

concentration is very high (about 0.8 milliradians), and therefore, the

concentration temperature is very high.
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If the solar loading effects upon a mirror are considered with the
limitations of achieving an optical surface, large diameter mirrors
apparently would degrade in contour as the diameter is increased. The
collimating efficiency would reduce to the extent where increasing the
diameter could contribute to phase error, which results in a further
efficiency reduction. Therefore, the most efficient collector would be
a numberof small-diameter, high-precision mirrors with their attached
energy convertors connectedin series.

3. Antennas

The tolerance of the surface contour of an antenna is not nearly as
critical as the collector. The permissible surface deviations peak to
peak for con=nunicationand telemetry antennas, where frequencies range
up to I000 Mc, are shownin Figure ii. Figure 12 presents those for
microwavecommunicationantennas, where frequencies range from 2000 to
15000Mc.

The following summarizesthe conclusions reached during this phase of the study:

Loads: Thoseof primary concernare thermal stresses. Howeve_the
loads as outlined in Section II.A also apply.

Collectors: Required surface accuracies are such that the use of
large, stationary collectors is precl_ded. Multiple small collectors
appear to be the most efficient approach.
Antennas: Permissible surface deviations are given in Figures ii
and 12.
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III. MAlarIAL AND COMPOSITE STUDIES

The application of the elastic recovery to space structures is dependent upon

the materials used in the composite. For this program, the materials of the

elastic recovery composite were divided into the following three general classes:

I. Film: The material represented the material needed for either

outer surface thermal control or internal impervious gas barriers.

. Laminate: The laminate material was required for the primary

structural skin and also to provide the necessary protective

layers.

3. Core: The core performs the expansion function through its memory

and recovery phenomenon, besides offering protection from meteoroids.

The most efficient way of determining the feasibility of the application of

elastic recovery concept to space structures was considered to be an evaluation

of materials both separately and combined into composite sections. Consequently,

this portion of the report is separated into these two general areas. The first

portion presents the individual material characteristics, while the second

portion describes the different studies performed upon sections of the elastic

recovery composite. These studies investigated the compressibility, recovery,

and expansion characteristics of the elastic recovery concept.

A. Materials

Section III is concerned only with the basic structural requirements for

elastic recovery materials; the specific requirements (e.g., the material

needed for the structural requirements, thermal, meteoroid, and radiation

protection) are discussed in Section IV and in the Appendixes.

The effect of the space environment was not investigated in detail for

this initial study since only limited data are available from literature.

To fully determine the effect of the space environment, the combination of

vacuum, ultraviolet and solar radiations was beyond the scope of this

program. However, the effect of the space environment is recognized upon

certain materials which would have application to the elastic recovery

composite.

I. Film Material

The film materials are used for either outer surface thermal control

or an inner wall gas barrier. The thermal control aspects of the film

surface are discussed in detail in Appendix C. The general requirement

for the thermal control surface coating depended upon the orientation

of the space structure to the sun. It was assumed that the coating

material would be applied to a carrier film by either painting or vapor

deposition. The strength of the carrier film material was of particular

e5



interest. The literature was surveyed in order to determine the strength

characteristics of different film materials. Table i summarizes the data

available; i.e., the area factor, specific gravity, tensile strength, tensile

modulus, elongation, and tear strength for several representive film materials.

The range of strength levels for the individual film materials apparently

is the result of different methods of forming. The other main function for

a film material would be the retention of gas; consequently, the permeability

to gases was also determined for the selected materials (see Table 2). This

information was obtained from several literary sources. The data were reduced

to common units for the basis of comparing the different materials. The

results indicate that the polyvinylidene chloride (e.g., Saran) maintained

the lowest gas permeability of all the materials and would probably be the

material used for this purpose. It should be noted that the water vapor

permeability of those materials listed was for the 100% humidity condition.

The figure appears to be high; however, in an actual atmosphere, the water

vapor would be a smaller portion of the total atmosphere.

The use of a film gas barrier will be required for the weight studies of

the application of the elastic recovery concept to a space vehicle design.

Possibly, however, the resin used in the impervious film may also be used

in the laminate. If the resin-reinforcement interface has a high-strength

bond, then perhaps the additional material required for the impervious

layer would not be required.

2. Laminate Materials

It was originally planned to use data from literature for the strength

characteristics of the flexible laminate materials, but as the study

progressed, it was apparent that information was not available on lamin-

ates made with flexible resins and synthetic cloths. In order to obtain

the required data, a limited test program was initiated for several

combinations of flexible resins and reinforcements.

The evaluation of the different laminate combinations was accomplished

by fabricating 12-in. square panels. The various combinations of resins

and reinforcements used in the laminates along with the cure process and

test results are listed in Table 3. The last two laminate combinations

listed were not tested, as fabrication difficulties occurred and a good

quality laminate could not be made. Since it was beyond the scope of

this program to develop process techniques for laminates, the results

pro!_blv represent values from nonoptimum processing for each panel. The

! _i_'_ly high resin content substantiates the fact that the laminates

w_re not of high-strength quality. However, a laminate with high resin

ontent may have a higher degree of flexibility than a typical laminate

with low resin content.

The completed laminates were machined into tensile specimens and tested at

room temperature. The tensile tests were conducted by using Federal Test

Methods Standard No. 406, Method I011, "Plastics: Methods of Testing."

This test was chosen since the tensile strength is of primary interest in

expandable structure. The tensile modulus was also determined and will

he used in the stiffness studies. It was assumed that the compressive modulus

of elasticity will closely match that of the tensile modulus.
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The results of these tests (summarized in Table 3) show that there is

an extreme range of values for different combinations of materials.

Again, the range of the strengths shown may be attributable to the proc-

cessing of the laminate. Table 3 also gives the specific gravity and

resin content for the laminates tested. The specific gravity and per-

cent resin for the glass fabric laminates were obtained by using Federal

Test Methods Standard No. 406, Methods 5012 and 7061 respectively. The

resin percentage for regenerated cellulose fiber cloth (e.g., Fortisan)

laminates was approximately obtained by determining the weight increase

of the cloth due to the resin impregnation.

Some difficulties were incurred in the processing of laminates, parti-

cularly with the flexible RTV siliconeand polyvinylldene chloride resins.

The use of RTV silicone as a laminating resin was doubtful, but the

inherent flexibility of the material made it seem attractive as a material

for the elastic recovery concept. This material did not impregnate the

reinforcement as a typical resin; instead, the resulting laminate con-

sisted of distinct layers of reinforcement and resin matrix. This no

doubt contributed to the flexibility of the material, but also made

testing impossible since the test specimens could not be gripped satis-

factorily. The glass cloth specimen failed by interlamlnar shear in the

grip area.

The laminates which were to be made with the polyvinylldene chloride resin

could not be processed, although several attempts were made with different

process parameters. However, this material still seemed promising as an

expandable structure material since the resin has good strength as a

film.

The results of this laminate test program indicate the following general

trends:

a. The test laminates were more flexible than general rein-

forced plastic laminates. Based upon the stiffness, the

flexibility of the materials ranged from approximately the

same as the films up to approximately one-quarter that of

the typical reinforced plastics. Hence, the laminates did

have the higher modulus required for stiffness when compared

with nonreinforced film materials.

Do These materials were not made with laminate optimization in

mind, since this would have been beyond the scope of this

feasibility study.

C. The strength ranged from values approximately the same as

films and rubber-coated fabrics up to the typical strength

of structural laminates.

d. The effect of cryogenic temperature upon these laminates is

not completely known at this time.*

* Previous experience as given in ASD-TDR-62-794 Part II, Determination of the

Performance of Plastic Laminates at Cryogenic Temperature, indicates that the

strength of flexible laminates increases appreciably as the temperature

decreases, while the modulus exhibits a slight increase.
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3. CoreMaterials

An investigation wasmadeinto the types of flexible and compressible
core which would be applicable to the elastic recovery concept. The
work included the fabrication of core samplesfrom different materials
to determine their degreesof flexibility and strength. Theflexible
cores included foamsand cellular cores. An exampleof the cellular
core would be onewhich compressesin one direction. This core type
is fabricated with flat strips, then expandedto form the cell size.
The foammaterials are, of course, compressible in all directions. In
general, the shear strength andmodulusof the compressible cores
ranged from a few hundred to the order of a thousandpoundsper square
inch. The strengths for lightweight paper and fiber glass-reinforced
plastics are given in Table 4. The lightweight paper core mayhave an
application for expandablestructures, providing the spaceenvironment
does not degradethe materials.

For supplemental information, Narmcofabricated and evaluated semirigid
cores by using flexible materials. Thematerials included regenerated
cellulose fiber-reinforced polyvinyl chloride and different types of
rubbers; samplesof these cores are shownin Figures 13 and 14 respectively.
Thesecores were madewith the Multiwave pattern for ease of fabrication.
The pieces were subsequently tested for core shear modulusand flatwise
compression. Theresults of these tests also are shownin Table 4.
Interestingly, the weight of these developmentalcores are on an order
of magnitude higher than the lightweight honeycomband foamcores.

Oneof the most interesting developmentalcores wasone madewith
1/64-in. thick chloroprene (e.g., Neoprene)rubber. This semirigid core
wasnot only compressible but was flexible enoughto be folded upon
itself. The sampleof this core is shownin both the normal and folded
position in Figure 15. The core shear modulus and compressive strength

of this sample as shown in Table 4 appeared to be extremely low for its

weight.

The results of this limited evaluation of core materials indicate their

low core properties and relatively high density may rule out use of

this type of core material. However, the strength characteristics of

core materials can be improved not only by Using difference materials

but also by different core cell geometry. A different cell geometry

would allow for better utilization of the low-modulus material and

still have the necessary compressiblity for an expandable structure.

A further investigation of the core materials applicable to the elastic

recovery concept provided the determination of the area expansion rates

and the expansion-to-contraction ratio for flexible honeycomb type

cores. Three types of cores were investigated: "sine wave," square,

and rectangular. Results indicated that when a flexible honeycomb core

configuration will be required in an elastic recovery expandable struc-

ture, it will have to be in "underexpanded" condition, in order to

minimize the Poisson distortion of cells. It also appears that a

square cell configuration would not be efficient, due to excessive dis-

tortion and limited node bond area. The complete study is given in

Appendix A to this report.
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Figure 13. Experimental Semirigid Core

of Polyvinyl Chloride Rein-

forced with Regenerated

Cellulose Fiber Cloth

Figure 14. Experimental Natural Rubber

Semirigid Core
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Normal Expanded Position

Folded Position

Figure 15. Experimental Flexible Chloroprene
Rubber Material
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B. Composites

The second portion of the material studies was to determine the behavior

of the elastic recovery composites. These studies were set up to ascertain

the effect of different environments on the expansion characteristics, the

load-deformation behavior, and load-carrying ability of typical elastic

recovery composites.

i. Composite Wall Concepts

The starting point for this series of composite studies was the deter-

mination of typical wall configurations which would be applicable to

the elastic recovery concept. The end use, or application, of the

expandable structure will essentially determine the type of composite

required. For example, the expandable structure subjected to an inter-

nal pressure will have tensile stress induced in the composite wall.

On the other hand, the structure subjected to either external pressure

or impact loads will have to be designed with the stability criteria in

mind. The load conditions greatly affect the type of wall concept which

my apply to expandable structures. The requirement for storage of

energy for expansion of the structure is also of prime importance. Other

equally important requirements include protection from radiation and
micrometeoroids.

The different types of wall concepts were determined by assuming the

different loading requirements. The simplest concept (Figure 16a)

consists of a primary load-carrying inner facing, compressible core

material for micrometeoroid or radiation protection, and a surface film

for the thermal control. Since this wall concept uses only the inner

facing for the structural portion, the intended use would be for tensile

applications, based upon the assumption that the core material has such

a low core shear modulus and compressive modulus that it is not capable

of transferring load to other facings in the composite.

The second wall concept for the elastic energy concept is a modifica-

tion of the previous one. This concept (Figure 16b) has additional

layers of material within the core material. It was assumed that an

additional material would he required to provide more protection from

the space environment. The layer would consist of either impregnated

or plain cloth, and would be nonstructural.

The third concept (Figure 16c) would be used where additional stiffness

is required for the wall of the expandable structure. For example, the

stiffness would be required to prevent deformation of the structural

wall. The semirigid core would be needed in this case to stiffen and

transfer the load from the inner facing to the second load-carrying face.

The proportion of the load transferred to the second facing would be

dependent upon the properties of the core; that is, the higher the com-

pressive modulus of the core, the higher the proportion of load trans-

ferred.
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The fourth concept (Figure 16d) is a modification of the third concept

wherein additional layers of cloth were included in the composite. The

purpose of the cloth is again to improve the protection against the

space environment. As with the second concept, the cloth would or would

not be impregnated with a flexible resin in order to achieve the maximum

protection.

The four main classes of wall concepts were used throughout the remainder

of the study to determine which one will be the best wall for a particular

space structure application. By using these general wall concepts for

the different areas of investigation (i.e., structural, thermal, meteoroid,

or radiation), a measure of consistency was available. As each of the

major areas of study progressed, the general wall concept was modified

to improve its characteristics. These changes will be noted in the dis-

cussion of the results of the studies.

2. Composite Expansion Characteristics

This study was performed with models to determine the expansion charac-

teristics of an elastic recovery composite in different environments.

The simulated environments used were

a. Room temperature and atmospheric pressure

k. Room temperature and vacuum

c. Long-term compression at room temperature

d. Cryogenic temperature

Under these conditions, the time for erection of a package cylinder

was observed.

In all the tests, a cylinder with a 10-in. inside diameter and a 10-in.

length was packaged into an approximately spherical container with a

radius of 2.5 in. Different identical cylinders which consisted of a

1-ply laminate inner skin, i in. of 1.5 Ib/ft3-foam, and aluminized

polyester terephthalate (specifically, Mylar) outer skin were used for

the tests. The expanded-to-package ratio based upon volume was approx-

imately 22, which does not represent an optimized ratio because the

container was not packed full. Two of the tests were run at room

temperature: one at atmospheric pressure, and one under a vacuum of

5 x 10 -5 torr. Erection time for the cylinders was I0 minutes for the

vacuum test and 12 minutes for the atmospheric test. This indicates

that there is little difference in the time in which the structure

regained its original shape for the two environments. The time could

not be accurately measured to complete erection, because final changes

in shape of the structure are difficult to determine. The erection

sequence for the packaged cylinder in the vacuum was shown in Figure I.

The third test was to determine the effect of long-term compression upon

the packaged cylinder. The test cylinder was packaged into the container

for a period of 6 weeks. The container was released and the erection of
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the cylinder took place over a period of 2 hours. Although the time

for recovery was longer for this cylinder, this test indicated that

the elastic recovery concept will still perform its primary function;

i.e., causing the structure to regain its original shape.

The fourth and final test in this series was to cold-soak the packaged

cylinder and observe the recovery time. The packaged cylinder was put

into a dry-ice storage box for 2 hours, then taken out and allowed to

expand at room temperature. Room temperature expansion was necessary,

as no large-volume cold facility was available in the laboratory; this

also took 2 hours.

The results of all of these tests are sun_narized graphically in Figure 17.

3. Composite Compressibility

A parallel study to the long-term packaged test discussed above was

performed. In this study, however, the effect of long-term loading

upon the compressibility or load deformation characteristics upon a

typical section of the elastic recovery concept was investigated.

This specimen was compressed for a 3-month period; the load deforma-

tion characteristics were studied. The sample, shown in Figure 18,

was 4-in. square and approximately 2-in. thick. The composite consisted

of a 3-ply inner laminate, and an outer skin of aluminized polyester

terephthalate. _ The laminate consisted of regenerated cellulose fiber

cloth impregnated with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) resin.

The foam of the composite was compressed with sufficient load to cause

it to "bottom out," which would represent the compressed condition of

a folded elastic recovery structure. For greater simplicity, the test

was performed at room temperature and atmospheric pressure° The load

deformation characteristics of the composite were determined prior to

the test, inm_ediately after removal of the weight (after 3 months of

compression), and again 5 days after the weight removal. The load

deformation curves were plotted as shown in Figure 19. This test

showed that although there were gross changes in the deformation

characteristics of the composite or, more correctly, of the foam, there

was also an adequate recovery of the foam (i.e., the primary erection

function of the foam was not impaired, even though it was slowed down).

It was also interesting to note that after a period of 5 days,

the foam appeared to have recovered a large portion of its original

load deformation characteristics.

4. Composite Load-Carrying Capability

The last major area of investigation of composite sections of the

elastic recovery concept was to determine the load-carrying capabilities

and also the thickness of foam required for erection of the laminate.

These areas of investigation were determined empirically since no theoretical

solution for the composite construction was available. Samples repre-

senting the elastic recovery concept were fabricated with varying foam
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Figure 18. Composite Sample for

Compression Test
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and laminate thicknesses. A simple, single test was devised to estimate

both the maximum load and recovery characteristics for the test samples.

The 4-in. square test samples, which varied in foam thickness from

1/2 in. to 3 in., were loaded in compression with an Instron Universal

Test Machine, Model TM. A constant loading rate of 1.0 in./min was

applied beyond the initial buckle until the sample was completely

folded over on itself. The constant loading rate was then reversed and

the sample was allowed to return to its normal position. The load-deformation

was recorded throughout the test.

Two test runs were made upon each sample. In one test, the sample buckled

with the foam on the outside of the laminate, while in the second test,

the foam was inside the folded skin. The desired direction of the fold

was forced into the sample at the beginning of each test.

The maximum load that each composite section would support was determined

from the load deformation curves. The maximum load was defined as the

load the composite supported just prior to buckling. In order to use a

con_non parameter, the ratio of maximum load in pounds over the weight

of a unit length of the composite section was used.

The results of this series of tests are shown in Figure 20, where the

maximum load-over-composite weight ratio was plotted against the foam

thickness for the different laminate thicknesses. The test points were

connected at the average values in order to determine the trends. Reliable

test data were not obtained and therefore were not plotted for the 3-in.

foam thickness composite since they were too bulky in thickness for the

size of specimen. It must be pointed out that according to these tests,

the laminate thickness was the factor which determined the load the

composite could support. However, despite the wide range in test points,

the slight influence of foam thickness on the maximum load supporting

capabilities can be noted.

The second series of data obtained from these tests was the effect of

the foam thickness upon the recovery of various laminate thickness. It

was originally planned to obtain this information by analytical means.

However, the development of the equations was found to be extremely com-

plex due to the composite construction of the sections; consequently,

these tests had to be performed. The results were taken from the same

tests in which the maximum load data were obtained. For these tests,

the information from the portion of the load-deformation curves in which

the loading rate was reversed was used. A typical load-deformation curve

obtained for a test was shown in the following sketch.

Specimen folded over and

/--Maximum load prior /I\ loading rate reversed

/_ tO buckling // ' \

Load / _ ' B
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The first peak was the maximum load prior to the initial buckle. The

second peak occurred when the sample was folded over and the foam was

being compressed. At this point, the loading rate was reversed and the

load deformation curve was used to determine the recovery characteristics

of the composite. All test specimens showed the initial tendency to

decrease in load as the deformation. However, after the minimum point

was reached (point A on the sketch), the different tests separated into

two characteristics. The first group of tests followed the curve shown

as "A to B" in the sketch, which indicated an increasing load for the

reduction in deformation. The second group of tests followed the curve

"A to C" in the sketch. For this analysis, it was assumed that the

samples which caused the increasing curve "A to B" would recover at a

greater rate tl_an the unloading rate of the test machine (i.0 in./min).

On the other hand, the tests which caused a decreasing load recovered

at a rate slower than the unloading ratio of the test machine.

On this basis, the results of these tests were plotted as shown ir

Figures 21 and 22.

In Figure 21, the thickness of foam was plotted vs. the number of plies

in the laminate. Based upon these data, the area above the dash line

represents the range of foam thickness which would provide the greatest

assistance in expanding an elastic recovery composite.

These data were also plotted to present the weight of foam per square

inch of area vs. the weight of laminate per square inch of area as shown

in Figure 22. Again, the dash line represents the division of the tests

which indicated an increasing load on the load deformation curves.

The erection mechanism of an elastic recovery composite results from

the combination of stored energy in the composite foam and laminate

wall of the structure. This test showed only relative effect of the

foam component of composite. If the test could have been performed

in such a manner such that the load was held constant and the unloading

rate varied, then more information upon the recovery characteristics of

the composite sections would have been available. This constant load

and a recording variable unloading rate was, however, beyond the range

of the test equipment.

C. Conclusions

The results of these investigations were to determine the trends in the

strength of different materials applicable to elastic recovery composite

sections. The strength characteristics of different materials indicate

that a wide range of strength levels is available in the flexible materials

ranging from the films up to the reinforced laminates.

The studies upon the composite sections representing typical elastic recovery

wall of an expandable indicated that erection will take place under different

environmental conditions such as vacuum, low temperature, and in the package

condition for long periods of time.
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It must be noted that all these studies were performed to give the general

characteristics of the elastic recovery composite. The studies were kept

general in order to provide a wide range of possible behavior characteristics

for the elastic recovery concept. The results of these studies were used

to study and evaluate the effect of structural and environmental conditions

on the composite. These studies and possible applications for the elastic

recovery concept will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.
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IV. PARAMETRIC EVALUATION OF THE ELASTIC RECOVERY CONCEPT

In order to fully determine the capabilities of the elastic recovery concept

for use in expandable space structures, several investigations in different

areas were made. The detailed studies were made to determine the load-carrying

or structural capabilities, and the degree of thermal insulation available of

typical elastic recovery composites. Further studies were made to determine

the degree of protection available for the space environments of radiation and

meteoroids. Only the surmnary of these four studies will be presented in this

section; however, the details for the analytical approach will be found in

Appendixes B through E. The individual appendixes give details on the assump-

tions and the analytical methods used in the studies.

The results of each area are presented in the form of a parameter based upon

either the composite weight or weight of the core. Thus, in this manner, the

four major areas of study (i.e., structural, thermal, meteoroid, and radiation)

will have a conTnon basis upon which the different types of elastic recovery com-

posites may be compared. The characteristic of an elastic recovery composite

required for a specific application dependent upon these individual studies will

then be discussed in this section.

A. Structural Capabilities

To determine the structural capabilities of elastic recovery composites,

the investigation was divided into the different primary loading conditions

of internal pressure (tension), axial compression, and energy absorption.

The details of this study are found in Appendix B. In general, the analysis

assumed a composite or sandwich construction for the evaluation. The use

of the particular design loading condition rather than the stress condition

will provide a designer with a better understanding of the structural require-

ments; e.g., the ultimate internal pressure acting on a particular cylinder

size was used to determine the effect of tensile stresses within the composite.

The parameter chosen for the tensile loading condition was the ultimate

internal pressure over the unit weight of composite (Pul.___!t_.The parameter

was plotted for various strength levels representing th_ laminate materials

% --

and varying foam core thickness. The sun_nary curves of the strength-to-

weight ratio for a cylinder of 40-in. radius under the internal pressure

condition are shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25. These curves show the effect

of the different typical elastic recovery facing material for different

composite configurations including foam core sandwich, single facing combined

with foam, and a compressible honeycomb core sandwich.

From these curves, it appears that on the basis of internal pressure-to-

weight parameter, elastic recovery composites with foam on the outer surface

or a honeycomb type sandwich would be approximately equivalent. Taking

into consideration other design criteria (e.g., the elastic recovery mecha-

nism), the single skin would be the better concept for internal pressure.
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The second primary loading condition investigated was axial compression.

The loading of an elastic recovery structure or any other structure was a

complex condition, due to the cylinder buckling.

Figures 26 and 27 present the strength-to-weight ratio as a function of

core thickness (tc) and based upon a unit cylinder length. The first

figure indicates the relative efficiencies of the facing materials when

combined with the honeycomb core for a 40-in. radius cylinder. The latter

figure shows the much lower strength-to-weight ratios of the same facing

materials when combined with foam core for the same cylinder size. The

low shear modulus of the foam allows each facing to behave as if it were

and individual shell subjected to axial compression; hence the lower weight

ratio. The polyurethane resin, regenerated cellulose fiber cloth laminate

facings, when combined with the honeycomb core, result in the most efficient

composite sandwich cylinder for supporting a compressive axial load.

The composite section utilizing the flexible honeycomb core materials ex-

hibited maximum points for the axial load to weight per unit length para-

meter, particularly for the flexible honeycomb type of cores (Figure 26).

The maximum point represents an optimum condition; i.e., the maximum

strength of the facing material was reached prior to the buckling of the

cylinder. As the core thickness increased, the Pcr/W parameter decreases

because the core weight of the composite increased. The composite sections

with the foam core did not exhibit this maximum as shown in Figure 27.

Since the elastic recovery structure is capable of storing energy for

erection from the packaged condition, the section would also be capable of

acting as an energy absorber. In order to evaluate the elastic recovery

composite for its ability to act as an energy absorber, it is assumed that

the strain energy available will act as a figure of merit. The strain

energy per unit length was determined from the following equation:

p2 F 2 A 2 _ Rt F
cr s cr

U/L ....
2AE 2E E

The strain energy per unit cylinder length was determined as a function of

sandwich core thickness (tc) for a honeycomb type core with flexible lam-

inate facings. The strain energy of a sandwich with polyurethane resin-

regenerated cellulose fiber cloth reinforced laminate facings is presented

in Figure 28. Since the strain energy was assumed to be a function of the

critical stress, only the elastic recovery concept which gave the highest

critical stress was plotted. It should be noted from the equation that the

strain energy per unit length would be a function of the material character-

istics F 2 for the same cylinder geometry.
cr

E

The leveling off of the curves in Figure 28 indicates the maximum laminate

strength has been reached.

From this study, it could be concluded that the flexible laminate composite

with a high strength would be needed for the maximum energy required for

the docking of large ferry vehicle.
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B. Thermal Characteristics

The second major area of evaluation for the elastic recovery concept was

that of thermal characteristics° (This investigation is discussed in

detail in Appendix C°) In order to evaluate the thermal characteristics

of the elastic recovery concept, typical composite sections, including

compressible honeycomb, foam, and combination of the two types of cores,

were assumed° The investigation assumed a one-dimensional heat conduction

through the composite wall in order to reduce the complexity of the cal-

culations. However, a good estimate of the temperature profile and the

heat flux through the composite wall was obtained since the composite

materials have low thermal conductivitieso The solar radiation constant

at the Earth was assumed to be the only source of radiation for this study°

The temperature condition inside a vehicle depends primarily upon the con-

ductivity of the core thickness and the outer surface absorptivity and

emissivity conditions when subjected to a radiant heating flux; hence,

these characteristics of the composite were the ones which were varied in

the analysis. The effect of different surface conditions on the equilibrium

temperature is shown in Figure 29. The results of the evaluation were plotted

with an effective thermal efficiency parameter against the foam thickness°

The parameter includes the total composite thermal conductivity and the com-

posite weight (KcW) . These summary curves from Appendix C are presented

herein as Figures 30 and 31. The curves show the effect of the two chosen

surface conditions and the foam thickness. The results of this investiga-

tion show the profound effect that results when foam alone is used for

insulation of the interior of the structure° The curve shows the effect

of the assumed two interior temperatures of 160°R and 525°R; the former

temperature represents that for a cryogenic storage tank, while the latter

is for a manned vehicle° The lower the parameter, KcW, the better the

insulative characteristics°

Co Meteoroid Protection

The third area of investigation for determining the capabilities of the

elastic recovery concept was the protection afforded by the composite

against meteoroids° This work was of an analytical nature, and the details

are presented in Appendix Do One of the goals of this investigation was

to obtain a procedure in which the protective characteristics of a composite

section could be determined° This work required the use of many assumptions,

particularly in the area of material and meteoroid properties° The investi-

gation included the effects of both the impacting and spallation phenomena

on the elastic recovery composite°

The elastic recovery concept has excellent potential for meteoroid pro-

tection because of its layered or composite construction. The state-of.-the-

art configurations are based upon the meteoroid bumper which serves to break

up the incoming meteoroid° The elastic recovery composite not only has the

outer bumper, but also has the foam core, which helps to absorb the fragments

and reduce the stress pulse. The mechanism of stopping the particles in

the foam involves the fanning or coning action° The impacted particles divide

into two groups: the faster group (which is absorbed by the foam) and the

slower group (which loses energy but must be stopped by the next composite

layer) .
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Through the use of this method of analysis, the weight of composite

required to prevent penetration was determined on the basis of the pro-

duct of unit surface area of vehicle and the length of the mission, as

shown in Figure 32° The weight curves were derived for two probabilities,

0.999 and 0.90, for no penetration of the composite wall.

The results of this analysis indicated that an outer skin or bumper, as

shown in Figure 16(b), would be required on the composite to effectively

fragmentize the impacting particle° The foam layers would then be capable

of stopping the smaller fragments° The resulting theory from this analysis

also indicated that spallation would probably not occur with the laminated

materials. From early tests, it appeared that the laminate would tend to

separate (delaminate) from the core due to the shock waves set up during

the impact. The determination as to whether a delamination would be

catastrophic depends upon the design conditions imposed upon the inner wailo

The results of this study indicated that the elastic recovery composite

would be lighter and more efficient than single sheet aluminum shields in

preventing a puncture from a critical mass meteoroid.

D. Radiation Protection

In order to evaluate the radiation protective characteristics of the

elastic recovery composite materials, a test evaluation was developed

rather than using a theoretical treatment. The reason fo_ this method

of evaluation concerns itself with the very nature of radiation effects°

The space radiation is so complex, due to the many types of radiation, that

there appeared to be no simple method by which the stopping or absorptive

protection could be analytically treated° As a result of the different

types of radiation and also because of the unknown radiation levels, it

was planned early in the program to set up monitoring equipment which

would measure the decrease radiation level through the typical elastic

recovery materials.

The investigation of the radiation protective characteristics resolved into'

three major areas, which are discussed in detail in Appendix Eo The areas

detailed in this appendix include: radiation environment, development of

the test equipment, and results of tests on the typical elastic recovery

materials. The first section of the discussions deals with the types of

radiation and how to classify their effects on the composite materials°

The development of the "effective atomic number" for composite materials

is discussed in this section.

The second section of Appendix E details the instrumentation set up to

monitor the radiation stopping effects of the elastic recovery materials.

The equipment utilized included the low-pressure chamber, the radiation

detectors, and readout equipment (see Figure 33).

The three types of isotopic radiation used for calibration and tests

included:

y -

emitter providing 14,400 disintegrations/min

emitter providing 32,900 disintegrations/min

radiation from 3.22 mg of radium
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Figure 33. Test Instrumentation Arrangement 
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The isotopic radiation sources were chosen because of the relative ease

with which they can be used as compared with the particle accelerators.

The primary disadvantage for these sources, however, was the limited

types of radiation available, particularly the high-energy electrons

and protons. This disadvantage was more than compensated for by the

economy and the manageability of the isotopes for the preliminary

evaluation of the component materials in the elastic recovery concept.

The isotopic sources for radiation were parcicularly easy to use in the

reduced pressure chamber shown in Figure 34.

The radioactive sources were used to determine, by test, a figure of

merit for the composite materials. The basis of comparison was aluminum.

The elastic recovery materials tested included those representing the

cloth, adhesive, resin, and foam components. The figure of merit was

based upon the Effective Atomic Number of the materials, and is summarized

in Table 5. The lower the Effective Atomic Number, the more effective

the material will be for shielding against corpuscular radiation. From

these tests, all the elastic recovery materials with a lower density

offered superior shielding to that of aluminum. Note the decrease in

effective atomic number when carbon was added to the material. This

indicates that the addition of carbon to the foam and/or resin would

improve the Van Allen radiation protective characteristics of the elastic

recovery composite. The addition of carbon to the resin or the foam does

not appear to impair the flexibility or expandability of thematerials.

E. Packa_in_ of Elastic Recovery Composites

The effective packaging ratios of an elastic recovery composite were found

to be dependent primarily upon the application or structure. Several basic

model and analytical studies were made during the program. The model

studies described in the composite material investigations (Section III)

required the study of packaging procedure s . The analytical studies deter-

mined actual packaging ratios based upon the expanded and packaged volumes.

Since the mechanism for erection of the composite wall section comes from

elastic recovery, the folding procedures affect the speed of unfurling.

The work performed with models indicated the best folding characteristics

appeared to put many minor folds rather than a few major folds. (The

typical unfurling sequence of a model cylinder is shown in Figure I.)

The number of folds depends upon the thickness of the core and laminate.

Figure l(b) shows the folds in the composite. The folding procedure is

important since it imparts the potential energy to the section besides

reducing volume. The greater the folding that can be accomplished, the

greater will be the potential energy available for a faster erection of

the structure. The folding procedure, however, is not a characteristic

which would be easily treated as an independent study, since it is

dependent upon the type of wall construction required for the space struc-

ture and the packaged volume.
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Figure 34. Close-up of Reduced Pressure Chamber
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TABLE 5

EFFECTIVE ATOMIC NUMBER AND DENSITY OF

ELASTIC RECOVERY MATERIALS

Material Relative Z* p g/cm 3.*

Index reference standard aluminum

Aluminum on polyester terephthalate

PVC resin/181 glass fabric

PVC resin/regenerated cellulose

fiber cloth fabric

Polyurethane foam

PVC resin-carbon/181 glass fabric

Polyurethane foam-carbon

PVC resin-carbon/regenerated

cellulose fiber cloth fabric

DuPont type 46971 polyester
adhesive

13.00

12.23

11.34

10.24

9.13

8.80

8.24

8.02

6.92

* Effective Atomic Number

**Density

2.700

1.315

1.680

1.380

0.237

1.395

0.356

1.280

1.240
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In determining the packaging ratio of an elastic recovery composite

structure, the compressibility of the foam core material was taken into

account. A study was made upon the effect of cylinder length and foam

compressibility. With this study, the ratio of expanded volume to possible

packaged volume was determined. The compressibility of the foam core was

accounted for by allowing the wall thickness to decrease to one-quarter its

original thickness when in the packed conditions. This average compress-

ibility for the foam was found to be typical from compressibility tests

for the i to 2 Ib/ft 3 density range. The ratio of the expanded to packaged

volume was found for the effective, or compressed, diameter to thickness

ratio, (D/t)eff., for different lengths. The results of the study are

shown in Figure 35. The compressed volume was based upon the volume of

the wall or the surface area of the cylinder times the compressed thickness.

This study did not optimize the shape of the container but rather deter-

mined the volume required for packaging a given expanded volume.

The effect of the package shape upon the expanded-to-package volume ratio

can be seen in Figure 36. The length over diameter ratio (L/D) of the

package determined the shape. The L/D ratio greater than 1.5 would appear

to give the better capabilities for packaging. The cylindrical shape would

also offer a better package since it would be geometrically similar to the

expanded structure.

F. Comparison and Application of Different Elastic Recovery Wall Concepts

The comparison of the different types of wall concepts applicable to an

elastic recovery expandable space structure requires knowledge of both the

vehicle shape and the anticipated mission. For this portion of the study,

a specific vehicle was not assumed but rather a general characteristic or

a requirement from the mission was used. To completely definitize the

design requirements of a specific vehicle for a mission was beyond the

scope of this feasibility program. However, the general requirements such

as temperature, structural loading, etc. are known; hence, the type of

elastic recovery wall which would be needed could be obtained.

The type of loads and environments required for different space applica-

tions are shown in Table 6. The parameter which must be investigated

includes both structural and environmental conditions. The types of

possible space applications are grouped as follows:

I. Space Shelters - These structures include the space stations

in which a large volume would be needed to give astronauts

"elbow room." The primary loading condition is from internal

pressure plus the environmental conditions.

2. Space Storage Tanks - This class of structures would solve

the requirement for large volume storage capabilities. The

requirements include insulation for cryogenic fuel storage.
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o Planetary Shelters - This design requirement is essentially

the same as that for the space shelters except for the plane-

tary location. The shelter may also be buried, which results

in the external pressure loading condition.

4. Planetary Storage Tanks - These are the companion structures

to the shelter with the same requirement.

. Planetary Vehicles - This application of elastic recovery

includes several components of a planetary or lunar vehicle.

Components such as wheels and panels could utilize the

erection characteristics of an elastic recovery composite.

Included in this class of structures would be planks which

could be used for bridging gaps in the surface of the

planets.

. Solar Collectors - These structures require an accurate

surface contour in order to achieve a high degree of effi-

ciency. Hence, dimensional stability after erection would

be required to minimize the distortion°

7. Space Antennas - The design requirement for antennas would
be similar to the solar reflectors.

. Airlocks or Interconnectors - These structures mepresent a

secondary class of designs. The design requirements are

similar to the space shelter. The additional requirements

include possible repeated cyclic expansion and repackaging

and also possible energy absorption; i.e., a load from a

docking collar,

The first four types of structures have internal pressure as the primary

loading condition. Since this results in a tensile stress in the composite,

either the single skin or a compressible honeycomb sandwich wall section

would be the most efficient based upon weight. The structural analysis

of this loading condition (see Appendix B) indicated these types of elastic

recovery composites had almost equivalent weight. The requirements for

the meteoroid protection will further dictate the complete thickness

requirement of the wall. It must be pointed out, however, that from dis-

cussion on meteoroid protection in Appendix D, the compressible honeycomb

sandwich would not be as effective at stopping the particle as the foam

core. This analysis of a meteoroid penetration indicated that for a high

probability of no penetration for a large particle, the composite will

need a laminate layer at the outer surface. The resulting elastic recovery

composite section for these applications is shown typically in Figure 37a.

The outer composite layer also has the reflective surface tocontrol the

internal temperature. The foam core would also provide thermal control due

to its low conductivity through the section. The internal temperature

requirement will dictate the thermal characteristics of the composite wall.

For example, the cryogenic storage tank requires a wall with greater insula-

tion than the manned shelters to prevent excessive fluid boiloff.
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The planetary shelter will have the same loading requirements as the space

shelters plus a possible external pressure condition. In order to remain

stable, the buried shelter with an external pressure loading greater than

the internal pressure will require additional stiffness above the normal

self-supporting characteristics of elastic recovery composite. The struc-

tural study indicated that for a compressive load in the composite wall, a

compressible honeycomb core would be needed for the stiffness. A typical

cross section of the composite for this application is shown in Figure 37b.

The additional stiffness needed for a buried shelter could also be obtained

by the use of foam ribs. The buried shelters would not need the degree of

protection from the meteoroids or radiation that an orbiting station would

require, since the planet's soil would be capable of some shielding. The

thermal control requirements would also be less severe than for an orbiting

station since the temperature extremes for the buried shelter would not be

too great. The thermal problem would be one in which the heat conduction

out of the shelter is minimized.

The planetary storage tank would have the same environmental design condi-

tions as the planetary shelter and the requirements for wall stiffness would

be identical. The storage tank would also have slightly different thermal

insulation properties. The buried tank would not require the protection

from direct solar radiation but will require insulation to prevent heat

conduction from the surrounding soil.

The application of the elastic recovery composite to planetary vehicle

components would allow the use of flexible materials in the design° The

wheeled components, for example, require a flexible composite which would

act as a spring and yet would not have too large a contact area. The area

of the wheel print would determine the contact pressure on the surface and

also the size of the wheel. The self-supporting capabilities of a wheel

fabricated with an elastic recovery composite would allow for a design that

is compatible with the vehicle and the soil conditions encountered on the

planet. Such a wheel fabricated from elastic recovery materials would

behave similarly to a low-pressure automotive tire. The wheel would also be

capable of being packaged for transport to the planet surface then expanded
when the vehicle was needed.

The application of the elastic recovery concept to solar collectors requires

a complete system analysis. The primary requirements for the design of an

efficient solar collection system include very low deviations from the sur-

face tolerances and also stiffness to prevent distortion of collector wall.

The required surface tolerance for an efficient collector was discussed in

detail in the section on space environments (Section II). From this previous

discussion, it would appear that the elastic recoverY concept would only

have a limited use as a solar collector mirror because of the stringent

requirement for surface accuracy. However, alternative methods of designs

may utilize the elastic recovery concept.

The system designs to which the elastic recovery concept could be adapted

include those which use a relatively large area cavity absorber as a boiler

to heat a fluid for the turbogenerator. This system would be similar to

the NASA "Sunflower" solar-dynamic system (Reference 29).
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A use of the elastic recovery concept in conjunction with direct solar con-

version would also be feasible. Several of the direct solar conversion

schemes are inherently flexible. In these systems, the elastic recovery

mechanism would be used to expand the solar conversion array to its large

operating area after it were in space.

The detailed system analysis for the use of the elastic recovery concept

for solar conversion to power would require use of parameters such as over-

all power efficiency, collector area, surface characteristics, weight, and

packing capabilities. The additional analysis would have to include the

effects of the combined space environment upon the materials used in the

composite.

Another area of possible application for the elastic recovery concept would

be for space antennas. The antenna has design requirements similar to the

solar collector (i.e., shape stability is the primary design criteria).

The space antennas, also have contour accuracy requirements, particularly

for large sizes. The problems of antenna design are discussed in Appendix F.

The application of elastic recovery to a spherical antenna system concept

is illustrated by Figure 38. This figure shows the use of graded dielectric

foam materials to obtain a large antenna aperture with a spherical surface.

Further background on the requirements for antenna design in general are also

discussed in Appendix F.

Secondary structures represent another area of possible application of the

elastic recovery concept. The flexible composite would be used in struc-

tures such as airlocks, docking rings, and module interconnectors. A

possible airlock structure is shown in Figure 39. The use of elastic

recovery composite sections has excellent potential in these smaller struc-

tures. The general design requirements for these structures include the

internal operating pressure and providing protection from the space environ-

ment. The secondary structures constructed with the elastic recovery com-

posite also have the desirable capability of being repackaged.

The repackaging capabilities of an elastic recovery composite is a distinct

advantage over other types of airlock since it would allow for reducing

the volume. The composite would have the self-erecting characteristics

which would not require external forces. The elastic recovery composite

used in a secondary structure would also be self-supporting after expansion,

which means the structure would not collapse with the release of the inter-

nal pressure. However, provisions will have to be made to apply forces to

the structure to repackage it. The repackaging capabilities of a foldable

airlockwould be especially desirable on a small station to minimize the

shift of the mass moment of inertia and drag.

The investigations of the possible application for the elastic recovery

concept have shown its possibilities. Without going into complete design

studies, the characteristics of the elastic recovery composite appear to

be applicable to different types of expandable structures. The design of

the future space structures will be dependent upon the missions and the
booster sizes available.
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G. Conclusions From the Parametric Evaluation

From this parametric investigation of the elastic recovery concept, several

trends in the types of composite construction and possible applications were

determined. The general requirements for use of the elastic recovery com-

posite in the space environment dictated some of the characteristics, such

as:

Io The loading condition of the structural wall (tension or

compressive stresses) determine the type of wall. In other

words, if the load was compressive, the stability of a

sandwich composite would be needed.

2. The thermal evaluation indicated that a foam core in an

elastic recovery composite resulted in the least heat con-

duction through the section.

o The meteoroid protection required for the space environment

was found to be a composite consisting of a foam core and an

outer laminate. The outer laminate would break up the impact-

ing meteoroid and the core would act as the absorbing material

so that the inner wall would not be penetrated by the fragments.

. For the protection from the space radiation, the materials

which make up the elastic recovery composite were tested in

the low-pressure chamber. The results of this evaluation

indicated that each of the elastic recovery composite materials

had an improved effective atomic number than aluminum for

stopping charged particles. The loading of the material with

carbon improved the stopping power of the laminates against

corpuscular radiation.

. The elastic recovery composite for space structures appears to

be most useful for secondary structures such as tankage, air-

locks, docking areas, or module interconnectors. The use of

elastic recovery is feasible for spherical communication

antennas.
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V. COMPARISON OF ELASTIC RECOVERY, INFLATABLE, AND TELESCOPING

TYPES OF EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

In order to accomplish a comparative study of the different types of expandable

structures, the literature was surveyed to determine the weights of the common

types of expandable structure. The purpose of this study was to compare the

three different types of expandable structures including elastic recovery,

inflatable, and semirigid telescoping on the basis of weight per unit area.

The latter two types of expandable structures were chosen because the most

information on the structural weight was available. The weight summary for

the semirigid expandable structure was taken from Reference 30. Reference 31

was used for the summary of weight for the type of inflatable structure. The

weights were obtained for a particular size structure representing a small space

station. The design size for the two space stations was different; hence, in

order to compare the three different expandable structures, the weight was re-

duced to a unit surface area for the basis of comparison. The component weight

for the two types of expandables are presented in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7 records the weight data from Reference 30 for the telescoping expandable

structure, and includes the weight of the structure, meteoroid bumper, insula-

tion, and internal sealing bladder. The structural weight includes the primary

pressure skin, the frames for the ends of each telescoping section, and the

guide rails for the telescoping mechanism. The meteoroid bumper consists of a

thin aluminum bumper separated from the main skin by 3 Ib/ft2 polyurethane foam.

The shield weight was based upon a 99.9% probability of one puncture. The

expandable structure consists of five telescoping sections, with one end domed

and the other end flat. The expanded size is approximately 15-ft overall

length and 8 ft in diameter. The weights given for this structure represent

a nonflight test item designed for state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques;

hence, the weights were not fully optimized.

The second expandable structure was the inflatable type (the weight is summarized

in Table 8). The weight of this structure was given in Reference 31 for a

square-woven polyethylene terephthalate fiber (e.g., Dacron) cloth with chloroprene

rubber which closely matches the elastic recovery laminate. The weight was given

for only the structural shell and the pressurization systems. The shape of this

space station design was a cylinder with hemispherical ends 8 ft in diameter

with a 25-ft overall length. No weight was given for the meteoroid protection of

this design; however, other space structure designs (given in Reference 31)

assumed a meteoroid protection weight of 0.25 Ib/ft 2. The probability and

number of punctures were not given for this weight. The weight breakdown does

not reflect the weight of the container for the inflatable structure.

The best method of comparing the unit weight of the different types of expandable

structures would be to determine the unit weight for the elastic recovery com-

posite designed to the requirements given in Tables 7 and 8. The weights could

then be compared between the different types of expandable structures. The

weight of the elastic recovery composite will be based primarily upon weight

required for the structural (or pressure wall) laminate, the foam weight required

for erection of the composite section, and the weight necessary for meteoroid

protection. The summary of the section unit weight is given in Table 9. The

first six items review the size of the two elastic recovery structures and are

directly comparable with the sizes of the telescoping and inflatable expandable

designs listed in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.
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TABLE 7

WEIGHT OF A TELESCOPING EXPANDABLE STRUCTURE CASE I

Total surface area: 378 ft 2

Internal volume: 510 ft 3

Wt. Breakdown

Frames

Pressure skin & associated structure

Guide rails & shoes

Total structural wt.

Insulation

Thermal control

Internal bladder

Total cylindrical Wto

(less meteoroid bumper)

Meteoroid bumper wt.

(99.9% probability of one puncture)

Total wt.

Wt. of end closures

Total design wt.

Wt.

ib

370

269

69

708

53

15

104

88O

174

1054

35___!6

1410

Wt./Unit Surface

Area,

Ib/ft2

i .87

0.140

0.040

0.275

2.325

0.460

2.785

NOTE: Weight for cylindrical portion of vehicle approximate

length 12-1/2 ft, nominal 8-ft diameter.
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TABLE 8

WEIGHT OF II_FI_T__,BLE SPACE STRUCTURE CASE II

Surface area: 628 ft2

Internal volume: 1123 ft 3

Internal operating pressure: 7 psi

Factor of safety: 3.0

Material Component

Pressurization system

Cutout reinforcement

Partitions

Total shell wt.

Total wt.

Meteoroid protection wt./unit area

(assumed probability not known)

Total wt./unit area

Square Woven

Polyethylene Terephthalate
Chloroprene Rubber

Wt.,ib

123

19

91

28__6

519

Wt./Unit Area,
ib/ft 2

0.195

0.030

0.145

0.455

0.827

0.250

1.077

NOTE: Weights for a cylindrical vehicle 25-ft total length

with hemispherical ends.
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TABLE 9

SECTION WEIGHT ANALYSIS FOR ELASTIC RECOVERY COMPOSITE

Items Case I Case II

i°

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Surface area, ft2

Internal volume, ft 3

Diameter of cylinder, ft

Total length of cylinder, ft

Internal operating pressure, psi

Factor of safety

7. Material (Regenerated cellulose fiber cloth

reinforced polyurethane resin), design ten-

sile strength, psi

8. Wt. of structural wall, ib/ft 2

9. Wt. of foam for erection, ib/ft 2 (from

Figure 22)

Wt. for meteoroid protection

a. 99.9% probability of noo punctures, ib/ft 2

b. 90% probability of n___opunctures, ib/ft2

Wt. for thermal or permeability control film,

Ib/ft 2

Surmnation of Items 8, 9, II

i0.

Ii.

12.

378

510

8

12.5

ii

3.0

25,000

0.553

0.257

1.40

0.50

0. 043

0.853

628

1123

8

25

7

3.0

25,000

0.352

0.173

1.70

0.60

0.043

0.568
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Item 7 in Table 9 shows the design tensile strength used for the weight

calculations. This assumed tensile strength level of 25,000 psi was taken as

design strength for regenerated cellulose fiber cloth reinforced polyurethane

resin. The assumed strength level was reduced from the ultimate strength of

33,000 psi given in Table 3 (Section III) which was derived from the test

program described in that section. The density of the laminate material was

approximately 0.060 ib/in3.

To find weight per unit surface area as given in Item 8 of Table 9, the familiar

pressure vessel formula of f = pRn; where f = composite stress, p = internal
t

pressure, R = radius of the cylinders, and n = factor of safety, was used to

determine the skin thickness. Then the weight�unit area was determined by

multiplying the thickness by the density and area.

In order to estimate the weight of foam required to erect a structural laminate,

Figure 22 was used. These data for this curve were developed by tests as were

described in Section III. This weight per unit surface area is given in Item 9

of Table 9.

The next area of weight for the elastic recovery composite is that necessary

for meteoroid protection. The weight per unit surface area was established from

the method developed in Appendix D _eteoroid Protection). The weight was

determined for a 30-day mission with no-puncture probabilities of 99.9% and 90%.

The protection required was based upon an earth orbit for both cases. This

timespan in earth orbit agrees with the design philosophies of both the tele-

scoping and inflatable expandable structures. The weight for the meteoroid

protection includes both the outer laminate and the foam. The outer laminate

skin fragments the incoming particle with the shear strength determining the

thickness. The foam absorbs the fragments and attenuates the shock wave. This

weight per unit surface area is given in Item I0 of Table 9 for both cases.

The last component of weight for the elastic recovery composite was that of the

thermal control and the internal impervious coating. For this weight study,

it was assumed that these film materials would weigh the same. The weight per

unit surface area for these coatings was given in Item ii of Table 9 and was

based upon a 3-mil thickness for each coating. From Table I of Section III,

the area factor for the two materials could be taken as approximately

20,000 in.2/ib/mil. For both films, the area factor reduces to a total of

0.043 Ib/ft2.

The summation of the important weight items is given in the last item for the

two designs. The comparison with the unit weight is also shown in Table i0.

For this study, the following items should be noted when drawing the comparison:

i. The weight of the container was not included in the total weight

estimate for the elastic recovery and inflatable expandable struc-

tures. Since the sections of the telescoping structure nest inside

each other, the container weight is included in the total weight

for this type of expandable structure.
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TABLEi0

COMPARISON OF UNIT WEIGHTS

Type of Expandable

Structure

Telescoping

Inflatable

Elastic Recovery

Structural Wt./Unit Area,

ib/ft 2

Case I

i .87

0.853

Case II

0.827

0. 568

NOTE: This sunmmry does not include the weight for

meteoroid protection.

. The weight per unit area for meteoroid protection shows a wide

variation between the three types of expandable structures.

This could be due to the use of different mission puncture

probabilities. The telescoping expandable structure was designed

for a 99.9% probability of one puncture during the. misslon and

is based upon empirical data. The weight of meteoroid protection

for the inflatable structure was given as typical for other types

of inflatable structure discussed in Reference31; no information

was available on the probability or number of punctures. The

meteoroid weight for the elastic recovery concept was based upon"

the material shear strength of the outer laminate and two prob-

abilities of no puncture. Weight improvements in the meteoroid

protection could be obtained by using higher shear strength

material. A surmnary of the meteoroid weights is given in Table Ii.

3. The three types of expandable structures were not optimized in

weight wi6h regard to material strength and wall configuration.

From this preliminary study, the weight of an elastic recovery expandable struc-

ture would be less than the weight for an equivalent size structure utilizing

either the telescoping or inflatable types of expansion. A direct comparison

of weight was difficult because of the wide variation in weight for meteoroid

protection. However, a comparison can be drawn on the structural weight/unit

surface area as shown in Table i0. These data were taken from Tables 7, 8,

and 9. The weights for the structure and erection mechanism were included

in this summary.

It would be expected that the telescoping type of expandable structures would

have a different weight since its expansion characteristics are different from

either the inflatable or elastic recovery types. The telescoping structure,

once expanded, is basically a rigid structure. On the other hand, the inflat-

able structure is flexible, but requires an internal pressure to maintain its

shape. The elastic recovery expandable structure is also a flexible structure

but the wall will maintain its shape without an internal pressure.
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TABLE ii

SI_4ARY OF METEOROID PROTECTION WEIGHT

Type of

Expandable Structure

Telescoping

Inflatable

Elastic recovery

Elastic recovery

Probabi Ii ty,

%

99.9

99.9

90.0

No. of

Punctures

One

None

None

Wt._

Ib/ft 2

Case I

0.46

i .40

0.50

Case II

0.25

1.70

0.60
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Vl. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

The conclusions drawn from work under this program were given at the end of

each section or appendix. However, major conclusions are repeated here for

convenience.

A. Materials and Composites

i. Flexible laminates exhibited higher modulus levels than film materials.

The strength ranged from an equivalent level to a greater level than

that of the film materials.

2. The flexible foam core is more amenable to the elastic recovery composite,

under normal loading conditions, than compressible honeycomb core.

3. The elastic recovery composite will erect itself when under the influence

of vacuum or cryogenic temperature. Model studies also indicated that

the composite will also erect after being packaged for long periods.

B. Structural Capabilities

i. For the internal pressure loading condition, the single facing or

compressible honeycomb sandwich composites were almost equivalent on

the basis of weight. However, the single skin with the foam erecting

mechanism would be easier to package.

, For the axial compression loading condition, the compressive honeycomb

core sandwich was required to prevent buckling of the structure. An

elastic recovery or composite with a foam core did not react the load

as a unit, but rather as separate facings.

C. Thermal Characteristics

I. The effective thermal conductivity of a foam core elastic recovery

composite was much lower than the composites with a honeycomb core.

2. The surface coating for radiant heat control was found to have a pro-

found effect on the heat transfer through the composite.

D. Meteoroid Protection

I. The analytical treatment of impact on an elastic recovery composite

indicated the most effective protection would be obtained from an outer

skin laminate and a foam core.
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The outer skin breaks up the particle, with the material's shear

strength determining the thickness.

The foam core acts ms an absorber for the fragments.

From limited test data, it appears that spallation does not occur on

the inner laminate skin of the elastic recovery composite. Delamination

of the inner skin, from the core, however, might occur.

E. Radiation Resistance

I. The radiation tests indicated that the components of the elastic recovery

composite had better absorption characteristics than the aluminum

standard.

2. The addition of carbon particles to the composite components further

improved the material's radiation "Figure of Merit."

F. Applications of Elastic Recovery Structures

I. The elastic recovery concept appears to be feasible for a structure

which is capable of being expanded when in orbit. These structures

include space stations and storage tanks. One of the limiting factors

for an expandable space station, however, will be the psychological

aspects of the astronaut of being confined by a flexible wall.

. It appears that the current designs for a solar collector structure

would not employ the elastic recovery concept because of the stringent

surface smoothness requirements.

° The use of elastic recovery would be feasible, however, when used as

the expansion mechanism of a flexible direct solar conversion system

in space.

, The use of elastic recovery to expand antennas in space would be

feasible, particularly if the large-aperture, spherical type of antenna

is utilized.

. The elastic recovery expandable structure would be especially useful

for secondary space structures such as airlocks, interconnectors, and

space environment protective devices for rigid space structures. The

smaller structures could be repeatedly cycled through the expanded and

packaged conditions. The elastic recovery composite wall for these

structures would also be self-supporting.

G. Recommendations for Further Investigations

The following items suggest areas for further investigations which could not

be studied in detail or had to be assumed during this feasibility program:

i. The design properties of the elastic recovery materials must be more

fully determined. The properties requiring investigation include
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effects of repeated loading and folding and also the effect of space

environment upon the strength.

A larger range of surface thermal control coatings applicable to the

flexible elastic recovery composite must be determined.

A detailed analysis must be made of the transient thermal characteristics

on the composite for the elastic recovery materials.

The analytical treatment of meteoroid penetration of the composite must

be further refined. Experimental verification of the developed theory

is also necessary.

The effect of hypervelocity impact on the elastic recovery composite

materials requires further analysis. The material shear strength was

one of the criteria used for determining penetration.

Further radiation tests must be performed upon a wider range of materials

applicable to expandable structures. One such material possibility

would be a polyethylene foam for the core material. This material, in

bulk form, acts as an excellent, corpuscular s_ield.

The application of the elastic recovery to an expandable large-aperture

spherical antenna shows promise and warrants further investigation.

The next step in developing the elastic recovery concept should be its

application to an actual design, which is now recon_nended. A small,

secondary structure such as an airlock is suggested since it could be

completely evaluated in the space chambers currently available.
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APPENDIX A

GEOMETRICAL STUDIES OF EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

by

Victor Grinius

This study encompasses expandable structures consisting of honeycomb material.

Originally, the core is in a compressed state, and then is left to expand to

an optimum position.

The main purpose of this study is to determine the Polsson's ratio effect as

the core expands. In the compressed state, the width of the structure is the

summation of the individual thicknesses of the ribbons in the core. The

structure is then expanded to a position in which the expansion in the

direction perpendicular to the ribbons is maximum, and the contraction in

the direction parallel to the ribbons is minimum; i.e., an optimum position.

Curves are shown for angular deflection of core vs. area of core, and angular
deflection of core vs. the overall dimensions of the core.

The three types of core configurations used in this study are "sine wave,"

rectangular, and hexagonal.

Nomenclature used herein is as follows:

a = amplitude of sine wave core

A = cell cross-sectional area

b,k = constants for elliptic integral

e = sine wave "chord" length

= side length of rectangular or hexagonal core

h = expansion amplitude for rectangular or hexagonal core

d = core length

S = perimeter of core cells

= angle of expansion of core

I. "Sine-Wave" Core

The behavior of the "sine wave" core is the most general of all cases.

The hexagonal and rectangular cores are just particular cases of the

"sine wave" core, the main difference being the length of the bonding
surface of the ribbons.

The calculations that follow show how the plot for the "sine-wave" core

was obtained. The rectangular and the hexagonal core calculations are

a simplified form of the "sine-wave" core calculations.
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Figure 40. "Sine-wave" Core Configuration

Arc length of sine wave remains constant as "i" and "a" vary.

S = Arc length = constant.

dS = I +

x_

y = a sin _-

(i)

(2)

d_l = _ __x_ (3)
dx a _ cos

_,/2

_0- _ 1 ( al_" 2 2ll"l'xl
S IT# _x (4)

The above is an elliptic integral, and the limits have to be changed for

convenient evaluation.
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1_x W

Let: _ ffiz and dz = _ dx

Then:

fo-'V,.,S = 1 + I_'-I

2
cos z _ dz

(5)

S

_0 rrl2 _
" 1+ I""12 la"l2ITl - I_; sin2 dz

(6)

s in2z dz (7)

Equation (7) is an elliptic integral of the form:

._o 'n'/2 t
S ffi b "Vl - k2 sin 2 z dz (8)

where:

_¢I + 1a1112 2 (aI_)2
b = _ _- and k =

_2[I +Ia"12],-_,j

Now taking different values of

a function of 6:

a/_ = 0 /-zfTI/2

/sI = __a=O 11

._ffiO

_; " is obtained from Equation (8) as

11/2

idz = _ 0 = 7
= o.5,{,
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a/_ = 0.25

sin 2 z dz

f-rV2

= 1 + 1-_ i - 0.383 sin 2 z

b " 1.27, k 2 " 0.383, k " 0.62, sin "1 k = 38 °

dz

From the elliptic integral tables:

E ffi 1.4092

Sl ffi _ • 1.27 1.4092 ffi 0.569 _,

IaffiX,/4

a/_ = 0.50

_2
1 - sin 2 dz

,.-_/2

= +-_-

1'I'2 . 2
i sln z

4+_ 2

f..tt/2 /

ffi _I"I 1.862J0 _I -

2
0.711 sin z dz

k ffi0.845, sin -I k = 58 °, E = 1.2301

ffi -- • 1.862 1.2301 = 0.73

dz
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a/_. = O.75

sin 2 z dz

/-1_I2

= -_2.56/11 q I . 0"849 sin2 z

_'0

k 2 = 0.849, k = 0.921, sin -1 k = 67 ° ,

4_
S ffi _ x 2.54 x 1.1453

dz

E ffiI. 1453

S ffiO. 926

a/_ = 1.0

'rrl2

-"0

112 . 2
1 * sln z dz

i+_

.--1112

° Y
2

1 - 0.91 sin z dz

k 2 =ffi0.91, k ffi0.955, sin 1 k ffi73°,. E ffi1.0927

S = _ x 3.3 x 1.0927

S ffi I. 149

The results are tabulated on page 92 and plotted in Figure 41.
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Figure 41. Length Contraction vs. Amplitude-Length Ratio,
Sine Wave Core
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a/6 s

o 0.5 _,

0.25 0.569 _.,

0.50 0.73 ,f,

0.75 0.926 .{,

1.00 1.149 /,,

t,

2S

1.76 8

1.37 8

1.08 S

0.872 fi

2. Rectangular Core

O = 90 ° O = 45 °

< Z

0 ffi 0 °

L2L=d

Figure 42. Rectangular Core Configuration

The variables are x and y. L stays constant.

0 0
x = L cos _ , y = L sin

Perimeter = 4L = S

0 0
2 L2 sin _ cos

0 _'" 0
now: 2 sin _ cos _ = sin 0

A

Therefore: Ato t = L2 sin 0 or _ = sin 0.

Equation (10) is plotted in Figure 43.

(9)

(9a)

(1o)
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8 = Angular Deflection of Core

Figure 43. Area-side Ratio vs. Angular Deflection of Core
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The parameter h/d was determined next. This ratio (refer to Figure 42) shows
the rate of expansion to contraction as the core expands.

Boundary Conditions:

e = 0 A = 2L B = 0

9 = 90 ° A = B =

e = 180 ° A = 0 B = 2L

0
x = L cos

d = 2x

0
d " 2 L cos

O
y = Lsin_

h = 2y

e
h = 2Lsin_

Takin8 parameter h/d vs. ansle O:

O O
h 2 L s£n _ stn _ O

- = e " = tan
d 2 L cos _ cos 2

(ll)

This ratio is plotted vs. the ansle 6 in Figure44.

3. .Hexagonal Core

Cell area

S

Y
A 3 = hs

e
Aco c = A I + A2 + A3 = hs + 2 hs cos

where :
e

h = 2s sin

Ato t = 2s2 sin_ (I + 2 cos _)

(12)

(13)
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Square Cell

w

I
0 20 ° 40 ° 60 ° 80 ° i00 ° 120 °

Hexagonal Cell

l I
140 ° 160 °

e = Angular Deflection of Core

I
J

180 °

Figure 44. Expansion-to-Contraction Ratio

vs. the Angular Deflection of Core
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A e( e)-_ = 2 sin_ I + 2 cos
S

(14)

This parameter is also plotted vs. angle @ in Figure 43.

Cell change in dimensions.

Perimeter = 6 L

Boundary conditions

@ = 0 d = 3L h = 0

@ = 180 ° d = L h = 2 L

8 e
x = L cos _ y = L sin

Assume perimeter _ vs. angle @

e e
h 2 L sin _ 2 sin_

d L 2 cos _ + I 2 cos _+ i

Equation (15) was also plotted in Figure 44.

(15)

Conclusions:

From the previous curves, the optimum expansion can be determined.

A regime of core expansion has to be determined in order to keep the area

of the structure at a maximum. Examination of the curves indicate that

for a core to be useful for an expandable structure, it must be in the

underexpanded condition. This condition will minimize the distortion of

the structure.

The rectangular-shaped core does not appear to be feasible as the length of

the bonding surface will have to be very small, which would diminish the

strength of the core. On £he other hand, the hexagonal core would be better

since a large node bond area would be available.
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APPENDIX B

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTIC RECOVERY CONCEPT

Abs tract

The purpose of this report was to determine the structural

potential of the elastic recovery concept. The methods of

analysis were developed after generally accepted methods

used for sandwich construction. The primary deviation in

the analysis was to account for a core material with a very

low modulus.

The major loading conditions of internal pressure and axial

compression were assumed to be imposed upon cylinders with

elastic recovery wall sections. For the different material

strengths, the ultimate internal and critical buckling

pressures were used as the parameters. Other loading condi-

tions investigated in this report included external pressure

and energy absorption.

The results of this investigation indicated that on the

basis of the ultimate internal pressure to weight ratio, a

single inner skin foam core composite and a flexible honey-

comb core sandwich would be the most efficient concepts.

For the axial compression loading condition, the flexible

honeycomb sandwich was the most efficient based upon a

unit weight.
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APPENDIX B

STRUC_AL ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTIC RECOVERY COMPOSITE

by

Byron Anderson

Io

II°

INTRODUCTION

The following study details the approach taken to determine the structural

potential of the elastic recovery concept. This is a general analysis

only, so that the entire range of loading conditions an elastic recovery

composite structure might encounter will be covered.

This analysis is divided into two general sections. The first section

develops the methods of analysis to determine the effect of the different

loading conditions, primarily composite tension and compression, on elastic

recovery composites. This section also discusses the assumptions required

for the development of the equations.

The second section of the report presents the results of the tension, or

internal pressure, loading condition. A cylindrical section is assumed to

be the general shape. This section also presents the results of the axial

compression loading condition. The effect of energy absorption of the

elastic recovery composite is also discussed in the second section.

SECTION I - METHODS OF ANALYSIS

General Assumptions: This section presents the basic analytical tools

required to make the calculations of load distribution within sandwich

cylinders due to internal pressure and to establish buckling loads for the

conditions of external pressure and axial compression.

The specific wall concepts evaluated fall into two general classifications

for expandable structures: (1) high-modulus core, and (2) low-modulus core.

The former is characterized by a flexible honeycomb type of core that dis-

tributes pressure loading fairly equally between skins and results in

buckling of the sandwich as a unit when loaded in compression. If the second
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type of core consisted of flexible polyurethane foam or some other extremely

low-modulus material, pressure loads would be carried entirely by a single

facing. When a buckling load is applied to a composite with the second type

of core, failure takes the form of individual thin shell failure.

Techniques presented herein consider these two types of sandwich core, but

are preliminary in nature since an exhaustive treatment of the subject was

not attempted at this time. As future studies will be required to more

thoroughly evaluate such factors as the buckling characteristics, effect of

initial imperfections, and foldability, these characteristics will be evalu-

ated both on an individual basis and by the influence they have on one

another.

Nomenclature: The following symbols and nomenclature are used for the

structural analysis:

d

E

E 1 , E 2 -

E
c

G
c

fl, f2,f3 -

f
av

f
cr

h

K 1 , K 2

L

P

P

P
cr

Pult

The total sandwich wall thickness

Elastic modulus for facings of equal thickness

Elastic modulus of the individual facings

Compressive modulus of the core

Shear modulus of the core

Stresses in the individual facings

Average stress in facings

Critical buckling stress

- Distance between facing centroids for sandwich constructions

- Proportionality coefficients

- Length of cylinder

- Load

- Applied internal pressure

- Critical external pressure (buckling)

- Internal pressure corresponding to ultimate strength of

material
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R

t

ti,t O

tl,t2,t 3 -

t c
U

w

k

p

- Meanradius of sandwichcylinder

- Facing thickness for symmetrical sandwich (t = t i = to)

- Inner and outer facing thickness for structural sandwich
constructions

Facing thickness for multilayer composite constructions

Core thickness

Strain energy

Compositeweight per unit length, Ib/unit in.

1 - v 2

Poisson's ratio

Density

A. Internal Pressurization of Pressure Vessels

In any multiple skin-core structure subjected to an internal pressure,

the effectiveness of each skin in resisting load is a function of core

stiffness as well as skin modulus.

It was assumed that this analysis would be applicable for external

pressure on the sandwich structure, providing the load was below the

critical buckling pressure.

l° Typical Sandwich Structure

The following is a schematic drawing of a single layer sandwich cylin-

der showing the relationship of the facing and core geometries:

Core of Modulus E c 7 / tl (Modulus El)

f2,_v1_/ t 2 (Modulus E2)

Jd_
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From static equilibrium conditions,

KIPR

fl = t--_--

Where: K I and K 2 are proportionality

coefficients

pR = KIPR + K2PR

K = 1 - K 2

Strain continuity in the radial direction* is expressed as follows:

KIPR 2 K2PR__2 . K2Ph

tiE I t2E 2 E c

KIR2 (I-KI)R 2 (l-Kl)h
m

tiE I t2E 2 E c

Solving for K 1

KIR2 KI R2 Klh h R 2
-- + -- + -- = -- + --

tie I t2E 2 E c E c t2E 2

R 2 R 2 h + __

KI + t2E 2 + E_ = E c t2E 2

K I

h R 2

E t2E 2C

* The growth of the outer shell minus the growth of the inner shell

is equal to the deformation of the core.
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K2 = I - K I

R2

The stress in each facing can then be vritten as:

fl

pR{t2E2h + R_c)

r,,++, +}-+.:.+]+':,.+++c'+[ t_-_'_+_ +

f2

p R3

For the general case, the ratio of the facing stresses had to be

used.

f2 R2E2Ec

fl t2EiE2h + R_IE c

The stress ratio reduces to the following:

f2

f1

This equation is plotted in Figure 45 for the range of sandwich

constructions. The average stress for the sandwich construction can

be found by combining the indlvidual facing stresses. The stress

is shown as:

2 f =
av
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2f
av

2 f
av

pR

pR3{E c + Z2)+ pRt2E2 h

tlt2EiE2 h
R2t-4_2--2-+ R2tlEI +

Ec

R2Ec(E c + E2) + t2E2Ech

R2t2E2E c + R2tlEIEc + tlt2EiE2 h

For the special case of equal skin thicknesses and the same material,

the constants are rewritten as:

KI =

tEh + R2Ec

EctE tEh + R2Ec

2R2E + hie 2R2E + htE
c c

E tE
c

K2 =

R2Ec

2R2Ec + htE

The facing stresses are simplified to the following:

fl =

pR(tEh + R2Ec)

tI2R2E c +htE)

pR3Ec pR

f2 = E) ' f =t {2R2Ec + ht av 2t

The ratio of the outer facing stress to the average stress

is fo_md to be

f2 2K2 2R2Ec

fay KI + K2 tEh + 2R2E c
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f2___
f
av

tEh 2R2Ec \t--_)
l+--

tEh

where g denotes function

This relationship is plotted in Figure 46 for the full range of

construction, including that for conventional structural sandwich.

° Multllayer Sandwich Structure

For this section, a composite was assumed to consist of three facings

(tl,t2, and t3) and separated by two core spacings.

Ec ,

t3, E 3

t2, E2

i P / _-_ tl' E1

LE
c

By writing the basic equations of strain continuity, the distribution

of stress between skins is obtained as follows:

KIPR 2 K2PR2 K2Ph

tiE I t2E 2 Ec
(l)

K2PR2 K3PR2 K3Ph'

t2E 2 t3E 3 E c ,
(2)

K1 + K2 + K3 = I (3)



K2R2

(2) and (3) t2E2

l- K1 - K2)R 2

t3E 3

I - K1 - K2) h'

Ecl

K2 R2 _ R2 K1 R2 K2R2 h'

_2_2 _3_3+_ +_3E---_ : _,
Klh' K2h'

E c, Ec ,
(4)

(4) and (i)

IK2 h K2R2 /

% +
t2E 2 t3E 3 t3E 3 t3E 3

• . K2 =

_2h_2_2__IE_
\U ÷_-_/k-V-/"'5"'

Ec , Ec ,

a2) tl lh't h'-- +--- + + --+--
h + t2E 2 R2Ec, t--_ t3E 3 Ec,

SimiIarly, K3 and K 1 can be solved, but due to the complexity of the solutions,

the work wti1 be postponed untii the need is established,
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B.

e Comments on Stress Curves

For the case of a sandwich with two equal skins, f2/fav is plotted

versus a stiffness parameter. Here, the closer the stress ratio

approaches one, the more efficient the sandwich becomes. Because of

the low-core modulus of polyurethane foam, a more efficient stress

distribution is obtained when a relatively low-modulus material is

used as the facing material. With the stress ratio equal to one,

the two skins would theoretically fail at the same internal pressure,

corresponding to the material strength.

The general case of a pressurized sandwich with differing face mate-

rials and thicknesses is treated somewhat differently. In this case,

f2/fl is plotted as a family of curves of varying stiffness parameter

versus a second stiffness parameter. Here, the closer the stress

ratio approaches the ratio of the respective material strengths, the

more efficient the sandwich becomes. With the stress ratio equal to

the strength ratio, failure of both skins would theoretically occur

slmultaneously. As previously montioned, relatively low-modulus

faclngmaterials are required for an efficient polyurethane foam core

expandable sandwich.

It should be again noted that the stress functions presented hold

true for an external pressure loading up to initial buckling as well

as for an internal pressure loading.

Cylinder Buckling; Axial Compression

The discussion on the buckling of sandwich cylinders under axial load

is divided into two classifications: (1) a sandwich having a core

possessing sufficiently high shear modulus and modulus of elasticity to

prevent wrinkling of the skins and buckling of the individual sandwich

walls; and (2) a sandwich having a core of very low modulus and, there-

fore, one that behaves as two independent cylinders. The low-density

polyurethane foam cores are examples of this second classification. Rigid

and flexible honeycomb type cores fall into the first classification.

Methods of analysis for the two types of core in a sandwich have been

determined separately.
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l, High-Modulus Core

Methods of analysis presented in MIL-HDBK-23: Part lll(32)apply to

this type of core. Section 4.3 of this reference presents a method

of establishing minimum core thickness and core shear modulus to

prevent overall buckling of the sandwich walls. Furthermore, design

charts are presented to aid in the determination of minimum core

thickness and modulus. The use of these charts, which are rather

extensive, is suggested for design work.

A curve (Figure 47) is included which presents the buckling stress,

Fcr, as a function of sandwich dimensions, modulus, etc. Because of

assumptions made in the design charts, a final check using this

curve is required to establish true buckling stress.

In the case of a very long cylinder, buckling as a column should also.

be checked.

If the core is of a cellular (honeycomb) material, dimpling of the

facings into the spacing between cell walls can occur. Dimpling of

the facings may not lead to failure unless the amplltude of the

dimples becomes large enough to cause the buckles to grow across core

cell walls and result in wrinkling of the facings. Chapter 5 of

MIL-HDBK-23 presents equations for determining dimpling stress level.

Figure 48 has been directly reproduced from this source and is included

as a means of establishing dimpling stress as a function of cell size.

Because of the expandable criteria of this program, intracell dimpling

should be avoided.

It should be noted that the probability of initial imperfections is

much less in a more rigid Sandwich as contrasted with a low-density

sandwich. The presence of imperfections does influence buckling

strength. However, this is not expected to result in anywhere near

the reduction that would be experienced in a low-modulus sandwich

having the same imperfection, because of the shear path between

skins.
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2. Low-Modulus Core

When a low-modulus core material such as polyurethane foam is used in

a sandwich construction, the relationships set forth in MIL-HDBK-23

no longer apply. Failure occurs in the skins with very little addi-

tional strength contribution from the core.

The buckling relationships found in Theory of Elastic Stability (33)

for thin cylindrical shells can be asswned to apply to each of the

two sandwich skins and the total allowable compressive load obtained

by adding the loads carried by each skin.

Equation (a) assumes a perfect cylindrical surface.

Et
f = (a)

cr rV3 (l_V2)

Experiments made by several researchers have revealed that the

discrepancy between the actual and theoretical buckling strengths of

thin cylindrical shells is very large,

A curve presented in Theory of Elastic Stability and reproduced below

is indicative of the effects of imperfections. As 5/t approaches 0,

(E_ 1 (b)
"_/3(l-V2)

0.6

0.4

0.2

5 = Initial deflection (imperfection)
f = Failure stress

J

I , l l I ;

4 8 12 16 20

8/t
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Thus, equation (b) agrees with equation (a), which assumed a perfect

surface. It can be seen that the lowest value of buckling stress

corresponds to a value equal to one-third that of equation (b).

Therefore, the following design equation in view of the numerous

initial skin deformations associated with a low core density sandwich

structure is presented:

(fcr_ design

E t

5.2 R_ I-V 2

Finally, it should be mentioned that this discussion on buckling of

cylinders is intended only to provide basic design relationships.

In order to accomplish this task, the foregoing study assumes that

the composite materials behave as isotropic materials. An exhaustive

treatment of the subject is beyond the scope of the present study.

A series of compressive tests will be most informative in regard to

the specific buckling characteristics associated with sandwich

structures.

C. Cylinder Buckling; External Pressure

Some work on the buckling problem of externally pressurized sandwich

(34)(35)(36)
cylinders has been done by the Forest Products Laboratory.

The included curves and equations were based essentially upon the theory

presented in these three references. The sandwich cylinders were

assumed to have isotropic facings and orthotropic or isotropic cores.

The natural axes of the orthotropic cores are axial, tangential, and

radial.

The curves in Figures 49 and 50 present specific solutions to the buckling

equations which by no means cover the range of geometries and materials

that could be considered for elastic recovery expandable structures, but

do provide design information that is valuable. Unfortunately, solutions

for a sandwich core possessing a finite modulus are excessively complex,

and a family of curves would be required for each specific ratio of

Ec/GRe and Ec/GRz. Actually, for most core materials (with the excep-

tion of very low-density foams, which are important from the standpoint
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III.

of the elastic recovery concept), E is sufficiently large so that the
C

assumption of infinite E yields values of the critical pressure that are
C

only slightly too great; Figure 50 applies to this case. For the case of

a sandwich having a foam core, buckling stress is closely approximated by

equation (3), Table 12.

For certain limiting cases, the basically complex 4X4 determinant that

expresses the buckling pressure reduces to a relatively simple equation.

Table 12 notes the critical pressure for various material combinations

(Ec and GRe ) and sandwich geometrics (to,ti).

SECTION II -- ELASTIC RECOVERY CONCEPT EVALUATION

A. Internal Pressure

In Section I.A, the theoretical effectiveness of each sandwich facing

in resisting an internal pressure as a function of core stiffness and

facing modulus was developed.

For the present analysis, two types of core are considered: a 2-1b/ft 3

polyurethane foam with a compressive modulus of approximately i psi and

a 2-1b/ft 3 paper or fiberglass honeycomb core with a compressive modulus

of 15,000 psi. An extensive material evaluation and development program

would undoubtedly reveal a wider range of efficient and compressible

flexible core materials other than the paper and fiberglass cores.

These core materials, however, represent a reasonable choice for evalu-

ation. Temperature effects upon the composite materials may limit core

and face materials for the space application being considered; these

thermal effects, however, are fully discussed in Narmco Engineering

Report 64-E14. (37) It should be noted that any reduction in core density

below 2 Ib/ft 3 for the flexible honeycomb type core results in a propor-

tionately greater reduction in core properties.

Figure 51 presents the facing stress ratio, f2/fav, as a function of the

facing-geometry parameter R2/E for foam core thicknesses up to 3 in. in

increments of 1/2 in. and for facing thicknesses of 0.05 and 0.I0 in.

For all practical purposes, the f2/fav ratio for the two honeycomb core
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materials remains constant at 1.0, independent of both core thickness

and facing thickness.

The most efficient facing materials (presented in Table 13) were chosen

for evaluation. The vertical lines in Figure 51 represent specific

stress ratios for the following facing materials and cylinder radii of

40 and 80 in. It should be noted that the material ultimate strengths

presented in the materials section were used without incorporating a

factor of safety throughout this investigation. It is felt that

appropriate factors of safety can be best incorporated on the basis of

the specific mission requirements of a particular application.

Inspection of Figure 51 reveals that for form, there is considerable

variation in the f2/fav stress ratio, not only with the R2/E parameter

but with core thickness and facing thickness as well. Because of the

low core modulus of polyurethane foam, a more efficient stress distri-

bution is obtained when a relatively low-modulus material is used as

the sandwich facing. Similarly, thinner sandwiches of foam result in a

more equitable distribution of load between facings than do the thicker

sandwiches. This is true because of the smaller deformation per unit

load associated with the thinner sections of polyurethane foam core.

The vertical lines on Figure 45 also indicate that the f2/fav increases

with increasing cylinder radius, corresponding to the higher stresses

associated with the larger size.

Of the facing materials considered, polyvinyl chloride resin -- 181 style

glass cloth results in the most efficient distribution of load between

facings of a sandwich, utilizing a polyurethane foam core. Because of

its lower ultimate strength, however, the polyvinyl chloride -- 181 style

glass cloth laminate does not result in the most efficient foam core

sandwich construction.

Figures 52 through 55 present the ultimate internal pressure that can be

supported by sandwich cylinders of both foam and honeycomb core con-

struction as a function of core thickness for the facing materials

considered. Ultimate internal pressure is defined as that internal
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pressure which results in a tensile stress in the inner facing equal to

the ultimate strength of the material. Obviously, the higher the f2/fav
ratio, the moreefficient the structural sandwichwill be. With the

f2/fav stress ratio equal to one, the two skins would theoretically fail
at the sameinternal pressure and corresponding to the ultimate material
tensile strength.

Thenext step in the analysis is to determine the efficiency of the
composite sections. Theefficiency parameterused to comparethe
effectivity of the various composites is the ultimate internal pressure
to compositeweight ratio. This ratio is plotted as a function of core

thickness (t c) in Figures 56 through 61. FromFigures 52 and 53 it is
apparent that the single face-foam core compositehas a strength-to-
weight ratio advantageover a typical sandwichwith two facings with the
samecore and facing materials. Thehoneycombcore sandwiches(Figures 54
and 55) possessthe highest strength-to-weight ratios due primarily to the
load transferral betweenthe facings.

Figures 62 through 64 present ultimate pressure as a function of unit
length cylinder weight. Thesefigures dramatically emphasizethe
ineffectivity of increasing core thickness for an internal pressure
application. In these figures, the facing compositewasassumedto be
polyurethane resin and regenerated cellulose fiber cloth. Thehoneycomb
core sandwichranked the highest in structural efficiency, followed by the
foamsandwichwith a single facing and foamsandwichwith two facings, in
that order.

Conclusions (internal pressure evaluation): It should be emphasizedthat
the structural efficiency of a foamsandwichsubjected to internal

pressure can be significantly increased by choosing each facing of a
different flexible, high-strength material having moduli such that a more
equitable distribution of load betweenfacings is obtained. Thickness
of the individual facings can also be varied, the one relative to the
other, in order to increase the efficiency of a foamsandwich. The basic
load distribution equations will serve as guides for design efforts in
this direction.
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From the developed curves, it appears that on the basis of internal

pressure-to-weight parameter, elastic recovery composites consisting

of either a single inner skin with foam on the outer surface or a

honeycomb type sandwich would be desirable. Taking into consideration

other design criteria (e.g., the elastic recovery mechanism), the single

skin would be the better concept for internal pressure.

B. Concept Evaluation --Axial Compression

The theoretical basis for evaluating sandwich cylinders subjected to

axial compression is presented in Section I.B of this report.

For purposes of this portion of the structural study, a cylinder of

composite wall construction representing the elastic recovery concept is

considered. Curves are presented for the buckling stress of a 2 ib/ft 3-

density polyurethane foam flexible core and a 2-1b/ft 3 paper of fiber-

glass honeycomb semirigid core. Shear moduli of the two honeycomb core

materials are almost identical and, therefore, dictate essentially iden-

tical buckling characteristics.

Figure 65 presents the buckling stress as a function of the facing-

geometry parameter AR/E for honeycomb core thicknesses up to 3 ino in

increments of 1/2 in. The buckling stress for a foam core sandwich is

also presented° Buckling of the foam sandwich is relatively independent

of core thickness because of the extremely low compression modulus of the

flexible low-density foam.

As in the case for the internal pressure condition, two cylinder sizes of

40 and 80 in. radii have been chosen for analysis. The same types of

materials as used in the internal pressure have also been used to

determine the critical axial load; Poisson's ratio is taken at 0.i for

all of the facing materials.

It should be noted that the buckling stresses indicated on Figure 65

are ultimate, with no factor of safety. The cylinder length is assumed

to be less than the respective critical column length. For the present,-
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the ultimate strength in compression has been taken equal to the ultimate

strength in tension. For this study, this assumption was reasonable, since,

in general, the ultimate compressive strength of reinforced plastics

approaches the ultimate tensile strength. One reason for this character-

istic is the lack of any definite yield point for reinforced plastics

which occurs in metallic materials.

Intercell buckling is not a problem over the stress range indicated in

Figure 65 and for the facing materials considered. Cell size of the

honeycomb is approximately 0.3 in. (diameter of inscribed circle).

A thorough investigation into wrinkling of individual sandwich facings

involves elastic foundation considerations and involves work beyond that

warranted in the present evaluation. For the sandwich composites evalu-

ated, however, problems in this area are not anticipated.

A study of Figure 65 reveals several interesting and important trends.

One of the first obvious factors noted was that little change in the

buckling stress occurred as facing thickness increased from 0.05 in. to

0.i0 in., which is to be expected. The large difference between the

buckling strength of foam core sandwich and the more rigid paper or

fiberglass honeycomb cores sandwich is also apparent.

Considering an elastic recovery composite sandwich structure fabricated

from either of the two types of honeycomb cores, it is worth noting that

a 3-in. core will develop a 31,000-psi stress in a glass or regenerated

cellulose fiber cloth reinforced polyurethane facing but only a 6,000 psi

stress in a PVC-glass laminate, based on a cylinder of 40-in. radius.

Thus, a 1-in. core will develop the ultimate strength of polyurethane

glass facings while a 3-1/2 in. core is required for developing the much

higher strength of polyurethane-regenerated cellulose fiber cloth facings,

and a core of approximately 4-in. thickness is required to develop the in-

between ultimate strength of polyester terephthalate polyimide film (e.g.,

H-film) facings, again based upon a 40-in. radius. Facing modulus, of

course, is the controlling material property.



Figures 66 through 69 present the strength-to-weight ratio as a function

of core thickness (tc) and basedupon a unit cylinder length. The first
two figures indicate the relative efficiencies of the facing materials
whencombinedwith the honeycombcore, while the last two figures present
the muchlower strength-to-weight ratios of the samefacing materials
whencombinedwith foamcore. As previously explained, the low shear
modulusof the foamallows each facing to behaveas if it were an individual
shell subjected to axial compression. Thepolyurethane resin regenerated
cellulose fiber cloth laminate facings, whencombinedwith the honeycomb

core, result in the most efficient composite sandwichcylinder for
supporting a compressiveaxial load.

Thecomposite section utilizing the flexible honeycombcore materials
exhibited maximumpoints for the axial load to weight per unit length
parameter, particularly for the flexible honeycombtype of cores
(Figures 66 and 67). Themaximumpoint represents an optimumcondition;
i.e., the maximumstrength of the facing material coincides with the
buckling strength of the cylinder. As the core thickness increases, the

Pcr/Wparameterdecreasesbecausethe core weight of the composite
increased. The composite sections with the foamcore did not exhibit this
maximumas shownin Figures 68 and 69.

Themaximumcompressivestrength is presented in Figure 70 as a function
of weight per unit length. Thesecurves were established to serve as a
quick design reference in establishing the weight requirements for a
cylinder length under an axial loading condition. Note that the curves
denote the maximumstress up to the point of the ultimate material
strength. Since the load would have to remain constant at this maximum
stress condition, the weight/unit cylinder would remain constant as the
composite thickness increased. It can be concluded from the axial
compressionstudy that for an elastic recovery composite to be stressed
to a level near the ultimate, a core with a finite core moduluswould be

required. Thecompressible honeycombtype of cores would be required
for the higher core modulus. Whena foamcore compositewasused for an
axial compressionapplication, the facings would each act essentially as
independentconcentric shells.
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C°

D°

Concept Evaluation; Energy Absorption

In order to evaluate the elastic recovery composite for its ability to

act as an energy absorber, it is assumed that the strain energy available

will act as a figure of merit. The strain energy per unit length was

determined from the following equation:

F 2 A 2 _ R t F 2
U cr s er

L 2AE 2E E

The strain energy per unit cylinder length was determined as a function

of sandwich core thickness (tc) for a honeycomb type core with flexible

laminate facings. The results using a polyurethane resin-regenerated

cellulose fiber cloth reinforced laminate are presented in Figure 71.

Since the strain energy was assumed to be a function of the critical

stress, only the elastic recovery concept which gave the highest critical

stress was plotted. It should be noted from the equation that the strain

energy per unit length would be a function of the material characteristic

F 2 /E for the same cylinder geometry.
cr

From this study, it could be concluded that the flexible laminate

composite with a high strength would be needed for the maximum energy

required for the docking of a large ferry vehicle.

Concept Evaluation; External Pressure

The method of analysis for external pressure was developed in

Section I.C. Since this analysis reveals that the prevention of a

stability failure is the primary design problem, the elastic recovery

composite with a finite core modulus which was required for axial

compression would also be needed for external pressure.
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Equation E C

EC

TABLE 12

BUCKLING I_UATIONS FOR CERTAIN LIMITING CASES
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TABLE 13

MATERIALS USED IN THE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Polyurethane resin reinforced with 181 style glass cloth

Polyurethane resin reinforced with 181 style, regenerated
cellulose fiber cloth

Polyvinyl chloride resin reinforced with 181 style glass cloth

Polyester terephthalate

Polyimide film
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APPENDIX C

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC RECOVERY COMPOSITES

Abstract

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the

heat flux and temperature profile through typical elastic

recovery composite wall sections. The method of analysis

assumed a one-dimensional heat flow and incident solar

radiation at an earth orbit for the primary heat flux.

The heat transfer analysis accounted for both honeycomb

type and foam cores as well as their combination. Two

different thermal coatings were used in the analysis to

determine this effect upon the heat transfer through the

elastic recovery composite. The heat flux and the temper-

ature distribution through the composite were determined

for the varying core thickness.

The results of this study indicated that for maximum

thermal efficiency the use of foam alone in the elastic

recovery composite would be required. A thermal effi-

ciency parameter -- defined as the product of the thermal

conductivity and the weight per unit area of the wall

composite -- was defined and its minimization noted to

confirm maximum thermal efficiency in a composite.
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APPENDIX C

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC RECOVERY COMPOSITES

by

Byron Anderson

I. INTRODUCTION

In a space environment, an expandable structure is exposed to thermal loads

in the form of impinging thermal radiation fluxes. These fluxes originate

from the sun and either radiate directly or reflect from the planets.

Once outside the atmosphere, direct solar radiation becomes the predominant

source of heat. The maximum amount of heat impinging upon a body at

Earth's distance from the sun is 440 Btu/hr ft 2. All analytical calcula-

tions and structural comparisons for this study of elastic recovery are

based upon this value of solar flux. The actual net amount of heat

absorbed by a body is a function of the projected area, surface area,

solar absorptivity, thermal emissivity, temperature, and orientation.

Planetary or albedo radiation results from reflected solar radiation and

direct thermal radiation from the planets. The planetary radiation

reaching a vehicle is a function of the altitude above the planet, night

or day position with respect to the planet, and the geometry of the body

in consideration. At altitudes greater than I0 planet radii, planetary

radiation becomes negligible. For Narmco's present analytical purposes,

planetary radiation is not considered.

Heating from internal sources generally results from radiation and solid

conduction from adjacent components: payloads, engines, etc. The existing

condition of internal heating, or the lack of it, along with the heat

dissipation apparatus available for a given mission envelope establishes,

for the most part, the insulation and/or other thermal control techniques

that are required.

Obviously, thermal protection from the sun must be provided for missions

of any significant duration. Protection for cryogenic structures must
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also be considered; e.g., if a lO-ft diameter spherical tank of stainless
steel were filled with liquid hydrogenand located at Earth's distance
from the sun, heating from the sun alone would result in a 100%boiloff
per day (vented at 14.7 psia). With liquid oxygen, the tank would boil
off 13%per day. (38)

There are many methods available to control heat input or output, ranging

from simple insulation techniques to the more complex refrigeration

concepts. Weight and complexity (reliability) requirements are of paramount

importance in establishing thermal requirements. In general, thermal

control systems can be classified as either passive or active. The passive

systems include surface coatings, insulations, and shadow shields. Active

systems include tank heaters, refrigeration systems, reliquification

circuits, etc. Passive methods ordinarily provide the lightest weight and

the least complex systems for short and intermediate missions. Active

systems may be required for cryogenic and storable propellant tanks or

where extended planetary missions are being made.

Coatings, as a form of surface treatment, can be effectively used to alter

the absorptivity and emissivity characteristics of a surface. Thermal

coatings is a vast field of study in itself, involving organic as well as

inorganic materials. Since many organic compoundsmay be adversely

affected by extended exposure to ultraviolet and ionizing radiation,

inorganic coatings that possess good stability to these conditions must be

considered for application to the expandable structures concept. It is

not the intention of this report to exhaustively evaluate coatings in this

area of study, but rather to indicate the range of control that can be

expected.

The following is a list of symbols used throughout this thermal analysis:

a

A =

AA =

c =

shape factor, I/_

area, in. 2

cross-sectional area of conduction path through core

isotropic plate half thickness
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d = diameter of inscribed circle in a core cell configuration

E = modulusof elasticity

f = stress

H = solar radiation flux, 440 Btu/hr ft 2

K = thermal conductivity of core material

Ke = equivalent thermal conductivity of sandwich

Q = heat transfer rate

T = temperature

= dimensionless temperature, \\ K AA lj T
t = facing thickness

t c = core thickness; (tc') denotes foamcore

w' = weight per unit area

_s = solar absorptivity

e = emissivity of surface

= Poisson's ratio

= Stefan Boltzmannconstant
tck = --d

Subscripts i, 2, 3 refer to inner, middle, and outer skins respectively

A series of chemical conversion coatings for aluminum(e.g., the alodine
coatings*) can be used for thermal control. A surface density of 425mg/ft 2
of onechemical conversion coating (specifically, Alodine 401-41) results
in an absorptivity of 0.4 and an emissivity of 0.5. Figure 72 indicates the
equilibrium temperature of a perfectly insulated cylindrical surface rotat-
ing about its ownaxis in the sun as a function of the solar absorptivity-
to-thermal emissivity ratio, _s/e.

* Producedby AmchemProducts, Inc.
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Temperatures are given at Venus, Earth, and Mars distances from the sun.

Vertical lines indicate the _s/C ratio of various metallic and painted

surfaces.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

A one-dimensional heat conduction analysis has been used herein to deter-

mine the effect of solar radiation upon elastic recovery concepts. It

should be noted that the effect of shape has been considered, by the use

of the cylindrical surface, which has notably reduced equilibrium temper-

atures (i.e., 25%). Hopefully, future studies will permit an evaluation

of two-dimensional heat transfer conditions. This more complex heat

transfer problem is encountered when the cylinder is not rotating about

its axis.

Although coatings provide a relatively lightweight approach to thermal

control, coatings alone can seldom provide sufficient protection. The most

practical approach is to insulate the structure and to apply the coating on

the outer surface of the insulation.

The present thermal evaluation of the elastic recovery concept of expandable

structures includes the application of a foam layer to a flexible sandwich

core as one approach. The foam functions as the expanding medium for the

structure and also provides meteoroid and radiation protection as well as

thermal insulation. The generalized elastic recovery composite used in

this investigation is shown in Figure 73. The external skin is polyester

terephthalate with a vapor-deposited surface of aluminum. Two surface con-

ditions are considered: (I) an absorptivity of 0.35 and emissivity of 0.20,

representative of the untreated aluminized surface and (2) an absorptivity

of 0.40 and emissivity of 0.50, corresponding to a 425 mg/ft 2 density of

the chemical conversion coating. Both large- and small-cell flexible

honeycomb type cores are considered.

Calculations have been made to establish rate of heat transfer per unit

area as a function of internal temperature and also of temperature distribu-

tion for the sandwich constructions indicated in Table 14. Again, all calcu-

lations consider a cylindrical structure rotating about its axis in the sun.
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TABLE 14

SANDWICH CONSTRUCTIONS CONSIDERED FOR THERMAL EVALUATION

t C ' =

Foam

thickne ss

Flexible

Foam Core

Only

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

Foam Core with Small

Cell Semirigid Core*

(d = _ in. )

0.5

0

1.0

2.0

4.0

6_0

1.0

0

1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

* 7.67 ib/ft 3 density

** 3.31 ib/ft 3 density

Foam Core with Large

Cell Semirigid Core**

(d = i in.)

0.5 1.0

0 0

1.0 1.0

2.0 2.0

4.0 4.0

6.0 6.0

The semirigid core and facings are assumed to be a polyester-181 glass cloth

laminate. This choice was made for the reason that the thermal properties

of this material are fairly well documented and are reasonably representative

of the types of materials that can be considered for the elastic recovery

application. The thermal properties used in this analysis are listed in

Table 15. Thickness of core material was assumed to be 0.01 in.

TABLE 15

MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR THERMAL CALCULATIONS

Material

Polyester
terephthalate

Polyester-181
style glass cloth

Polyurethane foam

Thermal

Conductivity
Btu/hr ft2 °F/in.

0.85*

0.13"*

Emissivity

0.82*

Density

0.05 ib/in. 3

0.065

2.0 Ib/ft 3

* From MIL-HDBK-17

** From the Lewis Research Center, '_eport on Research of Interest to

the NASA Committee on Missile and Space Vehicle Structures,"

8-10 Oct 1963 (for vacuum condition)

NOTE: Material properties are conservatively taken at room temperature.
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III. HEAT TRANSFER THEORY

A method of determining an effective thermal conductivity for a sandwich

panel, considering radiation within the sandwich as well as conduction, is

presented in NASA TND-714(39)and provides the basis for the following

theoretical treatment. One-dimensional heat transfer is assumed.

Ke (_-_i) = 1+ 0.664 (_. + 0.3) -0"69 1.63 (_. + 11-0.89--f e

............... (1)

The heat flux transferred through the sandwich can then be expressed as

follows :

..............(2)
This is true, since Ke can be defined from the following:

....................QI2 ffi t=
(3)

For outer space considerations, air is not present within the cells to

function as an additional term in the overall thermal conductivity relation-

ship.

The heat transfer flux (QI2) must be equal to the net radiative heat input,

which is written as follows:

4

Q12 ffi _s aH- ¢O'T 3 .................... (4)

Shape factor derivation:

2_R_ a%H - C_T34

i
m

•. a =_

[ t J
Surface absorbs

over projected

surface on one

side

2_ R_ (¢_ T34)]

Surface radiates

over entire

surface
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Heat transfer through the polyurethane foam portion of the composite struc-

ture resolves itself to a process of simple conduction, and the corre-

sponding temperature drop across the foam is readily calculated.

IV. DISCUSSION OF HEAT TRANSFER CURVES

From the heat transfer theory, the heat flux and temperature distribution

through the wall was obtained. Figures 74 through 78 show the heat flux vs.

the internal temperature for the two assumed flexible honeycomb core thick-

nesses and the outer skin surface conditions. Figure 74 shows the heat flux

rate for a composite with a core of 2 ib/ft 3 foam alone of different thick-

nesses. Figures 75 and 76 indicate the effect on the heat transfer rate of

a 1-in. flexible honeycomb core with various thicknesses of foam for the

two surface conditions. The surface condition with the lower absorptivity-

to-emlssivity ratio (_s = 0.40, c = 0.50) showed less heat through the

composite. The calculations for the heat transfer rate were repeated for a

flexible honeycomb thickness of ½ in. (Figures 77 and 78 show these results.)

The temperature distribution through the composite wall was similarly

determined for the two surface conditions and core thicknesses. The outer

surface and intermediate temperatures (T 3 and T 2 respectively) were plotted

against the inside temperature, TI, as shown in Figures 79 through 82.

Comparison of Figures 79 and 80 show the effect of the lower solar absorpti-

vity-to-emissivity ratio in the decrease in temperature. When compared with

Figures 79 and 80, Figures 81 and 82 show the relatively small influence the

thickness of the honeycomb type of core had on the outer temperature distri-

bution of the composite.

The effect of the chemical conversion surface coating, as previously discussed,

has been to reduce the _s/C ratio for the exterior surface and thus to reduce

the thermal flux and external temperature for a given internal temperature.

The small cell honeycomb is obviously more inefficient than the large cell,

from a heat transfer standpoint, and this fact is substantiated by the

curve s.

Foam was a far more efficient core material for insulation than honeycomb.

In Figures 83 and 84, the insulation efficiency vs. foam core thickness



indicated this superiority of_ foam very dramatically. The thermal efficiency

parameter, KeW', is the product of the equivalent thermal conductivity and .

the weight per unit area of the wall concept. Since the desirable trend,

from a heat transfer standpoint, is the minimization of heat flux through the

composite on a per unit weight basis, the smaller the Ke_ product, the

mere efficient the composite will be.

Heat transfer rate vs. co_mstte weight, plotted in Figure 85, serves as a

design curve and at the same time indicates relative composite efficiency.

The most effective configuration is represented by the lo_st unit weight

for a given heat transfer rate.

Thermal efficiency for a honeycomb sandwich is, of course, a function of

temperature and becomes more efflclentwith decreasing temperature. Foam

sandwich efficiency remains independent of temperature. The temperature

chosen for evaluation, 525°R and 160°R, reflect a shirt sleeve envircmment

and a liquid oxygen cryogenic envirom_nt, respectively.

It should be noted that if means are not provided for the internal dissi-

pation of heat in a given cylindrical application of expandable structure,

and the equilibrium temperatures of Figure 72 are attained, material temper-

ature limitations will not be exceeded.

The general thermal stress equation for one-dimensional temperature distri-

bution is found in Thermal Stresses by B. E. Catewood: (40)

c c

1/c 3y/" " - ÷ 2c(l-V) yET(y) dy + ' gT(y) y dyfx fz . 2c 3 (l-v) c
(5)

where y fficoefficient of linear thermal expansion

Y

T3

T(y)

T 1

E - f(y)



Vo

This equation is based upon an isotropic plate; however, it gives a qualita-

tive insight into what occurs within a sandwich cylinder having a linear

temperature distribution Z(y). Because E is a function of y and very small

across the depth of the foam core, the thermal stress function indicates a

relatively unhindered linear growth of each facing. The low modulus of the

core in the x and z directions, therefore, allows the two facings to grow

differentially with very little restraint or thermal stress. Another way of

looking at the thermal stress condition is to realize that equation (5)

reduces essentlally to the stress across two very thin plates (the facings),

and that each facing is essentially a uniform temperature.

It has been impossible to analyze the effects of creep and related phenomena

on pressurized cylinders in the thermal environment because of the lack of

material information on applicable materials.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon this one-dlmensional heat conduction analysis, the elastic

recovery composite with the foam core appears to minimize the heat conduction

through the section. This conclusion was based upon the weight of composite

per unit area. The thermal stresses in this composite would be minimal

since the relatively weak core would allow for differential growth of the

skins.
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Composite Wall Detail
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Figure 73. Generalized Composite Configuration

for Thermal Evaluation
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APPENDIX D

AN ANALYSIS FOR THE METEOROID PROTECTION OF SPACECRAFT

UTILIZING THE ELASTIC RECOVERY SANDWICH COMPOSITE WALL CONCEPTS

Abstract

The protective requirements for the elastic recovery compo-

site were determined in this report. Three major areas were

studied in this investigation: the types of failure resulting

from penetration and spallation, the method of analysis for

determining the weight of typical elastic recovery composite,

and the comparison of the different wall concepts by weights.

The method of analysis was determined for the composite

construction of the elastic recovery concept. For this

analysis, each layer performed a function in preventing

the meteoroid from penetrating the inner layer. The lami-

nate layers of the composite either fragment or absorb the

particle. The foam layers in the composite absorb the

smaller fragments. This analysis required many assumptions

particularly the strength characteristics of the material

and meteoroids under the influence of high impact. This

analysis represented the first attempt at obtaining a

method for designing a wall for meteoroid protection. The

developed curves may be used for different meteoroid mass
and velocities.

The results of this analysis indicated that a composite of

laminate layers and foam core would provide the necessary

protection. This method of analysis does however require

experimental verification.
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APPENDIXD

ANANALYSISFORTHEMETEOROIDPROTECTIONOF SPACECRAFT

UTILIZING ELASTIC RECOVERY SANDWICH COMPOSITE WALL CONCEPTS

by

C. E. Thompson

Io INTRODUCTION

One of the environmental hazards of space exploration is possible impact with

meteoriods which traverse space at hypervelocities. Numerous investigations

have been performed to obtain criteria for the design of a spacecraft against

meteoroid impact; however, there are still many areas of uncertainty in the

solution of this problem. This fact is illustrated by the following state-

ments :

The meteoroid flux density vs. either mass or velocity for various areas of

space is not definitely known. Also, in the area of the mechanics of hyper-

velocity impact, the knowledge of the exact contribution of the various

parameters to penetration is still in a state of flux. For example, Maiden (41)

states target strength (St) is definitely not a factor in hypervelocity impact,

whereas Kinecke and Richards (42) indicate target strength (St) is a factor up

to at least an impact velocity of 15 km/sec. Another important example of a

disputed parameter contribution is Bjork's standard work, (18) which shows

penetration as a function of V I/3, whereas recently Walsh and Tillotson (43)

state penetration as a function of V 0"62.

The exact definition of the flux density in space is under intensive investi-

gation. Its complete solution appears to await manned space exploration. The

problems in the actual mechanics of hypervelocity impact for the most part

have been investigated for single sheet shields. Further, with the average

meteoroid velocity range between ii and 72 km/sec, very little experimental

data (which have been in the lower velocity range) have been obtained to sub-

stantiate various penetration theories. The largest problem to the theoretical

prediction of penetration appears due to the limited knowledge of material
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properties (i.e., stress-strain curves) under extremely high loading condi-

tions. (This, of course, ties in with the contribution of the various param-

eters.) Several years ago, Whipple(44) suggested the metoroid bumper

concept. This concept, in brief, utilized a thin plate placed at a distance

away from the spacecraft primary structure to fracture and break up possible

meteoroids upon impact. In this way, the meteoroid energy would be greatly

reduced. This in turn reduced the amount of weight required for protection

by the spacecraft. The elastic recovery wall composites are ideally suited

to use the bumper principle due to their layered construction. Since, at the

present, experimental means are not available for use in the evaluation of

elastic recovery wall concepts, it is the purpose of this investigation to:

ao Determine an engineering theory to evaluate sandwich wall concepts

for hypervelocity impact through the application of existing theory

and experiment

b. Evaluate Narmco's elastic recovery wall concepts as to efficiency

with the above method

C. Present a plot of the required weight for protection (using the best

wall concept) vs. the area of the spacecraft times the time of the

mission.

SYMBOLS (NOMENCLATURE)

The following is a list of symbols used throughout this report. Additional

symbols will be defined within the actual text as required.

A - Area of spacecraft, ft 2

B - Brinell Hardness Number

C - Velocity of sound

D I - Diameter of spray cone (faster particles) from fracture
of meteoroid

D 2 - Diameter of principal cone (slower particles) from fracture
of meteoroid

E - Modulus of elasticity, psi
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F 1 , F 2, F 3 -

g -

11,12,13,14 -

K -
s

L -

m
c

P2 -

P3 -

P4 -

P5 -

P(N) -

S

t

S

P

T -

TFM .

t

P

t v _
P

Facing of sandwich composite

Gravity

Interfaces of the sandwich composite

Stiffness factor (45)

Characteristic length of meteoroid

Critical mass of meteoroid (largest mass likely for a

spacecraft to encounter given the probability requirement,

area of spacecraft, and time of mission)

m I Meteoroid mass

m 2 - Bumper shield mass

PI - Impact pressure (maximum) on bumper shield at initial
impact of the meteoroid, psi

Impact pressure on core c I and interface 12

Impact pressure on facing 2

Impact pressure on core c 2 and interface 14

Impact pressure on facing 3

Probability of no damaging impacts in N number of damaging

impacts of a given mission profile

Shear yield stress of target material, Ib/in. 2

Shear yield stress of meteoroid material, Ib/in. 2

Time of mission, hr

Typical facing material (facing material of average prop-

erties of those material considered for the elastic

recovery concept)

Penetration depth in a semi-infinite solid, in.

1.5 t - penetration depth in a thin plate
P

tf Thickness of bumper shield required to break up the meteoroid

V Velocity of meteoroid or projectile, ft/sec

VR Range of velocity where the formula is applicable

3
- Volume of meteoroid or fragment of meteoroid, in.

C
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_f -

or

s

Effective volume of a faster fragment of the shattered

meteoroid, in. 3

3
Original volume of meteoroid, in.

Effective volume of a slower fragment of the shattered
meteoroid, in. 3

V*f - Velocity of faster fragments after meteoroid is shattered,
ft/sec

V* - Velocity of slower fragments after meteoroid is shattered,
s ft/sec

Z - Bumper parameter = St Pt/Sp Pp

A - Densification factor(45)

PC - Acoustic resistance

PC -

PE

P
P

P
t

Pl

Density of flexible core material

Effective density of the shattered meteoroid and shield particles

- Density of meteoroid, Ib/in. 3

- Density of target material, Ib/in. 3

- Density of first material subject to the shock wave in
sandwich construction

2 - Density of second material subject to the shock wave in
sandwich construction

O i - Initial stress or pressure pulse, psi

o R - Reflected stress pulse at interface of two different density
materials, psi

° T

_c

- Transmitted stress pulse at interface of two different

density materials, psi

- Flux density rate as given by Whipple (44)
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II. METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF IMPACT BY HYPERVELOCITY PARTICLES ON ELASTIC RECOVERY

COMPOS ITES

To develop a method to analyze a sandwich elastic recovery composite structure

for hypervelocity impact we must first look at the possible failure modes a

shield has under impact by hlgh-speed particles. The possible modes of failure

are penetration, spallation, and combination penetration and spallation. These

failure modes are sketched in Figure 86.

ProJectile-___

I. Penetration by Meteoroid _'_

V

°

y Projectile

_O0 V

Spallation - Reflection of

Shock Wave from Free (Inner)

Surface

.

Spall -_

EJecta _

Penetration and Spallation

Projectile

Figure 86. Possible Failure Modes of Shield under Projectile Impact
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The sketches of the failure modes are shown for slnsle shlelds. Basically,

the same happens with elastic recovery composites except in the case of

spallatlon. This can also mean delau_natlon of the innermost facing or

delamlnatlon of the various layers making up the composite; this is illus-

trated in Figure 87.

Delamination of Lsyer_

Delamination of Layers

@®®

and @_

Projectile
Penetration

V

NOTE : Elastic recovery sandwich structure

delamlnstlon failures, due to
reflected shock, occur at the inner
surface and at the interface of

layers 1 and 2 and layers 2 and 3.

Figure 87. Posslble Mode of Failure for Inner Layer of an Elastic

Recovery composite under Projectile Impact
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A. Penetration

The scheme to analyze a sandwich composite with flexible cores (elastic

recovery idea) for the penetration failure mode using the Whipple bumper

principle is simple in concept. First, consider a typical elastic recovery

wall concept that has been impacted by a meteoroid, but not penetrated (as

shown in Figure 88),

F1 c I F 2 c 2 F3

Fast Particles

Projectile
Direction D1

Slow Particles

,Fast small fragments

P_ Slow larger fragments

F = Facing

c = Flexible core

• Fast small fragments

[] Slow larger fragments

D I - Dia of spray cone

D2 - Dia of principal cone

Figure 88. Typical Elastic Recovery Wall Concept

Impacted by a Hypervelocity Particle

(Penetration Mode Only)

The meteoroid first impacts facing 1 and fragments. The projectile frag-

ments and the ejecta from facing I enter the flexible core cI. The pieces

essentially divide into two parts: one part consists of smaller high

velocity particles, the other part the slower and larger particles.
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The faster particles are absorbed by the core Cl; the slower particles

pass through the core c I impacting on facing 2, and are either absorbed or

are fragmented again _y facing 2. In Figure 88, the slow particles from

core c I are fragmented again by facing 2. Facing 2 then divides the slow

particles into two parts: fast and slow. The fast pieces are absorbed by

core c 2, the slow particles are (for this example) absorbed by facing F 3.

From the above description, an idealized penetration model and a method of

analysis was formulated. The idealized model is shown in Figure 89.

The development of a method of analysls may be explained in the following

steps.

1. Determine the required thickness of facing materlal to shatter the

design meteoroid. (In thls partlcular analysis, reported experlmental

data were used, and these data plotted vs. the bumper parameter Z.)

2. Assume the density of the fast and slow particles from the shattered

meteoroid was an average of the de_sitles of the facing and

meteoroid (PE) .

3. Assume the velocltles of the fast and slow particlea (V'f, V* s) can be

determined from Lull's theory as reported by Maiden. (46)

4. Compute _f using a thin plate penetration formula, the information In

the above sections, and the penetration depths and core properties

reported and estimated respectively from experlmental data. (47)(48)

(Vl)2

5. Assume that V s can be approximated by V s = _f -- where D 1 and
(V2)2

(47)
D2 are taken from experlmental data.

6. Plot sections 4 and 5 vs. bumper parameter (Z) making the necessary

extrapolations to ensure a range of required (Z) values Is covered.

The procedure of design of a sandwich elastic recovery concept is then

clear, knowing the materlals to be used and their properties along with

the deslgn mateorold and its properties; i.e.,

1. Determine tf as per section 1 (from curve).
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m

v--Q_

Pp

tf 1

Vf I ,PE 1

c 1

m

VSl,PE I

tf 2

i

c 2

m

Vs2,PE 2

F 3
m

where P - Original meteoroid density
P

m - Original meteoroid mass

tfl - Thickness to fracture original meteoroid

tf2 - Thickness to fracture again the slow particles of originalmeteoroid

Pt + P + P
fl P PEI tf2

PEI 2 PE2 2

Subscripts I, 2

c I , c 2

F 3

= first and second fracture of meteoroid

= core

= Facing thickness to absorb projectile of "V

and density PE2 s2

Figure 89. Idealized Model of Impact Penetration by a Hypervelocity Particle in

an Elastic Recovery Sandwich Composite
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B*

2. Determine _f, _s' V'f, V's, PE from given information and the curves

that were developed.

1

o

Using Vf, V'f, PEl,COmpute the thickness c 1 by an applicable thin plate

penetration formula.

Using _s' V*s' PE 1' compute the thickness of facing number 2 using thin

plate for_las o._rrrepeat the above process using V's, _s' and PE as the

properties of a projectile to be fractured by the second facing. Thus,

one may go from layer to layer and obtain the mininMn weight for

protection.

Spallation/Delamination

As shown in the previous discussion of possible failure modes, another mode

of failure under impact that must be accounted for in the design of a sand-

wich composite is spallation/delslaination. This type of failure is quite

complex and requires much more research to effect a solution. To date,

Rinehart (49) appears to be the only one to attack this problem with a view

of finding a practical solution. It is stated in Reference 49 that no

really practical solution was found due to the following reasons:

1. Knowledge of material properties (stress-strain) under high loading

conditions is quite limited.

2. The shape and time length of a high-speed particle impact pulse is

unknown.

One suggested solution (49) states that since the shock wave maintains its

velocity at all points, the way to change the stress pulse height was by

using a composite laminated system such that when a pulse is applied, the

amount of stress transmitted and reflected at changes of density can be

determined by the following formulas.

2 P2 C2 P2 C2 " Pl C1
= = o (1)

OT P2 C2 + Pl C10I OR P2 C2 + Pl C1 I

where subscripts I and 2 denote the first and second layers contacted by

the shock wave.
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It is clear that in this way the stress pulse could be reduced in intensity

by grouping several layers of different densities. This method proved

unsatisfactory simply because there were not enough types of materials with

sufficient difference in acoustic resistance (PC) to effect a major reduc-

tion in stress pulse height without large numbers of layers. A major

reduction in stress is required because the impact pressures go into the

megabar range (millions of pounds per square inch) for high-speed particles.

It was therefore necessary to propose a design analysis model for

spallatlon/delamlnation mode of impact failure in the elastic recovery wall

concept. Figure 90 depicts this model. Since the shape of the pulse (PI)

is not known, it is assumed for the elastic recovery concept that at

interface ll,the stress (reflected) will almost immediately rise to a value

to break the facing FI, away from the core Cl, which would cause the

facing to become a free surface before the full pressure Pl' is reached at

ll; hence, I1 would not transmit P1 to the core cI.

PI F1 F2 F3

V-------_

I I 12 13 14

Figure 90. Idealized Model for Spallation/Delamination Analysis

of a Sandwich Composite

where

PI,P2,P3,P4,P5 = Stress pulses

11,12,13,14 = Interfaces

[] = Pulse (shape is for illus-

trative purposes only)

Thus, as the meteoroid penetrates and fragments in going through facing F 1

(the bumper), the core and the interface 12 will obtain a stress pulse

proportional to P2 = PI Vorj and the facing F2 will receive a stress

f -1pulse proportional to P3 = PI vsl

Vor
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The maximum impact pressure (PI) can be estimated from data given by

Reference 6 as

P1 = OI " (2)

C.

If two fac£ngs are used (F 1 s F2), then P2 should be used as the maximum

stress reflected and transmitted at 12, and P3 as the maximum stress

reflected at the innermost surface Of F 2.

If three facings are used, then the design stress at 14 (I 3 is assumed to

fail) would be = P3 Vf2 , and P$ for the maximum stress

Vs2 p
reflected at the innermost surface of F3, where P5 =

Vs I

The forwulas of (1) would be used to determine the magnitude of the

reflected and transmitted stresses. The criterion of failure (which

appears reasonable) would be that due to the reflected stresses, no

dangerous eJecta from the innermost surface would be permitted.

Combination of Spallation and Penetration

It will be assumed for this analysis that if the elastic recovery wall

concept is designed for both penetration and spallation, the design will

suffice for the combination spallation-penetration failure mode.
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III. P_.NETP, ATION FORMULAS

From the method of analysis for the penetration failure mode, it was necessary

to choose a thin plate penetration formula. There have been many of these

types of equations developed in the literature and are, for the most part,

empirical in nature. Most investigators agree that the formula by Herrmann

and Jones (50) and given in the following form (from Reference 51) best fits

the experimental data:

1tp
(3)

The equation, however, was not used in this analysis because the formula

requires the Brinell Hardness Number (B). This number would be difficult to

obtain for the types of materials considered for the elastic recovery concept.

It was assumed a more convenient formula for this analysis would be one where

the target strength was a direct factor.

Thus the penetration formulas as taken and extrapolated from APGC TDR 63-22 (52)

appeared more applicable from an engineering viewpoint. These formulas and

their applicable velocity ranges are given below as:

VR _ i0,000 ft/sec ]

J' ffi 0.979 St-0.457 Pt-0.35 V 0.33tp (1.5)(0.172) V 0"893 pp c

(4)

V_ _"

!

t ffi
P

20,000 - 30,000 ft/sec

(1.5)(0.772) V 0"449 pp0.673
St-0.275 pt-0.426 %0.33 }

(5)
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VR = 65,000 - 80,000 ft/sec l

st-O.lO -0.46 V 0.33tp' = (1.5)(0.97) V0"21 pp0"39 Pt c

(6)

VR = 100,000 - 240,000 ft/sec 1

' = t -0.46 _0.33tp (1.5)(0.97) V0"18 pp0.26 S 0.04pt c

(7)

A. Development of the Steps in the Method of Analysis for Penetration

The first step as previously stated was to determine the thickness of a

given material to shatter the incoming meteoroid. Sandorff (15) and

Maiden(46)have indicated the first theoretical methods to obtain this

thickness, tf. For this analysis, however, it was assumed that a greater

advantage ..ight be secured by plotting experimental data of tf (from

Reference 47) vs. the bumper parameter (Z). Thus, Figure 91 shows the

required plot by using experimental (tf) data and the formulas (equations 4

through 7). One important assumption to be noted would be that this Curve

(Figure 91) represents al!velocitiea. This appears to be reasonable within

the state-of-the-art considerations.

The second step was to assume that the shattered fragments of the meteoroid

and the eJecta of the facing (tf) produce slow and fast particles with a

density equal to the average densities of the facing and meteoroid.

The third step was to find the velocity at which these fast and slow parti-

cles enter the first core. Haiden(46)gave a convenient discussion and

appropriate calculations for these velocities by means of Lull's theory.

These formulas for V*s and V*f are from Reference 46.

[ '"
" +"2 --I # J

...... (8)
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51/2(-1-2)1/2!v., v ÷ -1+-2 ....... (8a)

A plot of these formulas is shown in Figure 92 (taken from Reference 46). The

dotted lines in Figure 92 show an estimte for conservative design.

As was shown in the idealized model of penetration, the flexible core is

effective in absorbing only the smaller, higher velocity (V'f) particles

from the shattered meteoroid. It appeared reasonable to use this assump-

tion to compute the required volume, _f, that the experimental penetration

depth into the flexible core must have had without damage to the innermost

facing. Thus, by using the thin plate penetration formulas (equations 4

through 7), the V*f as predicted by Figure 92 (with knowledge of the initial

impact velocity and shield to projectile weight), the effective density of

the fragments entering the core, and reported experimental core penetration

depths, V--f entering the core was then computed.

The experimental data was chosen from References 47 and 48 for the following

reasons :

I. The target specimen consisted of two facings separated by a flexible

core.

2. No damage to the innermost facing upon impact of the structure by a

high-speed projectile.

3. The initial projectile was shattered by the first facing.

4. The bumper and projectile properties were such to produce different

values of Z.

5. The properties of the core could be estimated.

These experimental data were for velocities in the range of 20,000 ft/sec.

Then, equation 5 was solved for the volume. Thus

' ffi (1.5)(0.772) V0"449 pp0.673 St-0.275 Pt-0.426 _ 1/3 (5)tp c
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1.2

1.0

0.8

>

0.6

0.4

0.2

_ V*s/V

__i_
0 0.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Wt. of Shield/Unit Area

Wt. of Projectile/Unit Area

i

J
i

Figure 92. Velocity Ratio vs. Shield/Projectile Weight.

V*f and V* s given after the meteoroid has

penetrated and fractured in traveling through

the facing (tf) (Ref. 7)
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solving for the volume required by a faster fragment to penetrate the core

to a certain depth.

, 3

= P
(9)

--f 0.449p 0.673 -0.275p -0.426

(1.5) (0.772) V*f E Sc I E 1

!

where t
P

= Penetration depth of core from experimental data

PE = Average density of facing and projectile, used as a "new"

projectile into the core

S = Shear stress for type of core used in the experiment
cI

P = Core density
c I

The use of this formula along with the data taken from References 47 and

48 is summarized in Table 16. These data are plotted in Figure 93.

Three very important assumptions have been made in the determination and

tf _f

subsequent use of Figure 93. The first was the use of the parameter rVo--------L
Vf

rather than _--. It was reasoned that Vf was not just a function of the
or

thin plate penetration variables; an account must also be shown of the

relative geometric size relationship between the bumper and projectile,

-- . The ratio
which was accomplished by using the parameter L Vor

was from the experimental data.

The second assumption was the extrapolation of the data to include a larger

range of Z values. This extrapolation was necessary because of the lack

of suitable data to extend the Z range in order to evaluate the elastic

recovery concepts. It was reasoned that a rough approximation might be

made by using a shaped curve (i.e., the slope) similar to that of an experi-

penetration depth
mental core (Figure 21 of Reference 53), where the projectile diameter was

shield thickness for aluminum shields.
plotted vs. projectile diameter
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The third assumption was that _f taken from the curve of Figure 93 must

be redesigned when using the average meteoroid velocity for the initial

projectile. This was because it has been shown that as the projectile

velocity has been increased, the bumper shield (FI) becomes more efficient.

Thus it can be reasoned by engineering Judgment and formulas 4 through 7

that

@ V*f _i00,000 ft/sec

initial projectile

velocity range

0.18

x (Vefl (i0)

_f(Figure 93) (20,000) 0"449

A second part of this assumptiDn was to assume if V*f _ 20,000 ft/sec,

then the volume, _f, could be taken directly from the curve.

The next step in the development of the method of analysis for the pene-

tration failure mode was to estimate the volume of the slower fragmented

particles (_s)' These particles are particularly dangerous, since they

readily penetrate the flexible core. It was assumed the role of the second

facing (two facing sandwich composite) would be to absorb these slow

particles or, in the case of multiple facings, break these slower particles

up again (as shown in the idealized model).

An estimate of these slower particles' volume may be obtained by the

following formula :

gf ............ (ii)

where

D I and D 2 are the diameters of faster and slower particle spray cone

respectively (see Figure 88) and obtained from experimental data.

_f from Figure 93 and equation CIr.

D I and D 2 were taken from data in Reference 47 for a combination of the

following reasons:

I. The data produced different Z values.
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2. Therewas no penetration of the innermost plate.

3. Twoseparatedplates (facings) with no core betweenwere used
as a target specimen.

. The spacing of these plates was optimum as predicted from experi-

ment (i.e., i to 4 in.)

These data are summarized in Table 17.

Again the important assumption was that the _ is no_.__tjust a function of

the Z parameter, but that the geometric relationship between the shield and

projectile lengths also play an important role. Thus in Figure 94,

tfV s

L Vf was plotted vs. the Z parameter.

IV. EVALUATION OF NARMCO ELASTIC RECOVERY WALL CONCEPTS FOR METEOROID PROTECTION

Narmco's elastic recovery wall concepts are shown in Figure 95, On the basis

of preliminary judgment, concepts (A) and (B) appear to be quite similar for use

in meteoroid protection. Concepts (C) and (D) would not be used for design

meteoroids (_ 0.039-gm wt.) since the thin polyester terephthalate bumper would

not break up this type of meteoroid. If (C) and (D) concepts were used for the

very small meteoroids (< lO-4gm), they would have more weight (thus less efficiency)

than concepts (A) or (B).

It appears, then, that the wall concepts may be essentially formed into two

basic ideas: X I and X 2. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 96.

The criterion for judging which wall idea is best when considering penetration

was assumed to be weight. Hence, if:

< tf2 + c 2 + t ,(i) tpl P2

or

(2) t > tf2 + c 2 + t ,Pl P2

X I is more efficient

then X 2 is more efficient
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A

_"_Aluminized Film

__ Core

Laminate

B

-- Aluminized Film

|11111111111 /1/!_ / f_

__Thin Laminate or Cloth

Core

1111_/_. _ _ .-_ I--_.-- Laminate

-- Aluminized Film

I_ Core I
J Thin Laminate or Cloth

l Semirigid or Nonrigid Core /
........................ _ Laminate

D

.... ___._...__luminized Film

.... Core . :_ D 2 Outer Thin Laminate

1L-- I_>-- D 3 Inner Thin Laminate

CoreCore : _D 4 Two Thin Laminates

(III Semirigid Core IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!__'_ "Structural" Laminate Facings

Figure 95. Wall Concepts for Expandable Space Structures
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Pl

P2

where
tf. 1 = Thickness to fracture initial meteoroid

tf2 = Thickness required to fracture the Vs of
the first projectile breakup

m

t = Thickness to absorb V after first projectile
Pl breakup s

t = Thickness to absorb V after second fracture
S

P2 by tf2

c I, c2 = Cores

Figure 96. Two Basic Narmco Elastic Recovery Wall Concepts
for Meteoroid Protection
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Next, evaluation of the wall ideas XI and X 2 with the previously derived

analysis method must be prepared.

i. Design Meteoroid

The design meteoroid was assumed to have the following properties:

Pp = 2 grams/cm 3 - 0.0725 ib/in. 3 (Reference 55)

V - 30.5 km/sec - I00,000 ft/sec

m - critical mass - 0.039gm (0.999 probability) (Reference 53)
c

S t - 10,000 psi (assumed for glasslike material)

m
V - c 0.039 in.3-- = = 1.18 x i0"3

c Pp 454 x 0.07'25

Shape - Sphere(Reference 56)

L = meteoroid diameter = 0.125 in. (Reference 57)

A. Penetration Failure Mode

I. Compute tf for the first facing

Assume typical faclng material (TFM) properties are

St - 7700 psi

P = 0.058 Ib/in. 3
t

St Pt 7700 x 0.058

Using above data Z = S P " I0,000 x 0.0752 = 0.615
P P

tf
From Figure 91, -- = 0.06

Then, using equation (7),

tf - (0.06)(1.5)(0.97) V0"18

-o.o4 _ 113
p0. -0.46 Stp 26 Pt c

= 0.0874(100,000)0"18(0.0725)0"26(0.058)'0"46(7700)'0"04(1.18x10"3)1/3

tf - O. I0 in.
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2. Final V*f and V* s

For Facing 1

wt. of shield/unit area
wt. of projectile/unit ares

= 0.64

From Figure 92

V_f = 1.2 x 100,000 - 120,000 ft/sec

V* = 0.1 x 100,000 = 10,000 ft/sec (for conservative design)
a

. Find the thickness of the Core C1

many factors enter into the selection of the "right" core density.

For example, a core which is too dense will not allow the energy to

dissipate and therefore increases penetration. On the other hand, a

core which is too light will not offer any particle resistance. Core

density from approximately 1.5 to 4 lb/ft 3 appears optimum. (48) The

core used in the elastic recovery concept averages about 1.35 lb/ft 3

which is assumed to be valid for this range. Hence, all the core

thickness calculations are based on this density.

Thus, for the core in this analysis,

1.35
c 1728

0.000783 1b/in. 3

It will be assumed that this core also is polyurethane with the

following shear property:

Stc = 40 psi (Reference 54)

Thus, the following data are found for computing CI:

V*f = 120,000 ft/sec

Stc = 40 psi

P +Pp
PE = t = 0.058 + 0.0725 = 0.065 1b/In. 3

2 2
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From Figure 93 for Z = 0.615

tf _f

L Vor

= 8 x 10 -3

and For ffi 1.18 x 10-3 in.3

0.785
_f

1.18 x 10 -3

- 8 x 10-3

, i

Vf20,000 ft/sec "

@ Vf-ft/sec

Vfl20,000 ft/sec

Vf
120,000 ft/sec

1.18 x 8 x 10-6

0.785

Vf20,000 ft/sec

- 12 x 10-6 In. 3

x

0.18
V*f

(20,000) 0.449
From Equation i0

- 12 x 156 x _120aO00) 0"18

(20,000) 0"449

12 x i0-6 x 0.093

1.12 x 10-6 in. 3

Then using equation (7),

, = pE 0 _fl/3tp (1.5)(0.97) V0"18 .26 Ptc-0"46 St c-0.04

ffi (1.5)(0.97)(120,000)0"18(0.065)0"26(0.000783) -0"46

(40) -0.04 (1.12 x 10"6) 1/3

= 1.4 in. of core

4. To find the second facing thickness, assume that it must absorb the

slow particles. Then,

tf Vs
ffi 6 (From Figure 94)
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Then O. 785
V

s

1.12 x 10-6
= 6

Using equation (4), VSl

1.12 x 6 x 10 -6
s

O. 785
= 8.55 x 10 -6 in.3

with
Pp = 0.065 lblin. 3

P = 0.058 1b/in. 3
t

St = 7700 psi

V* = 10,000 ft/sec
s

, opO.,79 ()1/3tp - (1.5)(0.772) V0"893 St'0"457 pt "0"35 V s

!

t
P

(1.5)(0.772)(10,000)0"893(0.065)0-979(7700) °0-457

(0.058) -0.35 (8.55 x 10"6) 1/3

x

!

tp = 0.057 in. = tpl

This completes the task of finding the weight for meteoroid protection,

using the basic idea X 1 (shown in Figure 97 ).

1.4 in.cI

Wt.

tp I

= 144 x 0.157 x 0.058 = 1.31 lb/ft 2

1.35
144 x 1.4 x_-_ 0.158 lb/ft 2

Total 1.468 lb/ft 2

= 144 x 0.058 x 0.057 = 0.476 lb/ft 2

Figure 97. Basic Idea X1 and Neight Required
for l4eteoroid Penetration
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5. Find tf2 for basic idea X2 from the previous calculations

tf2 = 0.06
t'
P

tf2 = 0.06 x 0.057 = 0.0034 in.

6. also using previous calculations
V'f2

V, f2 = 1.2 x lO,O00 ft/sec - 12,000 ft/sec

tf2
7. Assume -_- " same as previous ratio = 0.785

8. From Figure 93,

tf Vf2 -3
- 8 x 10

L Vsl

-- l

Vf 2 0. 785

8 x 8.55 x 10 -9
= 87.4 x 10 -9 In. 3

0.065 + 0.058

9. Using equation (4), the above data, and PE " 2

= 0.061 ib/In. 3 to compute the thickness of the core CI,

tp - 0.258 V0"893 PE 0"979 Stc2"0"457 Pc "0"350 _f

= 0.258(12,000)0"893(0.061)0"979(40)'0'457(0.000783) "0"35

(87.4 x 10"9) 1/3

!

.. t - 0.728 in.
P

x
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10. To find the volume of the slow particles after the second fracture

tf Vs2

L -
Vs I

= 6 (froaFigure %)

Vs 2
0.785 = 6

87.4 x 10 -9

- = 87.4 x6 x 10 .9
Vs2 0.785 = 670x 10 -9 in. 3

11. To find V's2 by using Fisure 92

V_s2 - 0.1 x 10,000 - 1000 ft/sec

12. Assu_tng equation (4)applies at the 1000-ft/sec velocity, then

()tp = 0.258 V0"893 PE 0"979 St "0"457 pt "0'350 Vs2
i13

= 0.258(1000)0"893(0.061)0"979(7700)'0"457(0.058) "0"35 x

(670 x 10"9) 113

f

tp - 0.0033 in. = tp2

13. The concept X 2 may now be given along with its total weight per ft 2

(see Figure 9_.

14. Using weight efficiency as the criterion, the basic idea X 2 is obviously

more efficient, from s penetration standpoint. Thus

tp2 • tf 2 + c 2 + tp2

0.476 > 0.146

This, of course, would be expected if the meteoroid bumper concept is

followed throughout the various layers.
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cI = 1.4 in.

c 2 - 0.728 in.

I

tfl - 0.i0 in.

Wt. = 144 x 0.058 x 0.1067 = 0.890 ib/ft 2

1.35
144 x 2.128 x _ = 0.249 ib/ft 2

Total = 1.139 ib/ft 2

tf2 + C2 + tp2 = 0.0067 x 144 x 0.058 = 0.056 ib/ft 2

1.35
+ 144 x 0.728 x I-_ ffi 0.0896 ib/ft 2

Total 0.1456 Ib/ft 2

Figure 98. Basic Idea X2 and Weight
Required for Meteoroid
Penetration
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B. Spallation/Delmaination Failure Mode

The basic method of analysis for spaUation/delamination has been discussed.

The following steps will analyze the basic wall concepts presented in

Figure ll.

.

To compute P 1 in Figure 90, using equation (2),

.j
The following have been estimated for a TI_ laminate:

E = 850,000 psi (typical)

A = 1.3
(Reference 45)

Ks = 1.19

F 1 =
0.85 x 106 1.3(1.3- 1)

[1.3 - (1.3- 1) 1.19] 2

= 0.85 x 106 x 0.437

Ol = Pl = 0.371 x 106 psi

2. To compute P2,

Vfl 1.12 x I0 "6

Vor 1.18 x I0 "3

P2 =

0

VfI

Pl--
Vor

P2 = 350 psi

= 0.95 x i0 "3

= 0.37 x 106 x 0.95 x LO"3 = 0.35 x 103

. To compute the reflected and tranmnitted stresses at 12 (Figure 87)

using P2 and equat_ns (I)
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For core:

•-_ PC
Pc Cc " Ec _ "

0.000783
150 x 386 - 0.0174

For TFH:

P TFM CTFM
PTFM V 0.05__.._8.

. ETF M _ - 850,000 x 386
11.3

E under impact loading is assumed to be 150 psi for polyurethene
c

core (Reference 54).

At Interface 2 (I 2)

P2C2 " PlCl 0 = 11"3"0"0174

OR " P2C2 + PlC1 I 11.3+0.0174
x 350 _ 350 psi

2 Pl C1 2 (0.0174)

OT " P2C2 + PlCl 0I " 11.474
350 m 1.0 psi

The O R is a tension wave, and since the core allowable under impact

ioadlng in tension is estimated to be 60 psi (Reference 54). The core

at interface 12 will be pulled loose.

4. If the basic two-faclng concept, X I, is used, then facing 2 will

receive a pulse

_s 0.371 x 106 x 8.55 x I0 "6
P3 = PI -----" =

Vor 1.18 x i0 "3

- 0.371 x 106 x 7.24 x 10 -3

P3 = 2.68 x 103 = 2680 psi

This will be reflected at the innermost surface of F 2 as a tension

wave. Since it has been estimated that about 3500 psi is required
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to delaminate a facing, F 2 will not delaminate or eject dangerous

spall particles.

5. It can then be stated that X1 is safe from the criteria of failure.

o If the basic idea X 2 is used, then the pressure into the core C1

(I 3 is assumed to fail) would be

Vf2

P4 = P3-- = 2.68 x 103 x

VsI

87.9 x 10 -9

8.55 x 10 -6

= 2.68 x 103 x 10.3 x 10 -3

= 27.5 psi

7. At interface 14

P2 C2 " Pl C1

OR = P2 C2 +Pl C1 P4 =
-.975 x 27.5 = 26.8 psi

2P 1 c1

°I = P2 C2 +pl C1 P4 = 0.7 psi

Since the core is assumed to be good under impact loading up to 60:psi

tension 14 will not fail due to the Core failure.

8. At the facing F 3

V
s 2

P5 = P3 V-- =
s 1

2.68 x 103 670 x 10 -9

8.55 x 10 -6

= 2.68 x 103 x 78.3 x 10 -3

.

= 210 psi

P5 = 210 psi will be reflected as a tension wave and therefore, since

3500 psi is required to delaminate or reject spa11, the facing F 3

will not fail.
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In summary, the X 1 concept will fall at each of its interfaces, but will

not allow dangerous eJecta from the facing F 1. The X 2 concept was best,

of course, since it neither failed at the interface 14 nor allowed eJecta

to be thrown from facing F 3.

The final conclusion is that the basic idea X 2 is the best method of pro-

tection against both the penetration and spallation/delamination failure

modes. The X 2 concept shall be used to estimate the spacecraft weight

requirements in the next section.

V, FINAL WEIGHT ESTIMATION REQUIRED BY SPACECRAFT USING ELASTIC RECOVERY WALL

CONCEPT

In order for the spacecraft designer to predict the amount of protection neces-

sary for meteoroid impact, he must estimate the critical mass the vehicle

might encounter, based on the mission time and exposure area. In this analy-

sis, Whipple's estimate of the meteoroid flux is considered to be sufficient.

Thus, as given by Reference 53:

where

N = _c A1 T .................... (12)

N = Number of damaging impacts that will occur

in mission time T

A 1 = Area of exposure (meters 2)

_c = Meteor flux rate (Whipple)

Thus from Reference 53

i0-12 -iN = 1.3x m A T ............... (13)

where m = Mass of meteoroid (grams)
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-N
The probability of no damaging impacts is given as: P (0) = e

Then the critical mass (i.e., maximum mass that will occur in given area and

mission time) Is

1.3 x 10 -12 A T (14)
m I eeeeoe.eeee,-

c - log e [P(o)]

A range of critical meteoroid masses and the probability of no punctures have

been taken from Reference 53 and listed in Table 18. By assuming an exposed

spacecraft area of 225 ft 2, the weight of an alumlnum slngle sheet bumper and

the elastic recovery composite wall was also obtained. The results of the

calculatlons mere llsted in the last two columns of Table 18 and are also

plotted in Figures 99 and 100.

Since the design meteoroid and its properties have been chosen, one may cal-

culate the protection weight required if a new crltical mass meteoroid is

used, provided the density is the same (by ratios of the different meteoroid

volume) to that assumed in thla analysis; e.g., in Table 18 the critlcal mass

is given as:

0.00037 0.815 x 10"6 lb
mc = 0.00037 grams. =. 454 =

The volume of this critical mass is then

__mc = 0.815 x 10-6 = 1.12 x 10-5 in. 3

Vc = Pp 0.725 x I0"I

By the ratio of the weights, the volume of the design meteoroid (O.039b_nmeight)

was found to be

V = 1.18 x 10 -3 in. 3

c0.039 g

The ratio of the volumes then (using equation 7) is

= = 4.72

12 x
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Weight required using 0.039_mmeteorold for the heat wall concept is 1.14 lb/ft 2

(from Figure 98).

Hence, the welght required for 0.00037_meteorold protection would be

1.1__._4 = 0.242 lb/ft 2
4.72

The other values for different weight meteoroids was obtained in the same way.

These data for the me!ght of the elastic recovery best wall concept are plotted

in Figure 99 using the area of the spacecraft (ft 2) x mlsslon tlme in hours.

Figure I00 is presented to show a comparison of sandwich elastlc recovery con-

cepts with that of slngle-sheet aluminum shields.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The overall concluslons of this analysis are listed as follows:

I. The results of. this study indicate that the elastlc recovery composite

would be lighter and more efficient than slngle-sheet aluminum shields in

preventing a puncture from a critical mass meteoroid.

2. Spallatlon as such apparently will not occur wlth the elastic recovery

composite. However, local delaaination would be expected within the

composite.

3. The curves developed during this investigation are adaptable for deter-

mining the protection required for different critical mass meteoroids.

4. This analysls on the prevention of meteoroid penetration has been a study

only, and as such will require experimental verification.



APPENDIX E

EVALUATION OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING PROPERTIES

FOR ELASTIC RECOVERY EXPANDABLE MATERIALS

Abstract

The purpose of this report was to determine the effective-

ness of materials in the elastic recovery composite when

subjected to radiation. A study was made to determine the

type of radiation missions in space would encounter. The

different types of radiation such as that trapped in the

Van Allen belts and from solar flares were discussed.

Due to the complex nature of the various types of radiation,

an experimental procedure was developed to obtain the pro-

tective characteristics of the elastic recovery material.

The equipment used for this procedure included a low

pressure chamber, detecting equipment, isotopic sources,

and readout equipment. The isotopic sources were used be-

cause of the relative simplicity for their use. The

sources used include _, _, radiation for calibration and

7 radiation for tests.

Each of the components of the elastic recovery composite

were tested for their effectiveness against the radiation.

The results of the test were based upon an aluminum index

since its effectiveness based upon atomic number is well

known. The comparison of the material's "effective atomic

number" was made as a result of the tests. The tests indi-

cated that the elastic recovery materials and a lower,

"effective atomic number" (hence, more effectiveness) than

the aluminum index against the proton radiation. A further

reduction in the effective atomic number occurred when car-

bon was added to the foam or laminate resin.
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APPENDIX E

EVALUATION OF SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING PROPEI_IES

FOR ELASTIC EECOVEEY EXPANDABLE MATERIALS

by

C. E. Wolcott

Io INTRODUCTION

Because the basic nature and ultimate intended application of elastic

recovery expandable structures implies a space environment, it is con-

sidered most reasonable to assume this environment will contain some

level of harmful radiation. In view of this consideration, Narmco

Research & Development has conducted a basic investigation to determine

the radiation absorption characteristics of certain elastic recovery

-_terials.

A large number of possible expandable structures uses may necessarily

require close scrutiny of radiation shielding properties, particularly

where a blologlcal absorbed dose is of concern (e.g., airlocks, life-

boats, connecting tube chambers, work spaces, and personnel shelters).

However, the radiation enviroument will most likely be defined by the

particular mission contemplated and the shield effectiveness will thus

be defined on mission terms. The very wide range of particle energies

and flux density which could be involved in the case missions other than

near the earth will undoubtedly require a critical inventory of all mass

which may serve as shielding. On the other hand, should the expandable

structure be required to serve as an equipment shelter, wall thickness

and materials selected in the wall design may adequately limit the

allowable radiation to acceptable levels.

Although the radiation absorption coefficients of most basic materials

are known, most of these data are not reasonably usable in defining

most composite aerospace materials. This is the case with the elastic

recovery materials considered for expandable structures. The reason for

this lack of reference data is that most materials contemplated for aero-
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space applications are composites which vary with manufacturing processes.

A manufacturing technique factor is also considered where seemingly simi-

lar structural composites &re not necessarily identical. Composites

such as laminates, which may contain several plastic components as well

as glass fabric, is one of the more common examples. A particular fabric

selection from the various available fabrics also enters into this con-

sideration.

If all the component ratios, distribution and atomic numbers Z, of a given

composite material are known, the effective radiation shield properties

of the materlal can be calculated. In the usual case, however, this is

quite difficult and often impractical. For example, determining shield

effectiveness by calculation for screening a series of composite materials

or a structural assembly of composites is desirable, but becomes impractical

when considering other methods available.

In view of the difficulty encountered with calculating shield effectiveness,

a more logical approach would be to evaluate by actual simulation. This

approach first considers a particle acceleration as a feasible source of

radiation. As will be noted in a following discussion, however, radiation

energy levels which could be involved would require extrapolation of the

data obtainable from available testing facilities. In addition, desirable

data should be obtained on the materials tested in a reasonably simulated

environment, which in this instance would be very low-pressure atmospheric

or space simulation. This approach is not the most economical for screening

materials in order to select those most suitable, but would be more appli-

cable to final evaluations.

A fundamental approach to material screening leads to the consideration of

radioactive isotopic sources. Although such sources of radiation do not

produce the particles to be encountered in space, a method is considered

to allow the material relative radiation absorption coefficient index to

be established. The establishment of this index thus permits extrapola-

tion for higher radiation energy levels to obtain a relative figure of
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merit on the screened composite materials. This basically describes

the procedure used to evaluate the radiation shield effectiveness of the

elastic recovery materials.

Since it has been reasonably established that the space radiation of most

concern is solar flare and Van Allen belt protons, the following investi-

gations shall examine the proton stopping power for each of the elastic

recovery materials over the proton energy range fr_n 1.0 MeV to 1.0 BeV.

In terms of dose, light elements are the most effective proton shields.

Bremsstrahlung dose rates are directly related to the square of the atomic

number, Z. A relative composite atomic number _ is determined for each of

the elastic recovery materials and the effects of carbon loading investi-

gated. This is a particularly significant investigation, since it has

been determined that the neutron dose exceeds the proton dose in aluminum

hull spacecraft when the hull thickness is greater than 6.6 cm. Considering

the proton flux which can be anticipated in the radiation belt, the neutron

dose rate is expected to constitute a serious biological hazard. (5_)

EI2_ENTARY CONSIDERATIONS

A. The Radioactive Space Environment

Although the primary intent of this reported study is to present

radiation shielding data upon elastic recovery materials investigated

by Narmco, some considerations which relate to the practical environ-

mental expectations will be discussed. Because the intended environ-

ment could be either those solar areas near the Earth or extended

into deep space, environmental extrapolation should consider the

various possibilities. Since the primary consideration of the reported

material evaluations concerns radiation shielding, the effect of

material deterioration due to radiation exposure will be neglected.

Much has been learned about the phenomena of radiation in space

through the use of orbital and probe vehicles with monitor instrumen-

tation. These data are hardly sufficient, however, to encompass and

adequately relate all of the anticipated space phenomena to fulfill

all the requirements for solar radiation shield designs.
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Since the Second International Polar Year, numerous data have been

collected and theories proffered to relate the various magnetic and

radiation phenomena occurrences in space affecting the earth environ-

ment. Unfortunately, this extensive effort was limited to those

studies and data accumulation which could be accomplished from

within Earth's atmosphere. Most of these data concern the record

of events by means of radio propagation studies, radio sounding,

and sunspot activity studies.

Two instances of solar simulation investigations are known which

seemingly appear to reproduce, by simulation, the radiation phenomenon

found in space. This approach appears to be a feasible means of

simulating the radiation behavior through the entire solar system.

At Bruechs AEG in 1928p German physicist Tsrella simulated

energetic particle entrapment by a magnetic dipole representative

of Earth's magnetic field. (60) These investigations concerned the

theories of Fredrik Carl St_rmer and were conducted by employing a

vacuum chamber containing fluorescing gas into which energetic

particle streamswere injected. Particle entrapment by the Earth

dipole simulation occurred in the form of the well-known Van Allen

belt configuration. A similar instrumentation approach and simula-

tion was conducted by Dr. Willard H. Bennett of the Naval Research

Laboratory with similar results.

Thus, in view of recent experimentation by space instrumentation

vehicles, the major influence of magnetic fields upon space radia-

tion appears well founded. An extrapolation of magnetic theory,

therefore, could serve as the means of implying radiation event

levels throughout the space of our solar system. However, a brief

discussion of the magnetic Earth environment should first be con-

sidered.
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lo The Earth's Magnetic Field

On the basi# of potential theory, it may be shown that the Earth's

main field rises from sources within the Earth itself. The

nature of the source is a continuing enigma, but the most plau-

sible theory is based upon an ordered turbulance within a molten

core. A theory has also been considered which develops the

field externally by means of great dynamo currents produced

cylindrically about the Earth. Theoretically, such Currents can

be shown to exist.

As the surface of the Earth is penetrated to extensive depths,

the composition temperature increases and the density increases

greater than I0 times that of water. The plausible theory

considers that at about one-half Earth radlus, matter becomes

molten; thus; the Earth has a liquid core moving in a slow

irregular motion. Electric currents are generated in the core

by dynamo action to produce molecular orientation resulting in

the magnetic field and, consequently, the magnetic dipole.

The external field is generally assumed to approximate a magnetic

sphere having its dipole moment located at the sphere center.

The axis of the magnetic dipole is inclined approximately 11.4

degrees to the Earth's celestial axis and drifts slowly with

time. This drift is referred to as secular variation. Pertur-

bations are observed in the magnetic field near the Earth's

surface and may be explained by the nonuniformity in the permea-

bility of the Earth's crust. The observed effect of these per-

turbations is significant considerably beyond the ionospheric

F-region in radio propagation studies.

Due to the surface perturbations, points exist, where the magnetic

field is perpendicular to the Earth's surface, which do not co-

incide with the geomagnetic poles defined by the unperturbed

field. These magnetic points of discontinuity are referred to
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as dip poles. These anomalies appear constant at a given

location; however, by employing a time scale of days, hours,

or minutes, and highly sensitive instrumentation, one finds

that the field is constantly varying at any point on the Earth's

surface. These variations are classified diurnal as occurring

in mean solar-day cycles, and are similar in appearance from

day to day. It therefore seems reasonable to consider the

possible existence of a relation between magnetlc perturbation

and trapped radiation fluctuation.

. The Ionospheric Environment

Extensive radio communication studies have been conducted on the

Earthls immediate environment, the ionosphere, which begins at

about 30 miles above the surface and extends to approximately

300 miles. The ionospheric regions of varying electron densities,

known as D, E, and F layer regions respective to the Earth's

surface, greatly influence radio propagation. Below the E

layer, the air is composed primarily of nitrogen and partly

oxygen molecules. At the F 2 layer peak, the primary constituent

is atomic oxygen; above the F 2 layer there is a transition from

atomic oxygen to atomic hydrogen. The hydrogen layer is partly

neutral up to the 30,O00-degree isothermal surface, and is almost

completely ionized above it. The geomagnetic field reduces the

conductive heat flow into the atmosphere in low and middle mag-

netic latitudes, and in the high magnetic latitudes the heat

flows freely, nearly along the lines of magnetic force. This

unequal heat flow in different latitudes distorts the isothermal

surfaces from a spherical form. Below the noted isothermal surface,

however, the neutral atoms of the partly neutral thick layer of

gas can conduct heat unaffected by the magnetic field, and the

isothermal surface will tend to be spherical.
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The Earth's environmental regions have been termed as atmosphere,

thermospheres metasphere, and protosphere, respectively, the

protosphere beingthe outermost region and the region of transi-

tion to interplanetary gas. The partly neutral hydrogen layer

between the 30,O00-degree isothermal surface and the oxygen-

hydrogen transition region is known as the metasphere, while

actually, the thermosphere encompasses the E and F ionospheric

layers, and the metaspheric and photospheric hydrogen layers.

The metasphere is believed to be the region where solar gas

streams result in the producing of so-called magnetic storms.

The Solar Environment

Generally speaking, it is not unusual to think of the Earth as

being isolated in stellar space consisting of a vacuum. However,

space is known to contain solids in the form of dust particles

and meteors, which are themselves surrounded by an interplanetary

gas of low density. These solids and gas reflect and scatter

sunlight, thus contributing to the zodiacal light. The effective

gas particles are primarily electrons or sundered particles se-

parated from neutral atoms and molecules, thus leaving a positive

nucleus or ion. The source of the interplanetary gas is generally

conceded to be the Sun, although the planets of the solar system

no doubt are contributors as gas escapes from their atmosphere.

The Sun, a G2 star, can therefore be assumed to be the emitting

source of solar gas throughout the entire solar system, such that

the system environment is essentially that of a solar atmosphere

that is subject to flux variations (a probable occurrence supported

by Earth observations). It is also generally conceded that the

Sun has a strong magnetic field and thus constitutes a strong

magnetic dipole as a center of the solar system, which is itself

in a stellar field of low magnitude.
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Due to limited magnetic observations by space probe instrumentation,

a contravening magnetlc theory has been proposed wherein the

Sunts solar atmosphere magnetic field consists of radial-spiral

open-ended magnetic lines of force following permeable paths.

By correlating Earth observed space phenomena and relating to

space instrumentation observations, a more reasonable explanation

appears feasible,

It is well known (and recorded) that following a Sun event of any

consequence, electromagnetic radiation in the spectrum of visible

light, X-ray, ultraviolet light_ and radio waves arrive at the

Earth in approximately 8 minutes. The transit time is over I hour

for protons and up to 2 days for electrons. No valid reason

exists for assuming that these transits occur in the same magni-

tude in solar gas of the far reaches beyond the Earthts magnetic

field, or that a semidlrectional magnetic path does not perman-

ently exist between the Earth and the Sun.

By considering the existence of a closed-loop magnetic path,

several extrapolations can be made. The direct magnetic path

consisting of linked magnetic lines of force could provide the

particle propagation medium. The significant presence of par-

ticle flux, however, would result in the localized increase in

permeability which should correspondingly increase the flux

strength of magnetic path. This implies further particle

acceleration due to the presence of the particle itself.

In addition to the above, a ma_etic linkage between the Earth

and Sun should maintain a more permeable and, therefore, directive

path for electromagnetic radiation from a quiescent condition.

However, this apparently is not a valid assumption when con-

siderlng the visible electromagnetic spectrum.
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If the existence of a linked magnetic path between the Earth

and Sun can be established, however, the probabXlity of such

paths could also be established with other planets of the

solar system. By this expediency, radiation areas in space of

major consequence could feasibly be predicted. Further, pre-

dictions pertaining to solar flare events are the greatest

influencing factors of concern to the space vehicle designer.

A Space Radiation Spectrtnn Index for Evaluatin s the Elastic Recovery
Materials

Because the radiation shield evaluation for the elastic recovery

materials is extrapolation at the various radiation levels, a presumed

radiation spectrum based upon readily available data serves as the

fundamental foundation. The presumed radiation, therefore, is not

necessarily in terms of a maximum established by a particular his-

torical solar event, or a minimum biased by so-called quiet condi-

tions. Instead, it is intended to provide a starting point upon which

to base extrapolated evaluations, and a tool to index design considera-

tions when evaluating for a particular mission and application.

The presumed radiation environment is shown by Figure I01, in terms of

energy level at various extended Earth radii. Detailing a particular

application would require specific background information not

necessarily pertinent to this report.

Consideration of Particle Accelerators to Evaluate the Radiation Shield

Merit of Elastic Recovery Materials

During the initial concept phase of this evaluation study, various

testing methods were considered and discussed (60) fr_n the standpoints

of facility requirements, economy, and information obtainable. Basic-

ally, the method evaluations consist of determining the extent and

relative value of information which can be obtained from various

radiation sources in terms of costs. Emphasis is placed on the fact

that regardless of the type of source contemplated, the direct simula-

tion of the space radiation spectrum will not be achieved. This
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implies, of course, that true simulation can only be achieved in

the actual environment under total spectrum conditions and on con-

sideration of a time factor. Such a simulation, therefore, necessi-

tates prior radiation data accumulating missions on promising shield

materials in varying space environments.

Useful radiation information canbe obtained through the use of

particle accelerators, although this method is not exactly repre-

sentative of space radiation. For example, the spectrum of energetic

protons on a passive shield wall in the space environment would be

continuous and relatively softer than accelerator-produced mono-

energetic protons in the several hundred MeV range. The consequence

is a significant reduction in secondary neutron production which

emphasizes the effect of proton primaries possibly penetrating the

passive wall. In addition, the gamma-ray dose outside of a thick

hlgh-energy accelerator shield is normally quite low relative to the

neutron dose. This does not necessarily relate to the passive wall

in spac_ however, where the gauuna/neutron dose ratio couldbe effec-

tively greater.

For initial material screening and shield evaluating purposes, it

may be concluded that the cost of testlng materlals at very high

energy levels in other than correctly simulated environments cannot

be Justified. This, then, leads to the consideration of particle

accelerators of medium- or low-energy levels.

About the most economical Van de Graaff particle accelerator readily

available couunerclally is in the 400-KeV range. This machine can be

employed for certain extrapolation index measurements; however, the

obtained information will be greatly limited. A more useful model

Van de Graaff accelerator is also available which operates in the

2 MeV range and has greater flexibility through the use of modifi-

cation kits. In this instance, however, special radiation facility

requirements must be met and a means devised to simulate a test

environment.
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Since in any low- or medium-level radiation test procedure, the

obtained information serves only as an index for extrapolation data,

the use of isotopic sources is considered.

Theoretical Procedure for Radiation Shield Mgri.t Evaluation by the Use
of Isotopic Radiation Sources

The major drawback in the use of isotopic radiation sources for

material shielding evaluations is the limited type of radiation pro-

duced. Since the shielding information required concerns high-energy

electrons and protons, as well as ga-=na radiation, this particle radia-

tion spectrum is not obtainable with the isotopic method.

Because the isotopic method obviously provides the most economical

and easily applied approach to testing material shield methods, close

consideration is made herein to determine a means of simulation which

allows the computing of shielding merit when subjected to space radia-

tion. A further advantage obtainable through the use of an isotope

radiation source is the ease of conducting radiation tests in a

vacuum environment. In view of test simplicity and economy, the

following discussion will consider the basic fundamentals of a method

to evaluate the shield effectiveness of composite materials by estab-

lishing a relative Z number. A vast amount of reference information

is readily available on the radiation shield characteristics of

various elements which have been conveniently considered for aerospace

structures. Currently, the most connon of these materials is aluminum.

If the radiation absorption characteristics of a material as well as

its secondary radiation characteristics can be determined, for a

particular radiation spectrum, then the materials may find the same

convenience in design considerations as found with aluminum. The

isotopic approach requires determining a relative absorption coeffi-

cient and relative Z number which are the relative complex absorption

(stopping) and Z value of a complex composite material.

Fundamentally, the complex occurrence due to the interaction of

electromagnetic radiation with matter depends upon the nature of, and
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radiation energy, and the atomic number of the material, Z. By

increastns the enersy, the processes referred to as classical

scattering, photoelectric process, Compton process, pair production,

and photonuclear reaction occur individually or collectively. In

each case, the absorption coefficient or the cross section describes

the relative probability of each process. A useful flexibility

has been derived to describe the absorption coefficient with certain

qualifications.

The linear absorption coefficient _, a constant of proportionality,

iJ numerically equal to the fractional decrease in radiation intensity

resultin8 from an absorbing material of unit thickness. The term_
-1

has the dimensions of cm . The absorption is expontential; there-

fore, it is convenient to identify the absorber in half-thickness

values. Thus,

-1
Linear Absorption Coefficient = _ cm

To consider a material in terms of its density (p), a mass absorption

coefficient relation is conveniently used. Thus,

2 -1
Mass Absorption Coefficient = _/_ cm 8m

TO consider the absorption coefficient in terms of the atomic number

(z>, theatomic weisht (A>, and Avosadro's number IN - 6.02 x lOn},
t

the following relation is used:

Atomic Absorption Coefficient - . A cm2 atom-I
p N

When it is more useful to express the absorption coefficient inde-

pendently of a material chemical or physical state, the absorption

coefficient per electron is conveniently used, particularly since
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radiation interaction with matter concerns the effect upon the

electrons and atoms. Thus,

Electronic Absorption Coefficient = L_ . A I 2 -I
p _ • _ cm electron

The instrumented accuracy of determining the true absorption co-

efficient is dependent upon the instrumentation geometry. This is

because the obtained _ has the identity of a total absorption

coefficient and the scatter absorption coefficient resulting from

the geometry. The true scatter coefficient is not readily obtained

unless the detection means is capable of including all the scattered

radiation. From a biological standpoint, a distinction is made

between the true and total absorption coefficient. This is because

a biological effect does not result from the scattered energy from

the material. Scatter is defined by ThcQson's classlcal theory

and/or the Compton process in terms of the differential cross section

per unit solid ansle and for electron distributions, wherein a photo-

electric process occurs only with bound electrons, the Compton process

can +occur with free or lightly bound electrons, respectively. A

thorough treatment of this subject is beyond the scope of this report;

however, the details can be found in The Atomic Nucleus (61) and Handbook

of Physics. (62)

Since the prior discussion has considered radiation of an electromag-

netic nature, the absorption process now considered is corpuscular

radiation (i.e., radiation possessing a measurable rest mass), the

electron and proton. The energy reduction of electrons occurs by

multiple inelastic collisions until it achieves thermal levels. The

attenuation processes are collisions resulting in ionization, atom

excitation, resonance absorption, radiation production, and electro-

disintegration of nuclei. Since this report is concerned with the

absorption behavior of a material as a radiation shield in space_

the radiation energy loss receives close consideration.
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At high electron energies, the radiation energy loss through

bremsstrahlung, due to negative acceleration (stopping) of electrons,

achieves major importance. Negative acceleration due to electron

deflection in a nuclear-atomlc field must conserve energy by energy

radiation. Momentum conservation results usually from activity of

the nucleus. The energy lost as radiation by the electEon per unit

path length is proportionally equivalent to its energy and the square

of the nuclear charge. Although the radiation loss process

(bremsstrahlung) involves fewer electrons than collision losses,

relatively large discrete losses result from the radiation. The pro-

bability of radiation energy loss increases with increasing electron

enersy and varies at the square of the atomic number Z. Additionally,

the probability of radiation energy loss relative to the probability

of collision energy loss increases directly with electron kinetic

energy and directly with the atomic number Z. Therefore, by taking

into account the electron acatterin8 by means of the Rutherford

equation (which neglects the orbital electron influence) or the Mort

relation (which includes this influence), the electron range in a

shielding medium as a function of energy, angle, and atomic number

Z, can be extrapolated.

Through the above procedure, the complex relative _ number of a

composite material and absorption coefficient obtained by means of

electromagnetic radiation, an index can be related to corpuscular

radiation absorption and loss in the same material. As with the

energetic electron, similar index relations can be established with
(62)

energetic protons and neutrons.

Now consider an instrumentation procedure consisting of a known gamma

radiation spectrum, an absorber medium of known local absorption

coefficient and Z number and of calibrated half thickness to serve

as a calibration index, and a detection means which responds to any

radiation which irradiates the medium to interpret the valid dose

reading. Assume the geometry of the above arrangement to be optimized
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and the monitor system to be capable of high resolution respective

to time. One further assumption is that the calibrating absorber

medium is not immersed in a second medium (e.g., air at atmospheric

pressure).

Consider next that a spectrual monitored radiation measurement is

made of the total absorption by the calibrating medium (for example,

aluminum) of calibrated thickness, and that these data are tabulated.

Next, an additional thickness is added to the calibrating medium

such that the medium thickness is doubled. Again, the monitor

measurements are performed under Circumstances identical to those

of the first measurement, and these data tabulated. A third measure-

ment is performed with a tripled thickness of the absorber medium

identically to the two preceding measurements to complete the cali-

brating sequence.

By employing the above procedure and by means of readily available

cross-reference information on the index callbratlng absorber medium,

accurate callbratlon is obtained for the monitor instrumentation for

the particular geometrlcal arrangement. The absorber medium of this

calibration, therefore, serves as an instrumentation reference standard

because of its prior known absorption coefficient and Z number. Thus,

establishing direct index relationships between the monitor callbra-

tlon and radiation transmission, absorption, cross section, range,

and energy (relative to the reference standard Z number in terms of

thickness) is achieved.

With the above calibration procedure and reference established,

measurements may then be conducted with certain qualifications upon

composite absorber materials of unknown complex Z values to obtain

a relative _ number. This relative _ is obtained in relation to

the reference standard Z by absorption measurement and, therefore,

may be identified in terms of absorption w_igure Of Merit." This

is the procedure employed to screen and evaluate the elastic recovery

materials.
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E. Cross Reference Of Units Which Relate to Isotopic Basic Data

Acquisition and Extrapolation of Radiation Effect

le Radiation Classification

Since space radiation shield evaluation primarily concerns

biological effects, radiation units should first be considered

from a biolosical point of view. Therefore, the various types

of ionlzlnE radiation are grouped into two fundamental phenomena:

first, electromagnetic radiations which ionize by virtue of

the secondary electrons released when they are absorbed; and second,

corpuscular radiations which ionize, either directly as a function

of their charge, or indirectly through charse particles set in

motion by collision processes.

Electromagnetic radiation "intensity" (dose rate) at any point

is precisely defined as the radiation energy in erss flowing

per second throush 1 cm 2 of area perpendicular to the propa-

gating direction. This qualification stipulates that the

photon energy spectrum and energy flux be known quantities.

e Roentgen

The international x-ray dose unit, the roentgen, was modified

in 1937 to include applicability to radium gamma-ray dosimetry,

and reads as follows:

"The roentgen shall be the quantity of x- or gamma

radiation such that the associated corpuscular

emission per 0.001293 8m of air produces, in air s

ions carryln E I esu of quantity of electricity of

either sign." ,

This wording which includes gamma radiation has led to consider-

able dissension as to the exact quantity definition. ReEardless

of the proferred point of view s an amount of ionization is

specifically defined which implies an energy absorption per

unit mass of air that is almost invariant with photon energy.
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The validity of the unit roentgen is questionable when the

secondary corpuscular emission is not in equilibrium with the

primary quantum radiation. A point of notation is the case

where the roentsen is not descriptively adequate for the dose

at an air-tissue interface where a finite penetration is re-

quired to achieve secondary electronic equilibrium. Thus,

the £allacy exists between the true energy absorption in the

surface tissue and that implied by the roentgen dose, particu-

larly where the radiation energy is at high levels. In order

to alleviate the situation of definitions, several units are

conveniently used.

0 Gram-Roentgen

The ,ram-roentgen as a unit related to the roentsen as equal to

the x or geusna energy absorbed when 1 _n of air is exposed to

1 roentgen. Several values have been noted in various literature

to describe this unit, each of which are based upon somewhat

different assumptions. These values are 87 ergs, 84 erss and

83.7 erss. The 87 erKs/sm (air) ass_ed that the everest energy

expended per ion pair formed is 5.4 x 10 -11 er8 (34 electron

volts). The 84 ergs value has found use in the determination

o£ the unit roentsen equivalent physical (REP), and either this

value or the 83.7 ergs value may be considered valid because

they represent a calculated constant. This is considered as

follows:

The number of ion pairs produced by the enersy

absorption in 0.001293 _n of air is l/e, where

e is the electrostatic unit of charse. Now let

W represent the energy lost by a secondary

electron per ion pair formed in air; thus, the

energy is W/e. W/e represents a near constant

energy absorption per roentgen for all photon

energies, since W does not depend upon the energy
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of the secondary electron except at very low

energies. The value of W for air is approxi-

mately 32.5e/300 ergs, the value of W/e is

approximately 32.5 ergs, which converted to

ergs per gram (air) determines the energy

absorption per roentgen in I 8m of air as 32.5

divided by 300 times 0.001293, or 83.8 ergs.

Values of W between 32.2 to 34 electrovolts have

been assumed, which result in the unit variation.

Roentgen Equivalent Physical (REP)

This unit was invented go define the dose of ionizing radiation

which produces an energy absorption of 84 ergs/cm 3 in tissue.

The value was changed to 93 ergs/cm 3 of tissue because this

value more accurately represents the energy absorption per cubic

centimeter of aqueous tissue which has received a dose of

1 roentgen. The absolute value of this unit is ambiguous,

because the precise amount of energy absorbed by tissue from

1 roentgen is unknown. Thus, the radiation absorbed dose unit

was devised.

. Radiation Absorbed Dose (PAD)

The RAD is a measure of the energy imparted to matter (i.e.,

retained by matter) by ionizing radiation per unit mass of irra-

diated material at the place of interest. The PAD is thus

defined as the unit of absorbed dose* and is i00 ergs/gm.

. Roentgen Equivalent Man (REM)

As the result of biological experiments it has become evident

that the biological damage by radiation is not always proportional

* A point of contravention exists in the use of the term "dose." This is due

to the use of the word dose in conjunction with the definition of the roentgen.

A "dose" of i roentgen implies an "absorbed dose" of approximately 93 ergs/gm

in soft tissue or 0.93 PAD in the photon spectrum up to 3 MeV.
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to the absorbed energy. Radiations of various types exhibit

different b£ologlcal effects, and the overall blologlcal damage

to a system is dependent on the type and energy of the radla-

tlon. Therefore, the R_i was. inltlally defined as the dose

which delivered to a man exposed to any ionizing radlatlonD is

biologlcally equivalent to the dose of I roentgen of x or

gamma radiation, not absorbed photoelectrically. Thus, the R_/

takes into account the Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

of different types of radiation. However, because the factors

vary both in radiation properties and biological effect, the

R_i is defined as a blologlcal effect, the _ is defined as a

biological unit of dose as follows:

Dose in _ = Dose in REP X RBE

where RBE values are given as inverse ratios of energy absorp-

tions of different radiations for particular biological action,

and which produce equal biological effect.

. Integral Absorbed Dose

This unit is defined as the integration of the energy absorbed

throughout a given region of interest and is expressed in

gram-fads wherein 1 gm-rad = lO0 ergs.

5 Frequently Required Definitions

a. Curie: The curie is a unit of amount of radioactive material

and was initially defined as the number of disintegrations

per second of 1 gm of radium in equilibriumwith its daughter

products. The present definition of the curie is "that

quantity of a radioactive nuclide disintegrating at the

rate of 3.7 x 1010 atoms per second." Thus, if a Co 60

source is in the amount of 1 curie, the air dose rate at

20-cm distance would be 32.5 roentgen/hour, or at 1-meter
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distance, 1.32 roentgen/hour. This unit allows the re-

lating of disintegrating rate of nuclides to dose rate.

b. Linear energy transfer (LET): This definition defines the

linear energy transfer of a particle passing through matter

as the energy transferred to the material per unit path •

length. Units normally used are "electron volts/centimeter"

or "electron kilo-volts/mlcron." The particle energy loss,

(dE/dX)j is stated in the same units (e.g., MeV per gm/cm2).

Derivation of quantities and Extrapolation Procedure for Screening
Radiation Shield Materials

Where an incident of radiation ¢ (ergs/cm 2) is required to produce

i roentgen, the energy absorption in air/gm is c(_a/P)(ergs/gra) where

_a/p is the true mass absorption coefficient of air. Thus,

¢_ja/P)alr = 83.8 ergs/gm (1)

The mass absorption coefficient is a summation of several terms.

Hence,

_ta m T @._a ÷ Ra (2)

where

7

a

- the photoelectric absorption coefficient

- that fraction of photon energy imparted to the recoil

electron in the Compton absorption process

R a - the photon energy component given to the positron and

negatron in pair production

The value Ka has been calculated from the pair production coefficient

_ as follows:

= _(hv-l.02) (3)
a hv
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where hv is the photon energy in MeV, thus

¢ 83.8p 2= ergs/cm -roentgen (4)
T+Ga+K a

The validity of results from tile above is reliable only to a few

MeV, within roentgen meaning, and within the known W value. Thus,

when the true mass absorption coefficient of a medium in question

and air are known, the medium energy absorption _ (roentgen/gram)

of medium canbe defined as:

_a Ip) medium

CM= (_alP) air
x 83.8 ergslgm-roentgen (5)

The need to examine complex substances, (e.g., water, atmosphere,

tissue, plastlc, etc,) is often encountered, and in such cases, it

may be convenient to examine the composites in terms of an "effective

atomic number" whlch is referred to as relative Z. Expressing

_a/p in terms of relative Z is considered reasonably valld, as

long as the power function is adequately representative of the

photoelectric absorption coefflelent at photon energies in the

range sufflclently above the crltlcal absorption energies of the

atoms present in the composite material. However, this approach

is not entirely valid for making use of such values to express the

pair formation coefficient.

In cases where the atomic number is low, the photon energy ranges

do not overlap where T and R are of consequence. Thus, the number
a

of electrons/gram (no) depends on the Z/A ratio (A being the atomic

weight). Because this ratio changes in small magnitude with atomic

number, no depends very little upon composition, and can be evaluated

with reasonable accuracy.

An ionizing particle in passing through material is characterized

by its energy loss per unit length of path traversed. This loss
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rate is referred to as linear energy transfer (LET), or stopping

power S(E). The "stopping number" of a material is conveniently

represented by a dimensionless term (B). Thus, the average energy

loss by ionization, dE/dx, per centimeter path is given by the

well-known relation

dE = __ e4z 2
dx 2

(6)

where

'\

E - the kinetic energy of the particle

z - the charge of the incident particle

v = the velocity of the incident particle

= Avo_adro's number density of material and
material atomic weight

3
is the number of atoms per cm

Z - atomic number of the material

m, • = electron mass and charge

= v/c where c is electromagnetic velocity

I - the average excitation potential for the stopping

material conveniently determined empirically

(proportionally equivalent to the material atomic

number)

C = correction term for _-shell binding

To express the rate of energy loss in terms of gm/cm 2 of material,

_M (mass stopping power) finds convenient use. Thus

aM = I dE" _ d'-_ (7)

where p represents the material density. Note that the quantity _M

may be considered independent of the stopping material density

because of the previous definition of N in the -dE/dx equation.
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The stopping power of a composite material may be derived by the

addition of contributions of atoms composing the material according

to Bragg's rule of additivity. The Brags approach neglects the

effects of the electronic binding in the molecular composite, whereas

in the true chase, the average excitation potential of the individual

atoms may be changed in magnitude of a few percent when it is bound

in a moiecule. The definition of B in equation (6) shows the excita-

tion potential to be a logarithmic term, and therefore, the resultant

stopping power variation of the composite is Of low order.

To evaluate the relative mass stopping power PN of a composite

material Z in relation to a reference standard material _S' let

pt be the fraction by weight of the %th element in the composite,

and N t representative of the number of atoms of the tth element of

the composite per c_n3 and equal to Np$ p/at; N being Avogadro's

number, p the composite density, and A t the atomic weight of the Sth

element, then Bragg'srule states

dE 4 _ e4z 2"--'dx = mv2 _ t B_ (8)

Thus,

t

A_S

m

The effective atomic number, relative Z, and effective excitation

potential, l, can be en_loyed in equation (6).

(9)
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Thus

42
4_ez

2
mv Y

Zn (I-S 2) (io)

where

D

In I m

and

NtZ $ inI$
t

NZ

t

Ill. INSTRUMENTATION

Ao Environmental Simulation

In the prior discussion pertaining to the principle of instrumentation,

the assumption was made that the absorber medium to be tested was not

i_mnersed in an additional absorber medium (i.e., the atmosphere). The

reasons for this assumption are several and resulted in the develop-

ment and use of an environmental test chamber from which the air can

be greatly reduced or evacuated.

The air itself is a complex absorber and, as such, possesses a

relative_number. For example, the earth's atmosphere as an effec-

tive absorber is roughly equivalent to 3.66 meters of aluminum.

Now since the instrumented monitor data obtained from a complex

absorber material require a statistical review, the additional in-

clusion of the complex medium, air, into the measurement, in a ratio

which is quite large, imposes an unnecessary source of error into the

measurement interpretation.
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Addlt£onal reasons for the use of a reduced-pressure environmental

chamber are to control spurious emissions and random fluctuations,

reduce spectural attenuation due to medium absorption within the

irradiation range, and improve background/sensltlvlty of the detec-

tion system.

The use of a reduced-pressure test chamber, however, imposes certain

restrictions. The geometrlcal arrangements for simulated testlns

are limited by the chamber dimensions and thus establishes certain

backscatter conditions. The chamber employed to test the elastic

recovery meterlals does not (nor is intended to) simulate the en-

viromnental conditions to be found in space wherein the radiation

flux, intensity, thermal and medium density would be Indlvldually

or compositely reproduced. Instead, the subject chamber serves only

to increase instrumentation rellabillty by reducing the complexity

of measurement and data evaluation procedure.

So Radiation Detection Instrumentation

Perhaps the most important unit of a radiation instrumentation system

is the detection component which is sensitive to the incident radia-

tion. Three types of conventional detectors are usually found:

ionization chambers, Geiger-l_ller tube counters, and scintillation

counters. Each of these detection methods have certain advantages

determined by the radiation information measurement requirements.

The associated methods employed within the instrumentation which

interprets the detected radiation also influences the selection of

the detection method.

In general practice, the use of a radiation counter is to determine

a radiation dose in terms of a counted rate. What is not often

recognized is that usual instrumentation does not actually count the

occurring event, but instead measures the elapsed time between events.

This is due primarily to the nature of circuitry employed in the

instrumentation metering.
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The selection of a best detection method to be used for shielding

materlalmeasurements required that careful consideration be given

to the advantages and disadvantages of each method. It is highly

desirable that the detection method used be responsive to the

spectrum of the radiation source which, in this case, was to be 3.22 mg

of radium. It was also intended to employ two additional detection

systems, one which could be converted easily to serve a multiple pur-

pose, and the other a Gelger-l_dller tube. Therefore, two of the

detectors employedln the instrumentation were specially constructed

chambers of proportional counter type, while the third detector was

the Geiger-M_ller tube.

Because the Gelger-M_ller counter response is not directly propor-

tional to the absorbed radiation energy, it is not an exacting

instrument for radiation dose measurement. Its sensitivity to low

dose rates, however, is very good and it is possible to calculate

the expected counting ratefor a particular cathode material and

gamma ray dose rate. This detector method was not used as the main

detection system for the shield material tests primarily because of

its plateau operation, wherein the output pulses have the same

relative magnitude.

With the ionization chamber detection system, the higher the electrode

potential, the greater will be the energy of the radiation resulting

ions, and, consequently, greater the total ionization produced.

Therefore, the chamber has a gas amplification factor which increases

with voltage and which is approximately constant for different initial

ionization particles. The chamber possesses a region of proportionality

wherein the greater part of the ionization occurs near the track of

the ionizing particle and involves a limited area near the collector

electrode.
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Proportional chambers are usually operated at a higher pressure

than counters in the Geiger-t4uller region and a quenching agent is

not necessarily required because the discharge does not maintain

itself. Consequently, the resolution time (dead time andrecovery)

is very short and compatible to carefully planned electronic

circuitry. The response rate, therefore, can far exceed that of

the Ceiger-H_ller counter.

The proportional counter requires the supplied operating voltage

to be very stable and a sensitive means of linear, nonoverloading

amplification if pulse height discrimination and analyzing methods

are tO be employed. This discrimination can be accomplished by

means of bias control in counting circuitry following premnplifica-

tion. The proportional counter, therefore, has a particular appli-

cation where distinction between particles of different ionization

characteristic, or difference in energy level, is desired.

The two chambers which were constructed for absorption measurements

on the elastic recovery materials are not necessarily descriptive

of conventional proportional chambers found with usual instrumentation.

The chamber cases are constructed with a heavy copper wall and are

not cylindrical in shape. Instead, each chamber presents a Series

of windows, based upon the air wall concept, in a plane to the

radiation. Each chamber contains forty 1.25-cm area windows set

in a thick aluminum shield. In each chamber, the sensitive volume

which follows the windows totals 210 cc. The detector element used

is 4.5-mil tungsten wire and the total length of all collector

elements is 95 cln (length). The chambers were plastic-lined and

heavily coated with Aquadag. Gas sealing was accomplished by the

method of attaching the aluminum shield window support such that

the chambers could function in a vacuum environment.

The subject detection chambers were not designed to be self-quenchlng.

Instead, it was desired that the chambers have a broad decade response
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but not be unnecessarily sluggish at low intensity levels. For

this reason, a variable and therefore selective external quench

circuit was employed in both chamber circuits.

Monitor Instrumentatlon

The monitor instrumentation used for material evaluation consisted of

three high galn linear amplificatlon channels employlng trlode-connected

6AK5 amplifiers. These were followed by a phase splitter pickoff and

video preamplifier for oscilloscope amplifier circuitry employlng6J6

dual triodes, and 6AU6 pentodes in the meter amplifier circuitry.

Since it was desired to obtalnpulse height discrimination in the

meter count by means of switched, precallbrated bias levels, two

methods of countin E were tried in order to select that most flexible

and stable. The first method made use of a driven, one-shot, 12AU7

dual triode multivlbrator circuit in which the input trigger level

could be preset by controlling the bias level. The objective of this

approach was to allow the multlvlbrator to be trlggered only by

pulses which exceeded a predetermined amplitude and by means of bias

control establlsh an amplitude decade. By directly comparing the

multlvlbrator approach to a bias controller driver, bias stabilized

dual-dlode pulse counter, it was determined that better decade

stability and flexibility could be achieved with the driven diode

circuitry. With both circuits, it was noted that a source of error

could be coincident pulses due to the type of radiation chamber

detection used.

The input sensitivity of each instrumentation channel for full-decade

meter circuit function, excluding the detector gas amplification

factor, was -¢0 db to a 1-volt reference. The intercostal lines

between detectors and the amplifier input quench decades were

RG-17/U and RG-8/U coaxial cables as determined by the detector

voltage. Background discrimination control was provided for each

detection channel prior to the video pickoff circuit.
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The monitor instrumentation used was rack-mounted and consisted of

the following units as listed from the rack top shown in Figure 102:

a. Count rate meter panel

b. Aural monitor with amplitude metering

c. Video amplifier, delay network and time-pulse generator

d. Three channel amplifier and count circuitry

e. 900-volt power supply

f. 3000-volt and 2000-volt dual power supply

g. Dual 300-volt plate supply and filament supply for all

circuitry

h. 28-volt relay power supply

The entire arrangement consisting of the detection system and environ-

mental chamber, vacuum pump, instrumentation rack and oscilloscope

video monitor, is shown in Figure 102.

Radioactive Sources

Due to the wide range of performance which was built into the

instrumentation, three different source standards were used during

the initial test and calibration phase.

One source used was an s-emitter calibrated to a p_39 standard. This

source provided 14,400 disintegrations per minute. This source is

shown mounted in Figure 103. An additional source used was a 8-emitter

calibrated at 32,900 disintegrations per minute. This _ source is

shown mounted in Figure 104.

As was previously mentioned, the source of y radiation used to con-

duct the material tests was 3.22 mg of radimn. The roentgen dose

rate index assumption is based upon the 1-cm distance rate from 1 mg

of radium filtered with 0.5-_n platinum for a value of 8.26 r/hr.

The y-ray emission from 0.180 MeV to 2.198 MeV for radium. The

radium source used for tests is shown in Figure 105.
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For statistical data reasons, pictoral measurements were performed

with the two detection chambers operating, from a practical stand-

point, in parallel. This is accomplished by means of a video mlxer,

then to a Tektronic oscilloscope. From the standpoint of meter

monitoring, the chambers were isolated. The parallel equivalence

function, however, was relevant to a single 80 window chamber of
3

420-cm sensitive volume, which was desirable, when considering the

size of the material samples tested.

The background discriminators were adjusted for quiescent state with

the test chamber at atmospheric pressure and the radium source exposed.

The chamber background thus was as shown in Figure 106.

With the test chamber sealed, the vacuum pump was activated, and at

15-in. vacuum, the radiation was video-monltored as shown in Figure 107.

As the air was exhausted beyond 15-in. vacuum, the level increased

rapidly as shown by the Figure 108 photograph taken at 25-in. vacuum.

As shown in Figure 109, the maximum vacuum which could be drawn upon

the test chamber was 29.5 in. without resorting to a diffusion pump.

Therefore, all material testing was accomplished in 29.5-in. vacuum.

The video-monltored radiation level at 29.5-in. vacuum is shown in

Figure 110.

IV. ELASTIC RECOVERy MATERIALS

A. Description of Test Samples and Test Environment

For this test phase of radiation Shield evaluation, the test materials

selected are thoseused specifically in the Narmco expandable space

structure research concepts. These materials are as follows:

i.

2.

3.

Aluminum deposited on polyester terephthalate film

Elastic polyurethane foam of 1.90 ib/ft 3 density

DuPont Type 46971 adhesive
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5.

Laminate composed of PK-IO/_ polyvinyl chloride resin

and glass fabric

Laminate composed of PK-1044 polyvinyl chlorideresin

and regenerated cellulose fiber fabric

Radiation test samples (1 sq it) of the above listed materials at

appropriate thicknesses were prepared for mounting in a 650-cm2area

irradiation window. Since obtaining test samples which were repre-

sentative of conventional manufacturing technology was desired, the

only specification stipulated was that the samples which were similar

in construction be near the same thickness. By this expediency, the

primary purpose was to obtain samples of realistic composite ratios

and dimensional tolerances, as could be expected during their appli-

cation to article manufactured.

During the performance of absorber measurement, the detected radiation

was video-monitored bythe technique previously described, and the

oscilloscope presentation photographed. The relation between

oscilloscope photographs for different test samples may be somewhat

misleading if the differences between test sample densities and

thicknesses are not taken into consideration. The interpretation of

the photographs requires a correlation of monitored data and material

physical properties, the results of which are presented by charts in

Section IV.C.

Prior to conducting tests upon the elastic recovery materials, an

index calibration was made with three calibrated thicknesses of

sheet aluminum. This procedure determined the count rate with the

previously described instrumentation geometry at 0-, I-, 2- and

3-thlckness in the 29.5-in. vacuum environment. The chamber back-

ground setting was as shown in Figure I06 at atmospheric pre6sure.

This procedure allows the expression of exponential absorption in

terms of counts per minute vs. material thickness in a semi-log plot.

The slope of the llne serves to evaluate the absorption coefficient.
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The absorption Coefficient is plotted as function of gm/cm 2 and

as function of atomic number Z. Sincethese values are previously

known, the procedure serves as a reference standard of calibration.

The testing of material samples immediately followed thecalibrating

index and the test chamber background setting checked with each atmos-

pheric cycle of the chamber. The geometry, irradiation, and monitor

procedure were identical for each measurement performed.

The radiation tested samples and the video-monitored radiation level

are shown in the photographs of the test sequence (Figures 111 through

122).

B. Elastic Materials of Modified Z

When considering the relative merit of structural materials for use in

the known space radiation environment, the fact that the attenuation

mechanism for electromagnetic radiation is basically different from

the one for heavy nuclei is immediately noted. As described by

classical theory, a charge which undergoes acceleration produces

radiation. Thus, during the instance in which an incident charged

particle is changed in velocity, or undergoes path deflection, it

radiates electromagnetic energy of a magnitude proportional to the

acceleration.

Since electromagnetic radiation absorption increases with the increase

of the absorber atomic number Z, the same does not hold true for heavy

charged particles. This is shown where the acceleration produced by

a nucleus of charge Z on a particle of charge z with a mass M is

2_. e
proportional to Zz e The intensity, therefore, is proportional to

the square of the magnitude and varies as Z2z2/M2 and the bremsstrahlung

per atom varies as the square of the atomic number Z and inversely with

the square of the mass of the incident particle.
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In the case of space radiation, both electromagnetic and particle

radiation require shielding by the same materials or composite

material. In terms of Z number, the shield requirements are con-

tradictory; however, the immediate requirement due to particle

radiation of the so-called Van Allen belts and solar flare phenomena

must receive due consideration. For this reason, a modification was

made to certain of the elastic recovery materials to include carbon

in their composite structure. Carbon is found to be the third most

effective proton shielding element, the first and second being hydro-

gen and helium in that order.

Three radiation tests were conducted with carbon-loaded test samples

of the elastic recovery materials. The first of these tests was on

a laminate made of PK-1044 resin to which 20_ carbon by weight had

been added and Type 181 glass fabric. The second lam/nate radiation

test was conducted upon a sample fabricated identically to the former

except that Fortisan fabric was used in place of the 181 glass.

In each laminate case, the addition of carbon in the stated amount

results in no apparent change in the elastic properties of the material.

The change in viscosity of the resin due to the carbon addition,

however, makes reproduction of conventional nonloaded laminate resin-

to-glass or Fortisan fabric ratios considerably more difficult.

The third carbon-loaded sample test was performed upon a carbon-

saturated polyurethane foam section similar in dimension to that

shown in Figure 115. In this case, mixing the carbon with the foam

resin components prior to the foaming operation would have been more

desirable, providing an equivalent foam density could be achieved.

However, since past experience has shown that density control upon

carbon loading requires considerable experimentation, the saturation

approach was used.

Figures 123 through 128 present the carbon-loaded test samples and the

resulting vldeo-monitored radiation levels. The measurement sequence
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of these samples in_nediately followed the nonloaded sample tests.

The correlated absorption data are presented in Section IV.C.

Ca Test and Extrapolation Data

The test data presented herein are reduced to charted form in order

to provide convenient design information. Because the effectiveness

of carbon loading for proton shielding was of primary interest, the

mass stopping power for proton radiation is presented by extrapolation

for those materials shown in Figures 123, 125, and 127.

The "effective atomic numbers," relative Z, resulting from the test

evaluations for each of the tested materials are presented in Table 19

below. The lower the relative Z number, the more effective the material

was in shielding against the corpuscular radiation. Table 19 also

lists the material densities P.

TABLE 19

EFFECTIVE ATOMIC NUMBER AND DENSITY

OF ELASTIC RECOVERY MATERIALS

Material Relative Z gm/cm 3

Index reference standard aluminum

Aluminum on polyester terephthalate

PK-I044 resin/181 glass fabric

PK-1044 resin/ regenerated cellulose

fiber fabric

Polyurethane foam

PK-I044 resin-carbon/181 glass fabric

Polyurethane foam-carbon

PK-1044 resin-carbon/regenerated cellu-

lose fiber fabric

DuPont type 46971 adhesive

13.00

12.23

11.34

10.24

9.13

8.80

8.24

8.02

6.92

2.700

1.315

1.680

1.380

0.237

1.395

0.356

1.280

1.240

The gamma-ray shielding material coefficient monogram (Figure 129) is

indexed to determine the "mass attenuation coefficient" _/p (gm/cm 2)
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when the "linear absorption coefficient" _ (cm -I) is known. Con-

sequently, the linear absorption coefficient may be determined when

the mass attenuation coefficient is known. The charted extrapolation

of the mass attenuation coefficient _o/p as a function of photon energy

is given in Figure 130 and may be used with the subject nomogram.

Figures 130 through 137 present the total mass attenuation coefficient,

_o/p, for each of the elastic recoverymaterials with the exception

of those carbon loaded, as a function of photon energy from 0.i MeV

to I00 MeV. The charted data, therefore, are the sum of the three

absorption coefficients (i.e., the photoelectric, the Compton, and the

pair coefficient).

Figures 138 through 145 present charted extrapolations of the "mass

stopping power" for each of the elastic recoverymaterials evaluated,

for proton energies from i MeV to I000 MeV.

V. CONCLUSIONS RESULTING FRC_4ACCRUED AND EXTRAPOLATED TEST DATA

Although the procedures employed to evaluate the composite elastic recovery

materials are not entirely accurate over the extrapolated energy spectrums

presented in Section IV.C, the charted data are considered sufficiently

accurate for design purposes.

In consideration of bremsstrahlung, and in terms of A/Z ratios, each of

the elastic recovery materials tested has a higher figure of merit than

aluminum for stopping charged particles. Of particular significance is

the carbon-loaded regenerated cellulose fiber fabric laminate for proton

shield applications.

Upon consideration of various shielding requirements, the flexibility and

practical aspects of employing elastic shielding materials in applications

in other than expandable structures are noted. For example, the low

materials could find use in spacecraft compound hull designs where a low

outer shell and high Z absorber shell (internally) are desired. Thus,

the composite material could serve as a micrometeoroid bumper as well as

reduce bremsstrahlung.
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In cases where the intended applications apply to auxiliary structures

for use in an environment of particle radiation, the relative shielding

merit of the elastic recovery materials may be considered very good com-

pared to aluminum. Typical applications would be airlocks, storage

shelters, work shelters, short-exposure personnel shelters, etc.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. The instrumentation employed to obtain the data was not considered to

be "first order" for the following reasons:

i. The test chamber employed for tests does not represent the

space environment.

2. The radiation detection means installed in the chamber are

not optimized.

, In order to conserve on instrumentatlon, the present three

monitor channels share the circuitry con=non to the monitor

units and, therefore,some interaction is detectable which

must be compensated for during testing.

4. The magnitude and type of radiation used is not sufficient

to study deterioration effects upon the materials being tested.

B. In view of these deficiencies, the following recoranendations are

made:

. Redesign the test chamber as a "cold-wall" type such that the

thermal spectrum from a carbon arc lamp (solar simulation) can

be injected by means of an appropriate window. The chamber

diameter should be increased to allow improved radiation test

geometry.

2. Improve the radiation detection to include particle detection

systems, particularly neutron detection.
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3. Improve the monitor instrumentation by improving channel iso-

lation, improving circuitry, add a count scaler and pulse height

monitor, and increase the voltage stability to the detection

systems.

4. A Cobalt 60 source Of greater magnitude is a desired replacement

for the radium source used in material screening. Following

screening, candidate materials should further be evaluated with

particle radiation. This source would preferably be a Van de

Graaff generator with an analyzing magnet, appropriate modifi-

cation kits, and provide energies in the 2-HeV range.
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F i g u r e  103. a R a d i a t i o n  Source  

F i g u r e  104. R a d i a t i o n  Source  
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Figure 105. y Radiation Source 

Figure 106. Test Chamber Background Setting 
at Atmospheric Pressure 
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Figure 108. Video-Monitored Radiation Level 
at 25-in. Vacuum 

Figure 107. Video-Monitored Radiation Level 
at 15-in. Vacuum 
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Figure 109. Vacuum Environment During 
Calibration and Material 
Tests 

Figure 110. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level at 29.5-in. Vacuum 
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Figure 111. Aluminum Index Reference 
Standard 
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Figure 112. Video-Monitored Radiation 
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Figure 113. Test Sample of Aluminum 
Deposited on Mylar 

Figure 114. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 
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Figure 115. Test Sample of 
Polyurethane 
Elastic Foam 

I 
Figure 116. Video-Monitored Radiation 

Level 



Figure 117. Test Sample of DuPont 
Type 46971 Adhesive 
on 1.5-mil Cellophane 
Base 

Figure 118. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 
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Figure 119. Test Sample of Laminate 
(PK-1044 resin and 181 
glass fabric) 

Figure 120. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 
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Figure 121. Test Sample of Laminate 
(PK-1044 resin and 
Fortisan fabric) 

Figure 122. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 



Figure 123. Test Sample of Laminate 
(PK-1044 resin with 20% 
by weight carbon load- 
ing and type 181 glass 
fabric) 

Figure 124. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 
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Figure 125. Test Sample of Laminate 
(PK-1044 resin with 20% 
by weight carbon load- 
ing and Fortisan fabric) 

Figure 126. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 



Figure 127. Carbon-Saturated 
Polyurethane 
Elastic Foam 

Figure 128. Video-Monitored Radiation 
Level 
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APPENDIX F

A STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW AND A CONCEPT

FOR LARGE, EXPANDABLE SPACE ANTENNAS

EMPLOYING ELASTIC RECOVERY MATERIALS

Abstract

This report evaluates those factors of major consequence

in the design and construction of large antenna reflecting

apertures for use in space environments. The types of

antennas considered are those applicable to microwaves in

the conventional medium microwave spectrum. The discussions

include some of the problems which relate to different con-

struction methods and assembly procedures, as well as the

serious effects of environment.

A design is considered to alleviate the construction prob-

lems and environmental effects usually encountered in

large space antenna designs. This approach is presently

the subject of a Narmco patent disclosure, and has re-

sulted from the study of construction and dimensional error

problems associated with parabolic reflector antennas. The

subject approach makes use of elastic recovery expandable

materials in unique applications to achieve structural,

environmental, and performance efficiency.

In order to emphasize the problem areas associated with

conventional concepts of space antenna design, the dis-

cussions detail the current antenna state-of-the-art limi-

tations to show certain areas in concept designs where

ass_mptions made are invalid.
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A STATE-0F-THE-ART REVIEW AND A CONCEPT

FOR LARGE, EXPANDABLE SPACE ANTENNAS

EMPLOYING EIJ_STIC RECOVERY MATERIALS

by

C. E. Wolcott

II INTRODUCTION

Generally, space antenna concepts may be divided into two basic categories:

the class of antennas based upon resonant elements to achieve directivity,

and the class of antennas based upon collimation techniques. Antennas in

the resonant element class are typified by the use of parasitic, helical,

spiral, log-periodic, slot and other forms of elements and are often found

in the form of arrays. The class of antennas based upon collimation prin-

ciples is typified by parabolic reflectors, horns, and lens, and may also

be used in arrays.

In functional terms, the directivity of an antenna (gain, Go) is not

necessarily of separate identity from collimation. However, a difference

may be recognized in a physical definition between the two classes relatin E

to performance. Where the requirement specifies a very high gain function

which can only be satisfied by extremely complex arrays in the resonant

element case, using the far less complex collimation principles is found

to be advantageous.

Therefore, the following discussions and evaluation for large, highly

directive space antennas will pertain to the class of antennas referred

to as employing microwave collimating reflectors or lens. Because the

antennas are to be considered for use in space, a particular envirorm_nt

is specified, and, therefore, the first consideration should be the evalua-

tion of concepts of construction in terms of the specified envirorunent.
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If. CONCEPTS FOR SPACE ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION

A review of practice and proposed space antenna concepts, of the collimating

mirror reflector category, shows a general preference for the parabola of

revolution. A wide variety of parabola construction methods have been

proposed in attempts to achieve relatively light weight, a compact packaging

for space vehicle transportation, ease of deployment in space, large aperture

areas_ and, in a few cases, obtain the required precision reflecting surface

mandatory for efficient microwave antenna performance. These concepts have

been based upon designs which include the following:

i. Inflatable parabolas of plastic'fabric materials

2. Inflatable tubular structural members which support reflecting

membranes

3. Plastic apertures of revolution deployed by inflating members

which are then separated

4. Plastic foamed-in-place reflectors

5. Unfolding or unfurling segment "petal" parabolas of revolution

6. Parabola assemblies composed of reflecting panel segments

It is of particular significance that the concepts proposed generally neglect

to take into consideration two very important factors, either of which may

cause the performance as an antenna to be worthless. These factors are the

accuracy as a parabola to which the structure can be deployed, and the

accuracy in the solar environment to which the reflecting surface can be

maintained as a parabola.

Note the specific requirement for obtaining functional efficiency from a

parabolic reflector antenna, wherein the reflective surface deviation shall

not exceed 1/8 wavelength (_/8) 0 and preferably no more than 1/16 wavelength

(_/16)_ from that of the equation defined theoretical paraboloid. At a con-

ventional frequency in the midrange of the microwave spectrum (X-band), the

dimensional tolerance values of _/8 = 0.157 in. or _/16 = 0.078 in. are

determined allowables consisting of sum-total of realistic values which

results from various error contributions. Often, the allowable reflector
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surface error is specified in terms of an rms value. This is not a completely

accurate definition, since it does not define the error distribution, which

should always be specifiedwhen the fractional wavelength of allowable error

is specified. For example, consider the differences in surface error between

a parabola for which the deviation is specified to be 0.078 in. (_/16) with

a one-sigma gaussian error distribution, and a like parabola specified to

be 0.157 in. (_/8) with a three-sigma gaussian error distribution. Since

it is possible to index the parabola vertex, x=O, y-=0, into an antenna arrange-

ment such that a '_est fit" parabola to the antenna arrangement is achieved,

obtaining near-equivalent performance from either of the two example re-

flectors is entirely feasible. The opposite occurs, however, if the speci-

fication of error distribution were reversed with the respec_ive reflectors.

The above discussion considers the total deviation error of a parabola

surface from that of an equation-defined theoretical parabola. Now in

order that the parabolic surface be related to the theoretical or perfect

parabola, it is required that an index relation be established between the

vertex of the parabola in question, and the vertex of the theoretical para-

bola. This results in the division of the total allowable error tolerance

into positive and negative values referenced to the theoretical parabola

coordinates. Thus, the allowable deviation tolerance for the k/8 example

case is stated as ±0.078 in. to the theoretical reference and the k/16

example as ±0.039 in. to the theoretical reference, the distribution in

each case being specified. Some of the sources which are common contri-

butors to the total allowable deviation error are examined in the subse-

quent sections.

A. Manufacturing Tolerances

Regardless of the manufacturing technique used or the type of materials

employed in fabrication processes, the resulting component or assembly

will possess a manufacturing dimensional deviation. This fact is

demonstrated by the inability of the manufacturer to produce two or

more exactly identical components. The occurrence of error is in-

cluded in all engineering design by the addition of positive and nega-

tive tolerance values to the linear and/or angular dimensions.
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Assembly Tolerances

If a parabolic reflector is made up of components or component

assemblies, a dimensional difference will exist in the relation

between one component and another. The primary causes of this are

the nonexact uniformity between components and the instrumentation

procedures used to establish the component relationships. A further

elaboration will be on these error sources in section III of this

report.

Ali_nment Tolerances

The case is often encountered with parabolic reflectors wherein assembly

of components to dimensions within specified tolerances serves only to

index the relation of one component to another. Tolerances are usually

found to be accumulative, resulting in dimension amplification. There-

fore, alignment is conveniently specified so that the mean sum of

assembly and manufacturing tolerances fall within a total specified

tolerance value. This dimensional tolerance is of particular signifi-

cance where an antenna parabolic reflector is of large area and

assembled from numerous components.

Environmental Tolerances

The false assumption that earth environments have no relation to an

antenna in space is a mistake often made by the space antenna designer,

who generally assumes that "since the space antenna is used in a weight-

less environment, the effect of earth's gravity has no bearing upon

the antennas design." This assumption can be disproved upon examination

of a design which has been favorably received as feasible for parabolic

reflectors and solar mirrors, and consists of unfolding or unfurling

"petal segments" to form the parabola. Now, in consideration of the

weightless space environment, extreme rigidity of the petal is not

required, and low vehicle transportation weight being desired results

in a petal designed as a thin membrane, or, at best, a relatively

light and thin sandwich structure which can be attached at the root

end.
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During the processes of manufacture and assembly of the petal concept,

the question arises as to what procedures may be employed to determine

that a parabolic petal segment has been produced, or, that the petals

will assemble into a parabolic structure which will satisfy the space

antenna requirement.

Because the petal possesses very low stiffness in the gravity environ-

ment, the effect of gravity induces bending and, therefore, the

petal assumed a contour which is not parabolic. One might assume

that a petal contour could be measured horizontally with the surface

up, and then rotated 180 degrees to a face-down position for contour

measurement, thus allowing the determining of contour as the mean

average by subtracting gravity deflections. It will be determined

that this is not a valid procedure because the petal will not deflect

the same in both directions due to the differences in curvature as

defined by the equations for the two surfaces. A classic example of

this occurrence, due to gravity, is illustrated in Figure 146, which

shows a very rigid parabolic petal segment installed in a deflection

fixture_ allowing the petal to be rotated in the horizontal attitude.

The petal shown is constructed of stretch-formed aluminum skins and

aluminum honeycomb core in a sandwich arrangement, and has a very

high stiffness-to-weight ratio.

Although the test fixture shown in Figure 146 is constructed of tubular

steel and gusseted at all joints, this fixture was found to be inade-

quate for accurate measurement of petal deflection, because the

fixture itself excessively deflected in rotation, such that valid

measurements could not be made. A more stringent technique was em-

ployed to determine that a petal attitude deflection of 0.024-in.

static and 0.007-in. dynamic occurred between the petal-face-up and

petal-face-horizontal attitudes.

Now in the case of the space antenna petal which has low stiffness,

the problem of demonstrating that a parabolic segment has been pro-

duced or that a series of such petals will assemble into an arrangement
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which represents a parabola of revolutlon in a weightless environment

becomes a near-impractlcable task. This is partlcularly the case

when efficient performance at X-band frequencies (±0.039-In. contour)

is specified.

The subsequent section will briefly consider the next stringent en-

vlronmental factor which has extensive effect upon a petal segment of

a parabola of revolution, this effect being temperature. In the case

of the petal shown in Figure 146, the effect of temperature upon the

contour _s determined over a temperature range from -40"¥ to 149OFo

The design nominal temperature was 77°F. In order to better under-

stand the full implication of temperature effect, the geometry of

the petal is shown in its parabolic arrangement by Figure 147. The

illustration thus shows the parabola coordinate system and gives the

diameter and F/D ratio.

At -40°F, the petal tip x-coordinate decreases from the 77°F nominal

coordinate in the value of -0.0754 in., but at the same time, the

decrease in radial y-coordinate is -0.1992 in. At 149°F, the x-

coordinate increases, in reference to the 77°F nominal coordinate,

by the value of 0.0942 in., and the y-coordinate increases above

nominal by the value of 0.1226 in. The actual error of the x-coordinate

is 0.1526 in. However, in terms of the parabola coordinates as speci-

fied in F/D, the changed position of y must be taken into consideration.

Thus, the maximum thermal deviation in contour at -40°F will be

0.0613 in. This exceeds the total allowable ±0.039-In. contour deviation

for an X-band antenna.

Emphasis must be placed on the fact that the above deviations occurred

under conditions of thermal equilibrium in whlch the petal structure

achieved thermal stabillty. Consider now the condition in the space

envlromnent where a thermal solar load of 440 Btu/hr/ft 2 is applled

to only one surface of the petal. Adding to this obviously large

deviation the cumulatlve tolerances of manufacture, assembly, and
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estimated alignment due to the gravity environment, the petal concept

appears as a ridiculous reflector approach for large X-band space

antennas. This is not necessarily true, however, if certain objectives

are found feasible which make use of the repositloned coordinate x with

a corresponding change in the coordinate y. Of course, this approach

requires petals of almost perfect "sink" characteristics and probably

of unity core/skln weight ratio, very thin petals, and a precise selec-

tion of F/D ratio as dictated by the thermal environment.

IIl. THE FALLACY OF PHYSICAL MEAS_S

The preceding discussions have illustrated that the successful producing

of a parabolic reflector for space antennas should require verification by

measurement. This discussion, therefore, shall examine the measurement

techniques applicable to large precision parabolic reflectors. Since it

is inconceivable that such measurements would not be contemplated prior

to deployment in space where the measurement penalties are much more severe,

the limitations of measurement in the earth environment are those examined.

For explicit purposes of illustration, the example antenna reflectors

selected for these discussions are each considered to represent the state-

of-the-art in their respective applications.

A. Summary of Measurement Methods

Two basic categories of measurement may be employed to obtain the

descriptive dimensions of a parabolic reflector in terms of its

geometrical coordinates. These two classes of measurement procedure

are defined as "optical tooling" and "comparative tooling."

Optical tooling consists of employing the magnified line-of-slght

from points of reference to points in question, in geometrical

arrangements. The optically established points, in relation to

references, may then be used for the geometrical determination of

distances. Points of reference or those of question are not always

required to possess identity, as in the case where an angle is in

question and, as an example, the line of sight is directed to an
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autocollimating mirror, prism, or optical square. The most useful

items of optical tooling are the tooling telescope with micrometer

head, theodolite with optical plumb and collimator light, collimating

mirror target, and optical square.

Comparative tooling consists of those forms of physical calibration

of geometric dimension which include: tapes, bar scales, templates,

dlal indicator instruments, protractors, plumblines, and bubble levels.

The incremental preclaion of these measurement instruments are valid

only within the limits of calibration and specific modes of use.

l. Comparative Measurement Techniques and Limitations

When dimensional measurements are performed upon parabolic re-

flectors of relatively small size (up to 20-ft diameter), it has

been the general practice in industry to make use of comparative

tooling procedures. When the reflector is of large-aperture

diameter, convenient use if made of optical tooling because it

is considered extremely difficult to precisely measure the linear

distance between two points by comparative methods. Consider,

for example, the dimensional deviations associated with a pre-

cision bar-scale of the type generally accepted in the manufacture

of product tooling. The scribe marking of such scales is usually

of sufficient accuracy as to permit reading with a magnifier to

within 0.010-in. divlslon-to-division, in reference to the dimen-

sion being measured. Note, however, that the marking contains

width_ and therefore an exact measured distance requires inter-

pretation. Further, it is considered that the scale marking and

index points are applied to the scale within limits of accuracy

containing some tolerance value over which the scribe marking

is performed. Finally, because the markings are applied to the

scale at some value of temperature, the indexed dimensions may

be considered valid only at a calibrating temperature as deter-

mined by the thermal coefficient of the material.
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As in the case of scales, similar tolerance errors occur with

tapes. Conventional tapes sometimes used during the construc-

tion of large parabolic apertures are not intended for precision

measurement. This may be verified by comparing the full, extended

dimension of several 50-it tapes, particularly if the tapes are

of different materials. So-called precision tapes are available,

however, some of which are round wire types having low thermal

expansion coefficient materials. The finite incremental

marking of such tapes is usually only in the end foot, and usually

they require that some specified poundage of tension be applied

to reduce tape sag over a given length in order to achieve the

precallbrated length. The interpretation of measurement is re-

quired similarly as that with the scale.

The tape and scale find wide use in the layout and location of

coordinate points which, when faired into a curve, identify the

surface of index curvature of a parabola template. In the con-

ventional practice of the manufacture of a parabolic reflector,

a template is usually prepared which contains the initial layout

of parabolic coordinates and serves as the master template to

which all following tooling, fixtures, product and check instru-

mentation is indexed. The problem of dimensional precision

begins with the master template. The layout of coordinate

points is often accomplished by the use of scales which themselves

contain some increment of error; however, to simplify this dis-

cussion, the indexing of coordinate points shall be assumed to

be perfect. The layout of the parabolic curve between index

points is accomplished by a very fine scribe line. Repeating

measurements under careful conditions will generally establish

the fact that the dimensional reliability of the scribe line,

due to the line width and necessary fairing, to be accurate within

±0.005 in. If care is exercised to trim and finish the surface

of curvature so as to only approach and not consume the scribe

llne, the above tolerance reliability can be halved to -0.000 +0.005 in.
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Of course a '_uman factor" tolerance enters into the above,

but these have been included in the tolerance values given by

assuming an experienced precision toolmaker.

Greater accuracies are generally claimed where the template is

cut by means of numerically programmed machines. When attempting

to obtain templates of greater accuracy, however, producers

generally decline to certify a tolerance of less than 0.005 in.,

although greater accuracies to as low as ±0.002 in. are stated

without guarantee.

When a contour check template is produced from the curve of the

master parabolic template, it contains the inherent O.O05-in.

error in a negative direction because of its hyperbolic shape.

Because the parabolic surface to be measured contains deviations

in both the positive and negative directions from the nominal

curvature, a check template of exact contour cannot be used due

to the inability of fitting it to a nominal surface. Therefore,

the check template requires that some preselected constant

offset value be used to establish a reference surface of curva-

ture, at the preselected offset distance from the nominal

theoretical parabola as defined by the master template. Note

that the offset curvature is no longer defined by the parabola

equation, and that if the same layout procedure is used as in

the case of the master template, the uncertainty tolerance of

the curve is approximately ±0.005 in. Thus, due to the single

tolerance of the master template, the uncertainty tolerance

resulting in the check template will be -0.010 +0.005 in.

The problem now arises to determine the most exacting procedure

of checking the parabola surface with the check template. The

template cannot simply be applied to the surface under test

because the check template containing the parabolic curve must

also contain the axis of revolution. The template axis of
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revolution must be exactly coincident with the axis of symmetry

of the parabola under test, otherwise measurement error occurs

as the template is rotated. Several approaches have been used

to overcome this problem and at the same time improve tolerance

relationships, two significant examples of which are discussed

in the following section.

Figure 148 shows a precision 12-ft K-band antenna reflector with

a contour check template installed for test. In this case, the

template contains dial indicators Which measure only seven points

on the reflector panel surface segments and thus does not con-

stitute a template in the true sense. The dial indicators,

however, may be preset to a nominal value equal to a nominal

contour and thus achieve greater tolerance precision. The test

fixture of this example has a post installed into a surface plate

to define both the axis of revolution of the template and the

axis of symmetry of the reflector being aligned. The reflector

petal segments are located to the surface plate by means of their

respective attach points and the petal position is then adjusted

to obtain the desired template indicator readings.

Because the check template is a beam subject to gravity deflec-

tion, bending of the center axis would occur if it were not

counterweighted as shown in Figure 148. But since the template

must be rotated, some bearing tolerance must be allowed, and

this can produce a positive or negative tolerance as a function

of radial distance along the template. The possible tolerance

errors of this example system are as follows:

a. Vertical tolerance of axial location

b. Tolerance due to template bending

c. Indicator index tolerance

d. Bending tolerance due to petal attitude

e. Thermal tolerance of both template and reflector if not

maintained at nominal index throughout calibration and

alignment sequence

f. Tolerance due to allowed clearance between the vertical

column and template bearing





These various sources of tolerance deviation are reasonably

controllable when the reflector aperature is of small diameter,

as shown in Figure 148. However, as the aperture diameter is

increased to the order of about 20 it, the deviations become

extremely difficult to control and require that more stringent

methods be employed, as will be shown in the following case.

The example antenna shown in Figure 149 is a petal segment con-

cept in the process of contour alignment. Close examination of

Figure 149 will show numerous areas where tolerance considerations

are made. In this case, the entire reflector assembly is supported

on a gigantic rotatable headstock, thus allowing the template to

remain fixed respective to index. The attitude of the reflector

pointing horizontally is such as to normalize the deflection due

to gravity. The contour check template is designed and installed

in the vertical position so as to minimize deflection due to

gravity, and dial indicators are used to the nominal index setting.

The axis of rotation and, in this case, the axis of synnnetry are

an optical reference established by means of an autocollimated

light, telescopic line of sight through the headstock rotating

shaft, to a mirror at the far end of the building (not shown).

In this example, the reflector, fixtures, and instrumentation

environment is controlled by controlling the temperature of the

building, thus including temperature control of the concrete floor,

which is considered in instrumentation relationships. Although

extensive care is exercised to reduce dimensional tolerances,

some tolerance value exists in each dimensional relation, within

allowable limits. The point is stressed, however, that even

though the more than structurally adequate antenna should be

adjusted perfectly to a theoretical X-band contour by the pro-

cedures shown in Figure 149, it could not adequately maintain this

contour within X-band design specified contour deviation limits

when placed in a space environment. This is primarily due to

thermal change in the structure and its segmented petal design.
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o Optical Measurement Techniques and Limitations

Because dimensional tolerances increase rapidly with increasing

dimensions, large-aperture reflector measurements must resort to

optical tooling techniques in order to achieve the desired contour

accuracy. Unlike the comparative measurement technique, optical

tooling does not directly measure the dimension between two points,

but instead is used to determine angles of lines of sight so that

the dimension may be calculated. When the limitations of the

instrumentation are known and fully considered in the optical

measurements being performed, the calculated dimensions are re-

liable within instrumentation tolerances plus the ability of the

instrument operator and his interpretation. The important notation

is made that when repeating measurements, different instrument

operators seldom obtain identical data. For this reason, optical

tooling experience is an important prerequisite.

Because the tooling telescope and theodolite make use of the

magnified line of sight from point to point, gravity deflections

do not occur as in the case of comparative measurement instrumen-

tation between the points. The effect of gravity is not wholly

absent as a source of error, however, because of the usual require-

ment for reference level. Most optical instrumentation used for

the measurement of planes, and angles in elevation employ e bubble

level which is positioned by gravity. In the case of the theodolite,

the bubble is centered according to its case scale calibration,

the instrument is rotated 90 degrees, and the bubble is again

centered such that by repeating the rotation the bubble does not

deviate from its centered position. This centering action estab-

lishes the horlzontal reference plane for the optic piece and its

elevation scale. If the theodolite is a conventional standard

model, the readout error could be 0.120 in. in 100 ft. The reason

for this error is that the standard theodolite usually employs a

bubble which is accurate within 20 seconds of arc. It is therefore
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important to remember that 1 second of arc represents 0.006 in.

in i00 ft. Theodolites may be obtained which employ a split-

coincidence bubble capable of achieving i second of arc accuracy.

This does not explicitly state, however, that the elevation scale

of the optic piece is zero-referenced to this angular accuracy, as

verified by the method by which instrument manufacturers state

accuracies. Generally the manufacturer states that an instrument

will read and repeat to within some value. What is often omitted

is the distance over which this stated accuracy is valid; on

occasion this has been found to be i ft from the instrument optic.

One source of bubble error is not often recognized in conducting

finite measurement over large distances. This occurs when the

instrument is aligned at a facility considerably distant from the

area of intended use. Since the instrument calibration is refer-

enced to a bubble centered by gravity, the calibration is directly

related to the gravity vector in the facility area. There is no

valid reason to assume that the gravity vector will be the same in

the area of instrument use. This implies, of course, that a call-

bration check should always be made in the area of intended use.

Confirming the validity of precision theodolites necessary for the

alignment of antenna structures can be accomplished by referencing

the bubble and elevation scale to a vertical optical axis estab-

lished by instrument rotation under an autocollimatlng mirror

target. The type of instrument reticle used plays an important

part in the precision alignment of large antennas. It is found

that when observing the marking of a precision 6-ft tooling scale

at i00 ft with a single reticle instrument_ the reticle will cover

0.025 in. to 0.030 in. The more suitable instrument has a double

reticle and, thus, by employing a white face scale s the double

reticle brackets the black marking, permitting precision interpre-

tation. One further instrument tolerance should receive due con-

sideration: this concerns the optic resolving power. Manufacturers

generally give the resolving power for instruments of high precision
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as 2.9 to 3.5 seconds of arc. Thus, the accuracy tolerance of

optical instrumentatlon is determined by totaling the various

values of angular uncertainties in consideration of the distance

over which measurement is to be performed.

Composite Optical Instrumentation For Antenna Measurement

The use of standard optical instruments to measure and align

extremely large precision reflecting surfaces requires that ex-

treme techniques often typified as state-of-art be applied. The

technique is not found impractical_ however, as verified by the

precision alignment of the cornucopia horn antennas used with the

Telstar system. Theodolites referenced to a precision bench-mark

plot were used to allen the horn at And.vet Maine to ±0.040 in. and

the one in France to ±0.080 in. with precise temperature control

being considered. For this alignment, however, the horns are

inverted in elevation pointing angle so that measurements are

performed at ground level with the bench-mark plot actually func-

tionin E equivalent to a large optical bench. In the case of large

parabolic reflector anteuna_ the benchmark reference system

cannot reasonably be established; thus, it becomes necessary to

employ new techniques.

The optical instrument shown in Figure 150 was developed specifi-
(63)

cally for the alignment of large-aperture diameter X-band antennas.

This instrument consists of a precision vertical centerless ground

steel column supporting a horizontal optical bench that can be

raised and rotated about the column. Lateral and angular adjustment

of the column are made at the column base to allow it to be centered

and plumbed to within i second of arc.

The optical bench supports two alignment telescopes. One sights

along a radial line from the column center to orient the optical

bench and provide a vertical distance measurement relative to the

reflector. The other_ which is set at fixed angle and moves along
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the optical bench to provide ranging measurements, is indexed to

a linear scale - yielding radial range directly in inches.

Because alignment telescopes have a pointing accuracy of only

3.5 seconds of arc, this could result in a O.021-in. error in

I00 ft, amplified by the I second of arc vertical column error

as a function of the heighth of the optical bench. The optical

accuracy can be improved to greatly reduce the above error tolerance

through the use of paired-line targets. This method relies upon

the ability of the observer to center the telescope crosshairs

between paired lines on the target. Thus, by this expediency, the

telescope accuracy can be increased to less than 1 second of arc.

In order to use the parabolascope rangefinder instrument for the

alignment of a large X-band parabola, it is mandatory that thermal

environment be controlled. It is necessary to enclose both the

optical alignment system and the parabola being measured in a

housing, such that the temperature of the instrument and the para-

bola can be stabilized to ±I°F. If the controlled temperature

deviates as much as 3°F, the measurement or alignment tolerance

error will exceed the allowable for X-band antennas. A convenient

type of environmental control housing which has given satisfactory

environmental control is shown in Figure 151. The housing is a

fabric-plastic enclosure held in its semirigid, erected state by

air pressure.

The Performance of Antenna Reflector Alignment in the Space

Environment

The preceding techniques which describe the precision measurement

of parabolic reflectors each have one common requirement; i.e., the

establishing of a necessary reference plane through the use of a

bubble level reacted upon by gravity.

For those antenna concepts which propose to construct or assemble

large parabolic reflectors in space, the present concepts of align-

ment and measurement will be nearly useless, for the simple reason
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Figure 153. Thermal Gradient Deflection Test; Dial Gage Locations,
Top View of Panel. Supports Fixed



IV.

that the bubble reference cannot be established. The solution

of this problem could constitute the most difficult task in this

concept approach, particularly if the requirement is near the

microwave X-band region for the resulting reflector, k_en including

best-effort instrumentation error in consideration of the space

environment, in addition to the absence or simulation of reference,

the concept appears unfeasible.

THE THERMAL DEFORMATION OF ANTENNA REFLECTOR STRUCTURES

Because of the need to demonstrate that a space antenna reflector has been

produced which will contain the dimensions required for antenna performance

in space, one might assume that a lightweight rigid structure could fulfill

the specification. When structural stiffness with very light weight is the

criterion, the obvious design approach is to use a sandwich type of construc-

tion. Since it can be assumed that the one space environment which will

have the greatest effect upon the precision structure is thermal, the de-

signer seeks means of reducing thermal deflections.

If the design divides the parabolic reflector into a multiple of segment

panels, and these panels are to be reassembled in space, the design must

provide means of isolating the thermal deflection of each panel from the

adjacent panels. When the antenna is to be used in areas of space other

than directly in the earth's shadow, the effect of unsy_netrical thermal

solar loading must be considered. Because the space environment constitutes

an excellent insulating medium, and obtaining a perfect sink between sandwich

skins is found to be nearly impracticable, the exposed panel surface grows

while the shadowed surface contracts, according to the material thermal

coefficient. If the segment panels are edge-attached, the error developed

in the center panels will be radially transmitted to adjacent panels across

the reflector aperature. This leads to the consideration of a design in

which each panel is thermally isolated from its neighbor.
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Microwave X-band reflectors with large-aperature diameters which contain

thermally isolated panels have been produced. An example 60-ft diameter

aperature X-band parabolic reflector employing the thermally isolated panel

concept is shown in Figure 152. A study of the thermal deflection of the

panels which compose a sandwich surface of the type shown in Figure 152 is

pertinent to the thermal deflection of panels in space, although the study

environment was much less severe.

A. Tests of Parabolic Reflector Panel Deflections Due to Thermal Gradients (64)

A test stand to provide infinite fixity of the supports was designed and

manufactured. The stand was equipped with dial gages to indicate its

deflection within ±0.0005 in. and with tension rods for adjustment to

its original dimensions. The panels were attached to the stand with

special fittings and 3/4-in. diameter studs. For the single supported

condition, the studs were removed.

All deflections were measured directly with dial gages. Various types

of gages were used. The largest graduation of any gage was 0.001 in.

The gages were supported on a frame separate from the test stand to

prevent influence by stand movement during adjustment of the stand.

Locations of the gages for the various tests are shown in Figures 153

and 154.

A silicone rubber, electric blanket manufactured especially for this

test was used to heat the concave surface of the panel to provide

the thermal gradients. The blanket is rated at 5.3-kw maximum and

was supplied power by a powerstat to obtain stepless control. Power

input to the blanket was measured by a voltmeter and ammeter. Since

the blanket was measured by resistance element, a unity power factor

was assumed.

Temperature was measured by iron-constantan thermocouple probes

using the potentiometer null-balance method of determining emf.

Locations of probes for all tests are shown in Figure 155.
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Calculation of heat transmitted by the panel was made using known

K values on thermal conductivity of "Advent" antenna panels.
X

An approximate value for deflection of the panel due to its own weight

was measured. To do this, the panel was simply supported by its end

supports and dial gages positioned along the centerline and at the end

supports. All gages were set at zero. The center of gravity of the

panel was lifted until the gages at the supports showed movement and

lowered just until these gages indicated zero. The deflection indi-

cated was assumed to be approximately twice the deflection due to the

weight of the panel.

Table 201ists the maximum deflection, its location, and the corresponding

thermal gradient and mean temperature where appropriate. (Data reference

numbers are used to indicate corresponding curves and table entries.)

Table 21 contains a summary of temperature and heat data.

For various thermal gradients with the panel in both the fixed and

simply supported condition, the deflection characteristics are similar.

The deflection of the panel is a function of the temperature gradient,

the method of support, and the geometry of the panel. The location of

the point of maximum deflection depends on the method of support. Varia-

tions in magnitudes of temperature gradients will influence location

of this point of maximum deflection. In order to compare data for the

6
two panels, the dimensionless ratio, _, was plotted as a function of

At�t, which is also dimensionless. The maximum deflection is 6, the

distance from the nearest support to the point of maximum deflection

is L, the gradient is _ and the mean temperature of the panel is t.

Curves for the fixed and simply supported condition are shown in

Figure 156. Curves showing deflection as a function of distance along

the centerline of the panels are included for the following:

I. Panel No. i, Supports fixed (Figure 157)

2. Panel No. 2_ Supports fixed (Figure 158)
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TABLE 20

MAXIMUM DEFLECTION DAT_ SUMMARY (64)

Max.

Deflection,
in.

Distance Distance

From Large To Nearest

End Along Support

, in. in.

Thermal

Gradient,
oF

Mean Temp,
oF

Da ta

Ref. No.

Panel No. i, Supports Fixed

0.027

0.035

0.051

0.023

0.022

0.024

0.044

0

14

25

0

0

0

3O

24

27.8

34.7

8.7

18.3

30.4

Panel No. 2, Supports Fixed
l

24

24

24

38.

145

141

134

6-20

11-20

4-22

10.3

9.9

9.1

25.65

Panel No. i, Simply Supported

117

132

143

157

2-13

3-13

4-13

7-13

0.038

0.080

0.104

0.172

44

52

53

52

50.3

57.3

58.2

57.3

9.5

16.0

24.0

32.1

104

121

146

179

8-5

9-5

i0-5

11-5

0.016

0.047

0.054

0.063

0.072

0.085

0.106

Panel No. 2, Simply

24

52

52

48

48

5O

50

34

57.2

57.2

53.6

53.6

55.4

55.4

Panel No. i, One Facing Free,

Supported

9.8

13.0

15.2

16.7

17.0

17.0

22.0

Other

130

132

131

141

145

125

148

ii-ii

12-11

13-11

14-11

15-11

2-12

4-12

Facing Fixed

0.008

0.030

0.032

0.041

0.054

0

26

29

29

26

24

35.4

37.6

37.6

35.4

7.5

15.3

20.6

26.0

32.8

109

120

134

152

188

2-6

3-6

5-7

6-7

7-7
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3. Panel No. I, Simply supported (Figure 159)

4. Panel No. 2, Simply supported (Figure 160)

The data indicate that an intolerable situation for deflection of the

panel occurs with a large gradient, large mean temperature, and simple

supports. For similar gradients and temperature, the least deflection

results with all supports infinitely fixed. However, it should be

noted that least deflection does not necessarily means least local

distortion. With all supports fixed, the shorter span of the panel

is deflected much more than when only one facing is fixed. The deflec-

tion of the longer span is approximately the same for both situations.

The maximumdeflection due to a thermal gradient cannot, in general,

be added directly to the maximum mechanical deflection. The points

of maximum deflection due to the two mechanisms will normally differ.

Further, the method of support and the existing reactions at the

supports due to the thermal gradient must be considered for an accurate

determination of total deflection.

V. CONCLUSIONS RESULTING FROM THE PARABOLIC ANTENNA STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW

ae Conclusion Criteria

The conclusions stated in the following are based upon present limita-

tions in manufacturing technology, limits of exactness in measurement

techniques, the environmental stability of usable materzals, and the

present design concepts for microwave antenna reflectors in the medium

microwave spectrum wherein surface contour of approximately ±0.040 in.

are desired.

io To predict the performance of a parabolic reflector in space

within reasonable limits of accuracy requires the geometrical

relations of the components be measured in the Earth's environment.

. A parabola of revolution reflector with a constant surface con-

tinuity in a large nonuniform thermal environment has a relatively
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small maximum usable diameter established by its sink stability

and the applied service temperature differential. This environ-

mental consequence applies regardless of types of material or

construction methods used.

. When the environmental service temperature range is large, efficient

microwave antenna performance cannot be achieved with the large

parabolic petal concept of reflector design. This holds true even

during conditions where the petal components are in thermal equill-

brlum.

o Satisfactory antenna performance can be achieved in solar exposure

environments when the parabola used consists of a sandwich having

a core/skin ratio in weight approaching unity, sink characteristics

to approach equilibrium, and a focal dlstance-to-diameter (F/D)

ratio selection for "best fit" coordinate characteristic of the sur-

face resulting from thermal change.

1 The functional relationships of reflecting surfaces in either a

Cassegrainian or Gregorian antenna design arrangement may not

excessively deteriorate in a sun_netrlcallychanging thermal

environment.

o Conventional methods and instruments of dimensional measurement,

which require a gravity established reference plane, do not apply

to measurement techniques as may be required in space environments.

Vl. ANEW CONCEPT FOR LARGE APERTURE PARABOLIC REFLECTORS FOR USE IN SPACE

ENVIRONMENTS

AI The Idealized Structural Geometry

A stringent and detailed examination of structural shapes indicates that,

with but one exception, the shapes radically change geometrically when

subjected to space environments. The excluded shape is the syu_etrical

sphere which, although it may change in dimension, retains its spherical
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geometry. This statement requires qualification by specifying the

material which composes the sphere to be elastic. It is assumed that

the most severe space environment which results in dimensional change

will be thermal; therefore, the following fundamental illustrations

depict the basic unsy-,netrical thermal effect upon an elastic sphere.

Figure 161, illustrating a solar exposed surface area expansion, is

exaggerated. Figure 162 shows the same sphere but takes into considera-

tion the elasticity and thermal shrinkage in the shadow area.

Figures 161 and 162 indicate that although thermal distortion can occur

to a sphere, the elasticity and contraction which would be induced

results in a compromising reaction. The reaction is to reduce thermal

distortion in dimension such that spherical geometry is maintained.

The sphere has several advantages in its structural consideration. It

is far easier to measure a spherical surface of constant radius than

the coordinates of a parabola. A sphere constructed of nonrigid or

flexible meterials can be measured in the Earth's gravity environment

without unknown deflections by employing pressurization. When con-

sidering the above and other physical properties of the flexible and

elastic spherical structure, the sphere concept has distinct advantages

over other concepts for space antenna reflector structures, with the

possible exception of electrical characteristics. Therefore, the

followin s discussion examines the feasibility and application of

spherical reflecting surfaces to microwave antenna design. In practice,

an area on the internal surface of a spherical shell can be used to

focus microwave electromagnetic energy precisely the same as a para-

bolic antenna of the same reflector area. This equivalent function

is shown in Figure 163,where the coordinate relationship between a curve

of constant radius and a parabolic curve of F/D = 0.225 is co,_ared.

In Figure 163,it can be noted that the parabolic curve and the curve of

constant radius are coincident over 60% of the radial y-coordinate.

This means that for an illustrative lO-ft diameter sphere, a 6-ft
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So

dla_eter area of the sphere could be used as a parabolic reflector.

This assumes, of course, that the reflectlve area is meta111c and

the balance of the sphere is electromagnetlcally transparent. It

should be noted, however, that the 6-it diameter reflectlve surface

requires the sphere to be at least I0 ft in diameter, whlch results

in a large part of the sphere's projected area servlnK no useful

purpose. Thus, the sphere's efficiency may be stated in terms of a

ratio between the sphere diameter and the useful reflective area.

In the example where the sphere diameter required would be of the order

of 100 it, this efficiency is considered to be quite low when considering

the sphere diameter required, which serves no contributing purpose.

A Spherical Surface Functioui_ as a Parabolic Electromagnetic
Reflector

Because of the obvious advantages offered by an optimized spherical

structure for antenna reflectors in a space envirornnent, Narmco has

conceived an approach to essentially cause a spherical surface to func-

tion as a paraboloid. This conversion i8 primarily electromagnetic in

nature, and is accomplished by the selective application of dielectric

materials.

It is well known that a dielectric material retards an electromagnetic

wave passing through it, and therefore has an index of refraction de-

fined as the square root of the material's dielectric constant. Just

as the parabolic reflector is used as a microwave optical device, a

microwave lens constructed of dielectric material may be used to colli-

mate microwave energy. Lenses and reflectors are interchangeable in

microwave antennas because both perform the same basic function:

modification of phase. Consequently, the two can be compounded as a

composite electromagnetic optical device. This, basically, describes

Narmco's procedure to convert the spherical surface.

The electromagnetic modification required to increase the projected

aperture diameter of a given diameter sphere will be more clearly
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understood by referring to Figure 164. Although it has previously

been demonstrated that, at an F/D of 0.225, phase correction by

dielectric means would be required only in the projected area in

excess of 60% from the axis of syr_netry, the equivalent parabolic

curve in Figure 164 is shown at an example F/D = 0.35 to more clearly

show the dielectric use. Indeed, notation should be made of the fact

that the current trend in antenna design is toward F/D ratios of

approximately 0.35, or less; this is particularly the case for a

Cassegrain arrangement.

In Figure 164 dielectric material has been gradiently added to the inner

surface of a sphere, increasing in thickness as the diameter of the

spherical reflector increases in the y coordinate. The physical thick-

ness of the dielectric, d, is related to the electrical thickness, @,

in one-way wave or ray traversal by

where :

o

c

c
o

e

= _o " sin2 @
o

the electromagnetic free-space wavelength

the complex dielectric constant of the medium

the angle of electromagnetic incidence

(i)

Equation (i) does not describe the equation of the refractive surface,

but serves only to show the one-way path distance and phase difference.

Shell's law describes the optical path due to the refractive index.

Figure 164 indicates that an apparent element of magnification occurs,

wherein the actual spherical reflector diameter is less than the

equivalent parabolic reflector as described by the electromagnetic

ray path. This cannot be regarded as a gain, however, since the pro-

jected aperture and a certain dissipation factor of the dielectric

material must be taken into consideration.
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Now, since the ray correcting refractive medium is a dielectric

material, it possesses some value of attenuation due to the dissi-

pation factor which, in plastic foam and tltanate materials, is

usually quite small.

To better understand the effect of this loss, its relationship to the

power distribution across an antenna aperture should be understood.

The maximum density of illuminating power from an antenna feed system

is directed along the reflector's axis of symmetry toward the reflector

vertex. This illuminating power decreases radially in a tapered fashion

toward the reflector edge, such that the intensity at the reflector edge

is very low in comparison to that at the vertex. It can be seen in

Figure 19 that the thickness of the dielectric material in Narmco's

concept increases along the spherical surface toward the reflector edge

and in the direction of decreasing illuminating power. Thus, the power

loss by dissipation has only minor effect upon antenna gain or directlvity.

For purposes of simplification, the antenna "gain" can be identified as

G_ to define the power flow ratio at a distance, in any direction, from

the directive antenna. Then, the maximum parabolic antenna gain,

assuming a particular illumination, can be stated in the elementary

form:

G = 4 (F) (2)
o k2

where:

A = area of the parabolic reflector aperture

= wavelength of radiation

dimensionless factor resulting from exitation phase and

intensity
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A complementary property is the receiving cross section, A, which

relates to gain as follows:

G k2
= (3)

Since antenna gain is a direct relationship to antenna directivity,

it follows that directivity is a function of antenna beamwidth, and

radiation intensity at a point some large distance from the antenna

is entirely dependent upon antenna beannvidth for a given total power

level. The beannvidth is expressed by the approximation derived from

the laws of wave optics:

k
6 (degrees) .. 70 (4)

where:

e ffi width of beam between directions for half power (3-db down)

in a plane passing through the projected parabolic reflector

diameter

k ffi wavelength

D = projected diameter of the paraboloid antenna reflector

It is therefore shown that; for a given microwave transmitter power

level or a receiving microwave signal intensity, the maxlmumdistance

in space over which communication can be performed is directly related

to the diameter of the parabolic reflector, assuming, of course, that

a reflecting surface of sufficient accuracy is maintained.

To consider the proposed phase-modified spherical reflector in terms

of antenna gain, it is necessary to evaluate the reflection coefficients

of the dielectric material interface, plus the loss tangent (tan 6), of

the dielectric material.
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An elementary approach is to simply include a new factor (D - y),

into equation (2). Thus,

4 _A (F) (D- ¥)G =

o k2

where:

A = effective parabola aperture

F = dimensionless factor _ 0.55

(D - y) = combined attenuation due to dissipation factor and

reflection coefficient

= wavelength

The Expandable Antenna Structure

The previous discussions have pertained to the functional design of

a space antenna by means of a spherical shape. Excellent advantages

are also inherent in a sphere's structural and electrical characterlstlcs_

as well as it_ utility in space.

One primary objective of the spherical shell concept is to acquire a

highly precise and uniform reflecting surface which has sufficient

rigidity to maintain this surface accuracy in a space environment. This

can be provided by a perfectly spherical structure which contains an

internal pressure to achieve uniformity. This inflated spherical bag

approach, however, cannot be effectively utilized in space environments,

due to depressurization by meteoroids, as demonstrated in the instance

of the Echo I satellite balloon.

Expandable elastic recovery spherical concepts do not depend upon

internal pressures to maintain semi-rigidity. However, the elastic

recovery structures do not achieve the required uniformity of surfaces

necessary for microwave reflectors. This nonuniformity of surface is

due to permanent creasing and wrinkling of the structural material when

in the folded and collapsed state.
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Since it can be shown that a single wall flexible material fabricated

to a constant radius will form a perfect sphere when pressure-inflated,

and thus can have a precise and uniform surface both internally and

externally, it is then apparent that an internal pressure may be

utilized to remove the creases and wrinkles from the outer skin surface

of an elastic recovery spherical structure. Since the question obviously

arises as to the more plausible pressurization of the inside skln surface

of an elastic recovery sandwich structure, it Is found that a residual

restraint i8 maintained by the outer skin surface and flexible foam core

due to remaining creases and wrinkling. Thus, in the event of depressuri

zation, the inside surface will become distorted by continued recovery

of the outer material.

In order to alleviate the above condition and achieve uniform spherical

surfaces, the concept requires the application of radial smoothing

pressures to both the internal and external skin surfaces of an elastic

recovery sandwich sphere to approach material yield. This pressurization

of both skin surfaces would be accomplished by microscopic perforations

included into the inside skin and core material. Thus, radial pressure

would first be applied to the inside skin of the spherical structure,

and then, as a function of time, traverse the cross section of the

sandwich to apply radial pressure to the outside skin. By this expedient

a radial pressure would be applied to both sandwich surfaces until, as

a function of time, the pressure differential of the surfaces were

equalized.

Once full memory of the spheres' elastic material has been restored,

the elastic sandwich spherical structure could maintaln its spherical

geometry precisely in the space environment following perforation and

depressurizatlon by meteorites. This ability is mandatory for micro-

wave antenna applications.

By the use of flexible plastic foam, which has a very low dielectric

constant and dissipation factor, and flexible plastic laminate skins,

which also have a relatively low dielectric constant and dissipation

factor, the wall of a spherical shell can be constructed to act as a
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radome. This type of radome construction is known as a "symmetrical

sandwich," and has excellent electromagnetic transmissfon character-

istics.

Thus, for the "symmetrical lossless sandwich" desig_ zero-reflection

occurs only when the sandwich core thickness (dc) N is in the following

relations: (65)

For Parallel Polarization of Microwave Energy and

Normal Incidence

2(_S-I) 4_ s _ sin I

_o c 2_s (6)

(dclN = 2 _4Crc N _ - tan-I (as+l)(%-%1 + (%-l)(as_ c) cos 2_s

where N = integer

(dc) N = thickness of order N

= free-space wavelength
o

_c = Cs/Co, Specific dielectric constant of core

_s = Cs/¢o, Specific dielectric constant of skin

_s - (2 _ x(electrical thickness of the skin)

For Perpendicular Polarization of Microwave Energy

and Arbitrary Incidence

2 (_'s-1) _s c 2_s

_c = N N - tan "I (_,s.l) ' +Ct'(_ s c) cos 2_s + (_'c-_'s)(_'s+l)

where
='s' _'c = "effective" specific dielectric constants of

the skin and core, respectively, for radia-

tion incident at angle @ in air. The actual

specific dielectric constants are _s and CLc.

(7)
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2 _ (dc) _ _/--
= - sln 2 e

_c k°

2 _ d a V_ - sin 2 8_s = ko a

Thus, by employing the above, it is practical to design a apace antenna

spherical structure that will be transparent to a given band of micro-

wave electromagnetic transmission or reception. A spherical area on

the internal akin of the electromagnettcally transparent, spherical

radome would be metallized to form a spherical antenna reflector. The

previously discussed phase-modifying dielectric material, _ompounded to

the spherical reflector to achieve parabolic performance, could also be

a flexible, elastic recovery, plastic foam. The dielectric composition

of this inner layer could be adjusted to provide an increase in the

index of refraction in order to minimize the thickness required as a

phase-corrective medium.

Thus, the foam would be loaded with an element which has a very high

dielectric constant and low dissipation factor such as barium titanate.

dielectric loading will produce a resultant dielectric constant which

is the product of the ratio of dielectrics per unit volume, and is a

function of the electromagnetic frequency.

The entire spherical radomestructure and the equivalent parabolic

reflector can be made flexible and, therefore, collapsible for efficient

packaging. When the packaged antenna structure is released, the elastic

memory of the materials will expand the sphere into its original shape,

thus deploying the antenna, although not into its operating condition.

To obtain full elastic recover_ the previously discussed pressuriza-

tion process is next applied.

Upon full restoration of the sphere's elastic material by the application

of this radial-smoothlng pressure, the elastic sandwich spherical

The
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structure would precisely maintain its spherical geometry in the

space environment following any perforation and depressurization by

meteorites. This ability is mandatory for microwave antenna appli-

cations.

Various antenna design flexibilities exist through the use of the

spherical concept, several of which are shown by Figures 165, 166, and

167. The arrangement shown in Figure 165 could have particular signi-

ficance in those instances where space atomic radiation and micro-

meteoroids are of concern. Characteristically, flexible materials

which have low dielectric constants and low dissipation factors are

usually of low atomic number. Thus, in instances where damaging

space radiation is of corpuscular nature, the bremsstrahlung could

be significantly reduced.

Notice that each of the antenna concepts shown may be pointed directly

toward the sun without incurring thermal feed damage.
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